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RobZwetsloot studiedaerospaceengineering,
usingPythontomodelcomplex
simulations,yetthis istheleastof
hisachievements.Havingearned
enoughwoolongstocompletehis
PhaseVshipupgrades,undertaken
insecrecyandseeminglyplanned
foryears,Robhascommandeered
thenowspaceworthyLU&DFlying
Fortressforevermore,dubbingit
theVegaMegaStationandsending
ittonear-Moonorbit.Hewaslast
seenarcingacrossthenightskyin
abrilliantroarof light, thunderand
colour,headedforthestationon
amodifiedGundamRapiro,both
gigglingmaniacally.Rumoursofan
immensebattleonthedarksideof
theMoonarenowbeingwhispered
acrosstheweb.Godspeed,sir.

JonMasters is a Linux kernel hacker who has
been working on Linux for some
19 years, since he first attended
university at the age of 13. Jon lives
in Cambridge, Massachusetts,
and works for a large enterprise
Linux vendor. You can find his
brilliant Kernel Column on pages
12-13 this month.

NitishTiwari is a software developer by
profession and an open source
enthusiast by heart, and he helps
firms set up and use open source
software. This month, Nitish shows
us the tech giants who are shaping
open source (p.14) and explains how
to schedule social media marketing
with CampaignChain (p.34).

DanAldred is a Raspberry Pi Certified Educator
and a Lead School teacher for CAS.
He is passionate about creating
and hacking projects, and uses Pi
projects to engage the students
that he teaches. Turn to page 54 to
find out how his students won the
Astro Pi competition and how you
can track the position of the ISS.

Gareth Halfacree is our resident news
reporter and brings us the latest
developments from all over the
open source world, starting over
on page 6. On pages 80-81, Gareth
reviews the Novena All-in-One
Desktop, a new computer built with
open hardware and software.
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Welcome
toissue156ofLinuxUser&Developer

Welcome to the latest issue of Linux User &
Developer, the UK and America’s favourite Linux
and open source magazine.

Open source has never been as crucial as it is
now. Linux and FOSS are enjoying unprecedented
celebrity as companies increasingly move to open
source business models, embrace open means

of developing new tools, and open up entire code bases to
further improve the technologies that are powering our future.

This month, we reveal the open source contributions from
the world’s biggest tech companies (page 14). We also take a
look at userland FOSS in our lead feature (page 18), selecting
the best-in-class apps so you can ensure you’re getting the
most from your Linux system. Our tutorials are packed with
open source goodies too, including a Python library that helps
you fly drones (page 38), and you can find the Novena open
hardware SBC reviewed from page 80. Over in the Raspberry
Pi section we’re broadcasting homebrew radio stations (page
64) and speaking to Astro Pi competition winners to learn how
you can track the ISS (page 54). We hope you enjoy it all!

Also this month, we bid a fond farewell to the wonderfully
talented Rob Zwetsloot, the creative heart of this magazine
(and king, when he can get away with it) for three years now. We
wish him the very best in his new adventures and the most fun.

Gavin Thomas,Editor
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KDE rivals
Ubuntu with 
Plasma Mobile

Promises free-as-in-freedom platform for mobile devices

06 News & Opinion  | 90 Q&A  | 94 Your Letters

MOBILE

The KDE Project has unveiled its entry into the
smartphone market, releasing details of a free
software platform dubbed Plasma Mobile that
is currently in the prototype stage.

Following the lead of companies including
Mozilla and Canonical, KDE’s Plasma Mobile
is designed as an alternative to Google’s Linux-
based Android platform, which currently holds
the majority smartphone market share. Building
on concerns many in the free software and
open source communities have, Plasma Mobile
promises signifi cantly improved privacy features
compared to its rivals.

“As a free software community, it is our mission
to give users the option of retaining full control
over their data,” explained KDE’s Sebastian
Kügler of the software’s release. “The choice
for a mobile operating system should not be a
choice between missing functions or forsaken
privacy of user data and personal information.
Plasma Mobile offers the ability to choose the
services that are allowed to integrate deeply into

6

The KDE Project claims 
Plasma Mobile will offer 

a privacy-enhanced 
mobile experience

if you want to provide a system functionality such 
as a mobile hotspot, if you want to improve power 
management at the kernel level, if you want to 
help with the design, Plasma Mobile welcomes 
your contributions.”

Additional features with which KDE is hoping 
to make Plasma Mobile stand out from the 
crowd include a focus on ergonomics and 
device integration and a heavily customisable 
experience which can be personalised to each 
user’s requirements – from the upper level, such 
as with changing the wallpaper and overall look 
and feel, down to customising low-level system 
components as required.

Thus far, would-be Android replacements 
such as Ubuntu Touch and Firefox OS have been 
slow to fi nd market acceptance, even with OEM 
partnerships that have seen the software pre-
loaded on handsets in various countries. KDE has 
yet to announce plans for any distribution deals 
for Plasma Mobile, which at present requires 
manual installation on a compatible device.

the system. It will not share any data unless that is 
explicitly requested.”

Following internal development which has now 
been offi cially opened up as free software, KDE’s 
Plasma Mobile is in a functional prototype stage. 
The software is presently compatible with the 
LG-built Google Nexus 5 Android smartphone as 
a replacement ROM, featuring the ability to make 
and receive calls as well as use a number of native 
applications. Builds for x86-based systems have 
also been released, to make testing the software 
without a mobile device easier.

Native Plasma Mobile applications are 
developed using Qt, but KDE has indicated that 
it will support applications written in GTK, using 
Android’s API or even those designed for Ubuntu 
Touch, as well as others, “if the licence allows and 
the app can be made to work at a technical level.

“Plasma Mobile’s development process 
welcomes contributions at all levels,” Kügler told 
community members at the unveiling event. “If 
you want to get your hands dirty with a cool app, 



Canonical denies IP
policy problems
“Not violating our policies to use Ubuntu with D
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TOP FIVE

1 AMD’s GPU driv

ARM-based SoCs from Freescale, HiSilicon, and
ZTE, and the ARCv2 architecture as implemented 
in the Synopsys embedded-centric HS38 CPU core, 
while improving performance for other platforms.

3  More input options
Using the latest kernel, users can enjoy support 
for the Sony Motion Controller, Logitech M560, 
and the ability to use the LEDs of an Xbox Wireless 
Controller, the latter courtesy a patch from gaming 
giant Valve Software.

4  Improved NCQ
Even when not using F2FS, Linux 4.2 is good news 
for SSD users thanks to libata improvements 
that promise better support for native command 
queuing (NCQ) of TRIM commands, which can be 
enabled or disabled using kernel parameters.

5  Addition to F2FS
Support for encryption on a per-fi le basis when 
using the Flash-Friendly File-System (F2FS) has 
been added to Linux 4.2, patches, which also 
heralds some improvements in the fi lesystem’s 
handling of TRIM commands in addition to recovery 
for broken superblocks.

Features in 
Linux Kernel 4.2

Canonical has officially responded to claims
that its Ubuntu Linux distribution cannot be
distributed in modified form as a Docker or
other container format image, denying that
there is any issue.

“If you generate a container image that is not a
100% unmodified version of Ubuntu, Canonical
insist that you must ask them for permission
to distribute it,” developer Matthew Garrett
claimed in a blog post on the issue. “The only
alternative is to rebuild every binary package
you wish to ship, removing all trademarks in the
process,” he concluded.

“I am speaking for my employer, Canonical,
when I say you are not violating our policies if
you use Ubuntu with Docker in sensible, secure
ways,” Dustin Kirkland responded in an official
statement. “Some have claimed otherwise,” he
added, referring to Garrett’s post, “but that’s
simply sensationalist and untrue. Canonical
publishes Ubuntu images for Docker specifically
so that they will be useful to people. You are
encouraged to use them! We see no conflict
between our policies and the common sense use
of Docker.”

OPEN SOURCE

“Certain Canonical employees h
Docker images that inherit from the official Ubuntu 
image are fine,” Garrett argued in a comment 
update to his original post, following Kirkland’s 
announcement. “They haven’t pointed to anything 
in the policy that permits this, they haven’t said 
that this is true of the general case, and they 
haven’t made it clear that this is an official position. 
There’s probably still enough to claim estoppel 
in the Docker case, but outside that I think you’re 
on your own,” he added, claiming that Kirkland’s 
statement “doesn’t appear to actually contradict 
anything I say” with regards to the potential 
intellectual property issues.

Responding to a series of questions from 
Garrett seeking clarifi cation on what constitutes 
“sensible, secure” use of Ubuntu Docker images, 
Kirkland stated that “my colleagues at Canonical 
are happy to discuss a real, practical project, but 
very specifi cally not hypothetical questions.”

Those whose uses may violate Canonical’s IP 
policy – especially the distribution of modifi ed 
Ubuntu Docker images – are advised to contact 
the company for guidance, or to follow Garrett’s 
advice to “just derive from Debian instead.”

Above The Radeon 
R9 processor is now 

supported by AMD
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Post-scarcity world
“To change something, build a new model that makes the existing 

model obsolete” – R. Buckminster Fuller

OPINION FREE SOFTWARE

 The concept of ‘intellectual property’ 
and its ownership is a subject that has 
always been beset with paradoxes. 

Information wants to be free, and copyright wants to 
impose limitations on the distribution of information. 
But in the ephemeral world of the Internet where 
information and ideas are stored and shared in digital 
formats, the ownership of ideas and information 
really has little meaning. 

As the creative industries have found, when the 
distribution of a creative work is no longer restricted to 
a hardcopy format, such as vinyl or paper, it becomes 
harder to impose rules on its distribution. If a product 
is worth anything, it is copied and pasted into infinity, 
and lack of scarcity diminishes its monetary value, 
sometimes to almost nothing. 

The artist or creator, always a prisoner of distribution 
networks and their owners, loses control of his or 
her work and how it is used. The Internet gives us 
information at our fingertips at little cost. We have 
access to knowledge, music and information beyond 
the wildest dreams of many a few short years ago. 
We can only gain from this – but a price is paid. The 
returns do not accrue to the content creators but to the 
distributors, in this case the companies that control 
the Internet hubs: Google and Facebook. The effect is 
to reduce the ability of the artist and creator to make 
a living, and we need the artist and creator to make a 
living, because the work they do has the potential to 
widen our horizons and enrich our lives. 

This type of effect, of the diminishing material value 
of work, has profound implications far beyond the 
industries that rely on the concepts that are loosely 
termed as ‘intellectual property’. Globalisation, 
automation and digitisation are increasing inequalities 
in the workplace across all industries. The world of work 
is increasingly becoming a deskilled and devalued zone 
for large sectors of the population. 

Two centuries ago, Benjamin Franklin predicted that 
the technological advances of the late 1700s would lead 
to the four-hour working week. A century later George 
Bernard Shaw confidently predicted that by the year 
2000 we would be working a two-hour day. This has 
always been the promise of the post-industrial society; 

that leisure would be the priority and the hours of work 
would be reduced. But this hasn’t happened. Instead, 
we are living in a golden age for the service industries 
and consumerism, where large sectors of the population 
work longer and longer hours for less and less reward, 
and often with less and less tangible purpose.

Richard Stallman recognised the possibilities of 
the post-scarcity world in the Gnu Manifesto, written 
in 1985. “In the long run, making programs free is a 
step toward the post-scarcity world,” he wrote, “where 
nobody will have to work very hard just to make a living. 
People will be free to devote themselves to activities 
that are fun, such as programming, after spending the 
necessary ten hours a week on required tasks such as 
legislation, family counselling, robot repair and asteroid 
prospecting. There will be no need to be able to make a 
living from programming.”

Speaking in 1970, the inventor and systems theorist 
Buckminster Fuller made a very similar point to 
Stallman: “We keep inventing jobs because of this 
false idea that everybody has to be employed at some 
kind of drudgery because, according to Malthusian-
Darwinian theory, he must justify his right to exist. So 
we have inspectors of inspectors and people making 
instruments for inspectors to inspect inspectors. The 
true business of people should be to go back to school 
and think about whatever it was they were thinking 
about before somebody came along and told them they 
had to earn a living.”

Stallman also said: “We have already greatly 
reduced the amount of work that the whole society 
must do for its actual productivity, but only a little 
of this has translated itself into leisure for workers 
because much non-productive activity is required to 
accompany productive activity. The main causes of 
this are bureaucracy and isometric struggles against 
competition. Free software will greatly reduce these 
drains in the area of software production. We must 
do this, in order for technical gains in productivity to 
translate into less work for us.”

Maybe such ideas are a touch unrealistic, but if they 
are to serve us well, leaps in technology absolutely have 
to be reciprocated by leaps in ideas about the way our 
society works.  

Richard Hillesley
writes about art, music, digital 

rights, Linux and free software for 
a variety of publications
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Red Hat has officially released updated
versions of its Ceph and Gluster storage
products, Ceph Storage 1.3 and Gluster Storage
3.1, as the company looks to gain a larger slice of
the big-data pie.

“Open, software-defined storage is one of
the best ways for enterprises to design and
deploy data storage at petabyte scale,” claimed
Ranga Rangachari, vice president and general
manager of storage and big data at Red Hat, as
the updated projects were unveiled during the
Red Hat Summit 2015. “We continue to listen to
our customers and today we respond with new
Red Hat Storage products that help manage their

Red Hat improves Gluster and Ceph

Canonical adds 
GPL trump clause

Promises scale-out solutions to meet the large-scale
requirements of enterprise customers

BIG DATA

exponentially growing capacity requirements, 
securely across the enterprise. With the new 
features in Red Hat Gluster Storage and Red Hat 
Ceph Storage, Red Hat delivers uncompromised 
performance at scale to our enterprise 
customers worldwide.”

Ceph 1.3, Red Hat claims, includes important 
tweaks to its robustness including improved 
rebalancing logic designed to prioritise data 
integrity over other automatic functions, 
the ability to pause ongoing rebalancing 
operations, time-scheduled scrubbing, and 
sharding of bucket metadata. Performance 
improvements come courtesy of improved SSD 

handling provided by Intel and SanDisk, while 
other patches bring boot time reductions for 
virtual machines using read-ahead caching 
and sustained block performance through 
fragmentation minimisation.

Gluster 3.1 adds support for erasure-coded 
dispersed storage volumes which reconstruct 
corrupted or lost data using information stored 
elsewhere, which Red Hat claims can reduce 
the need for RAID and replication and drive 
down the total cost of ownership by up to 75 per 
cent. Additional tweaks include automated data 
tiering, bit-rot detection scanning, and support 
for SELinux in enforcing mode.

COPYLEFT

Canonical, creator of the popular Ubuntu Linux distribution, has settled 
its long-running dispute with the Free Software Foundation and the 
Software Freedom Conservancy over its intellectual property policy, by 
adding a ‘trump clause’ for GNU General Public Licence compliance.

Under the revised policy, the GPL is to take precedence thanks to the 
clause specifically stating that “where any other licence grants rights, 
this policy does not modify or reduce those rights under those licenses” 
– a hard-fought conclusion to two years’ negotiations.

The Free Software Foundation, however, is still not happy. “While the 
FSF acknowledges that the first update emerging from that process 
solves the most pressing issue with the policy – its interference 
with users’ rights under the GNU GPL and potentially other copyleft 
licenses covering individual works within Ubuntu – the policy remains 
problematic in ways that prevent us from endorsing it as a model for 
others,” the group explained in a statement on the matter. “The FSF will 
continue to provide feedback to Canonical in the days ahead, and urge 
them to make additional changes.

“Canonical, in our conversations, repeatedly expressed that it is 
their full intention to liberally allow use of their trademarks and patents 
by community projects, and not to interfere with the exercise of rights 
under any copyleft license covering works within Ubuntu. While we 
appreciate today’s development… we hope they will further revise the 
policy so that users, to the greatest extent possible, know their rights in 
advance rather than having to inquire about them or negotiate them.”

ACHIEVE STABILITY
WITH IMPROVED

KNOWLEDGE

+44 (0)870 766 7756
2ndquadrant.com/knowledge
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DISTRO FEED

             

1. Linux Mint - 3,117

2. Debian 1,681

3. Ubuntu 1,651

4. openSUSE 1,218

5. Fedora 1,149

6. Mageia  1,059

7. CentOS - 984

8. Manjaro 940

9. elementaryOS 835

10. LXLE 814

 Top 10
(Average hits per day, 6 July – 5 August)

Highlights
BackBox Linux 4.3
The latest release brings a new Ubuntu 
14.04.2 base, an improved installer with 

logical volume manager (LVM) and full-disk encryption 
options, RAM wiping at shutdown and reboot, and 
new exciting tools including beef-project, btscanner, 
ophcrack,andwpscan.

Android-x86 4.4-r3
The third stable release of this unofficial, 
x86-centric, Android KitKat variant brings 

improved performance for tablets and netbooks and 
additionaldriversinthenewer4.0.8kernel.

Red Hat Enterprise 6.7
Red Hat’s latest commercial offering brings 
improvements including a new cluster 

configuration analysis tool, clufter, plus LVM cache 
support for boosted performance using low-cost SSDs.

Latest distros 
available:
fi lesilo.co.uk

Capital One launches 
DevOps tool
Unleashes Hygieia dashboard at OSCON

The Linux Foundation has launched an
automated census project for the Core
Infrastructure Initiative; a move it hopes will
identify new critical projects which could
benefit from funding and support.

“Measuring software security is an ongoing
struggle that’s notoriously difficult given missing
or messy data,” explained Jim Zemlin, the Linux
Foundation’s executive director, at the launch.
“There’s no perfect set of metrics to guarantee
that software is secure or not. The Census Project

LF launches CII Census Project
FOUNDATION

brings the power of the open source collaboration 
to help fi ll this massive gap, which will provide 
a useful barometer for assessing software 
from a security point of view. We look forward to 
feedback in order to improve the census itself.”

Developers and security experts alike are 
asked to participate in the project, under the 
coordination of security research expert David 
Wheeler of the Institute for Defence Analyses, 
with full source code and data available on the 
Foundation’s GitHub repository.

Seeks to identify more projects to support

Financial giant Capital One has entered the 
world of first-party open source, releasing 
an internal DevOps dashboard utility dubbed 
Hygieia under a permissive licence.

Named for the Greek goddess of health and 
hygiene, Hygieia is a previously internal tool 
designed to aid developer operations staff 
in keeping an eye on the whole development 
lifecycle. Based around a six-widget layout, the 
software monitors features, code repositories, 
build processes, quality assurance, monitoring, 
and deployment from a single interface.

“We use tools for everything today and 
each tool has its own unique dashboard to 
present information,” the company explained 
in a statement regarding the launch. “What is 

lacking is a near real-time consolidated view 
of the end-to-end delivery pipeline. This view 
and a continuous feedback loop is critical to the 
success of any DevOps organisation. Capital 
One Engineers from our DevOps team developed 
Hygieia keeping in mind the need for such a tool, 
since none is available commercially out of the 
box in ready to use state as well as ease of use.”

While Capital One has published the software 
on GitHub under the Apache 2.0 licence it is 
requesting that would-be contributors sign a 
Contributor License Agreement before their 
pull requests would be considered for inclusion, 
which includes a perpetual, world-wide, royalty-
free copyright licence to any contributed work 
and derivatives.

DEVOPS

 This month
Stable releases (16)
In development (13)

Many distributions 
struggled this month 

with lower-than-usual 
traffi c fi gures, with only 

Debian managing to gain 
month-on-month



Find prime numbers
There are many ways to locate prime numbers – up to a limit – as 

well as optimise the process. Here are a few of them

OPINION CODING 

 This article is about finding prime numbers 
up to a maximum. Although the problem of 
finding prime numbers looks relatively easy, 

a lot of debugging took place during the writing of this 
article. Prime numbers are mainly used in cryptography 
but they are also being used in coding theory, random 
number generators, error correcting codes and hashes.

The limit is given as a command line argument to the 
program. As command line arguments are passed to the 
C program as strings, the following C code converts the 
string to an integer:

  int limit = atoi(argv[1]);

None of the programs check for errors on the input; 
they just assume the given command line argument 
is an integer greater than zero that contains no ASCII 
characters, spaces or other Unicode characters. Also, 
a function named isPrime() does the actual checking. 
Although the isPrime() function successfully answers 
that both 1 and 2 are prime numbers, the for loop of the 
main function starts examining numbers beginning from 
3; therefore, neither 1 nor 2 will be in the results!

The first approach (prime.c) is pretty naïve and, as you 
will see, very slow. It checks every integer from 2 up to 
the given limit. A second approach (prime2.c) improves 
the initial algorithm by examining if an integer n can be 
divided not with every number from 2 to n-1, but only 
with numbers from 2 up to the integer part of (n/2). This 
makes the algorithm almost twice as fast!

A third approach (prime3.c) improves the algorithm 
used in prime2.c. It does not examine numbers that are 
divided by 2 by adjusting the for loop used in the main() 
function: for (i=3; i<=limit; i=i+2). The isPrime() function 
is the same as in prime2.c.

The last method (prime4.c) is even faster. This is done 
by examining the input of isPrime() with even fewer 
numbers. The relevant part is the following:

  float temp = sqrt(number);
  int j = (int) temp;

As you can see here, only integers that go up to the 
square root of the number you examine are being 
considered as potential factors.

The implementation of the isPrime() function as 
found in prime4.c contains the following code:

  if (number % 2 == 0)
      return (number == 2);

This is a clever way of saying that if a number is divided 
by 2, then it is a prime number only if it is number 2. You 
can do the same with other prime numbers.

It is now time to perform some benchmarking using 
the time utility. The limit will be number 100,000.

  prime.c: real  0m1.669s  user  0m1.667s   sys  
 0m0.002s

  prime2.c: real  0m0.880s user  0m0.876s   sys  
 0m0.002s

  prime3.c: real  0m0.873s user  0m0.869s   sys  
 0m0.003s

  prime4.c: real  0m0.009s user  0m0.006s   sys  
 0m0.001s

It is interesting to recognise that prime2.c and prime3.c 
have no significant difference in execution time. This is 
because prime3.c only cuts off even integers from being 
tested by the isPrime() function, which does not help 
very much because the bottleneck in both programs is 
the calculations performed by the isPrime() function.

As you can also understand, if the integer number 
given as the limit is small, all methods are fast; the 
method is important only when doing many calculations.

Using a profiler would show that prime.c did 
about 455,289,148 computations, whereas prime4.c 
performed about 1,395,441 computations in order to 
find the exact same thing.

Despite the fact that there are many ways to optimise 
a problem, it is better to go step by step instead of 
searching for the perfect solution from the beginning.

The ultimate solution for this problem would be to 
have a cache structure with the prime numbers you 
have already computed and test an integer for divisibility 
using only the integers that have previously been 
recognised as primes, but caching can be the subject of 
another column!

Find the source code at https://github.com/
mactsouk and www.filesilo.co.uk/linuxuser-156. 

Mihalis Tsoukalos
is a UNIX administrator, a 
programmer, a DBA and a 

mathematician. He has used Linux 
since 1993
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Jon Masters summarises the events of the Linux kernel community, as 
development for Linux 4.2 comes to a close with the release of 4.2-rc6

OPINION

 Linus Torvalds announced Linux 4.2-rc6 
(Release Candidate 6), noting that he had 
been unhappy with the quality of previous 

release candidates, but was now encouraged by the 
improved state of play. In his announcement, Linus says, 
“Not only is RC6 finally shrinking noticeably, the issues 
I was worried about had fixes come in early in the week, 
and so I don’t have anything big pending”. This means that 
Linus now anticipates 4.2 to be a “normal” release cycle 
and thus available shortly after we go to press.

Kdbus debate continues
One of the bigger, more controversial sources of discussion 
in kernel development circles lately has been “kdbus” 
– the in-kernel implementation of the “D-Bus” IPC (Inter-
Process Communication) mechanism, common on 
modern Linux desktop, server and embedded systems. 
D-Bus was originally targeted at desktop applications. 
Based upon a message system, it would allow “server” 
applications to register their interest as a server listening 
for certain types of messages (objects), and for “client” 
applications to broadcast messages targeted at anyone 
(or nobody) who has previously stated their interest 
in receiving such targeted messages. Consequently, 
D-Bus is a scalable IPC mechanism designed to handle 
the dynamic and largely event-driven nature of modern 
systems: an event occurs, a message is generated, 
and zero or more services respond to the message in a 
scalable manner. D-Bus has been around for well over a 
decade and is very established on modern Linux systems, 
but it has had its share of critics and detractors.

Among those who dislike D-Bus, a common thread 
is performance (or rather the perceived or actual lack 
thereof). Messages sent using D-Bus must typically 
traverse the kernel/userspace barrier several more 
times than they might if the D-Bus IPC mechanism were 
provided directly by the kernel itself. Traditionally, Linux 
has retained classical POSIX and Unix IPC mechanisms, 
but it has resisted the adoption of wholesale new 
mechanisms within the kernel that might be best handled 
in userspace. This is the crux of the debate around 
whether to add support for D-Bus directly to the Linux 
kernel, or to maintain the status quo of having support 
live within daemons and libraries that applications should 

link against. This is especially true because the existing 
library-based API must also be supportable by any 
eventual kernel-level design, since legacy applications 
must continue to function on all future Linux systems.

Many debates, often heated, have raised good points. 
One series of posts suggested performance bottlenecks 
imposed by the additional context switches to/from the 
kernel vs having D-Bus live directly in the kernel were 
relatively insignificant compared to more elementary 
problems in the existing D-Bus library implementation, 
which was criticised for its lack of optimised code. This 
seems to further a view among many critics that the 
kdbus authors are simply seeking to shove more code 
into the kernel. Then, there is the issue of security. The 
existing patches don’t address Mandatory Access Control 
systems, such as SELinux, in a very friendly way and have 
received much pushback as a result. In defence of the 
kdbus developers, they have usually responded calmly 
and thoroughly to such criticisms, and they do seem keen 
to resolve the technical challenges ahead. But whether 
they can convince long-time Linux kernel developers 
who are hostile to the notion of D-Bus in the first place (let 
alone kdbus) is something only time can tell.

Fallocate support in hugetlbfs
Mike Kravetz posted version two of a patch series 
implementing “fallout” support for files contained within 
the hugetlbfs filesystem. Hugetlbfs is a pseudo filesystem 
(an in-memory only construct not backed by physical 
storage media) used to abstract application-specific 
control over the allocation of “huge” TLBs (Translation 
Lookaside Buffers) and (more generally) huge pages in 
the kernel. TLBs are used to store translations within 
the microprocessor, caching the physical address for a 
(typically 4, 16 or 64K) processor virtual address as seen 
by an application. Using TLBs saves the hardware “table 
walker” from wasting pipeline cycles looking up individual 
memory address translations each time a load or store 
operation happens in the course of running a program. 
TLBs are essential to the performance of modern super-
scalar processors, but they are not an infinite resource.

The recent trend towards larger and larger memory 
systems has placed an even greater contention upon the 
TLBs, which are commonly caching just 4K translations 

Jon Masters
is a Linux kernel hacker who has 
been working on Linux for some 
19 years, since he first attended 
university at the age of 13. Jon lives 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts, and 
works for a large enterprise Linux 
vendor, where he is driving the 
creation of standards for energy 
efficient ARM-powered servers

 Messages 
sent using D-Bus 
traverse the 
kernel/userspace 
barrier several 
more times than 
they might if 
the D-Bus IPC 
mechanism were 
provided directly 
by the kernel 
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at a time (on x86 systems). This means that systems may
have millions of such individual translations required
to cover all of the memory used by applications. High
performance applications (in particular, databases)
often wish to allocate large contiguous chunks of virtual
memory, and to use those for managing vast amounts
of data in memory. Since using 4K at a time is inefficient,
so called “huge” (and, more recently, “ginormous”) page
sizes have been defined that allow for some such memory
allocations to be measured in terms of megabytes
(thousands of times larger). Thus, a single TLB entry now
stores a multi-megabyte translation in place of many
wasted TLBs each covering a small 4K chunk of the larger
allocation. This is very useful and has been supported
through the explicit “hugetlbfs” filesystem abstraction for
many years (as well as through “Transparent Huge Pages”).

The newer patches from Mike extend hugetlbfs,
allowing for the use of the “allocate” call to punch holes
in the memory described in hugetlbfs, in the same
way that such “holes” can be punched in regular files.
Such holes in conventional files allow for the concept of
“sparse” filesystems, in which files can seem to be much 
larger than there is physical disk storage space available. 
Similarly, fallocate can be used to manage in a more fine-
grained manner which regions of files within hugetlbfs 
are no longer being used by an application, freeing up the 
underlying (scarce) TLB resources.

RIP Virtual Mode 86 Support
Andy Lutomirski posted a patch entitled “Make 
CONFIG_VM86 default to n and remove EXPERT”. VM86 
(Virtual 8086 mode) is intended to support “real mode” 
applications on x86 – those designed to run on the original 
8086 processor. Since Linux itself never supported the 
8086 (it requires, amongst other things, the protected 
mode of the 80386 onwards), use of VM86 has always 
been confined to very limited use cases, largely focused 
upon MSDOS emulation. Even in the case of MSDOS 
emulation, all recent builds of utilities, such as “dosbox”, 
support emulation of the underlying hardware feature 
without directly requiring original 8086 code to run on 
modern Intel microprocessors. A similar situation exists 
in KVM when running legacy DOS applications, such as 
business productivity software that was never migrated 
to modern operating systems.

Supporting VM86 is not without cost, and in fact it 
cannot be supported on 64-bit native kernels. The code 
required in the kernel for VM86 is nuanced and is not 
actively under development. Nor is it even required to 
support executing the few legacy applications that are still 
able to make use of it (though they can function just fine 
with emulated support instead), but it is being enabled 
by default in many distributions by virtue of inheriting 
upstream configuration choices. This, in combination with 
some of the necessary implementation quirks, creates 
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a potential security attack surface in the interests of 
supporting a feature that the overwhelming majority of 
users no longer require. It is time that VM86 came to rest 
in peace. Andy is helping it along, as he notes in his patch: 
“This is intended to accelerate [VM86’s] slow death”.

An interesting side effect of the whole VM86 discussion 
was the detour into a conversation on kernel configuration 
and, in particular, creation of default kernel configs. Linux 
has long had support for certain “defconfig” files on 
embedded systems, but it has not had a “user friendly” 
way to specify that a new kernel config should be created 
targeting a typical desktop x86 developer (as an example). 
That may change, as there now seems to be some 
interest in making the kernel’s labyrinthine selection 
of configuration options somewhat more accessible 
to those who haven’t merely inherited the same kernel 
config files for the past few decades. Not everyone is 
a kernel developer of several decades and it is always 
beneficial to enable newcomers who are starting out.  
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T
here have been talks about open source thinking 
going mainstream for quite some time now, but 
talking doesn’t always mean something. To really 
check if there has been growth, innovation and 

adoption of open source software, we need to take a close 
look at big companies that dictate the ways web and related 
technologies are shaped. 

But, there are few questions – why should large 
corporations bother with open source? What is the benefi t 
for them? Isn’t open source already free? The fi rst thing 
to understand here is the way technological innovation 
works – it’s all about compatibility and interconnectivity. 
Today it’s almost impossible to create something new that is 
completely, truly standalone. At some point in time, software 
has to talk to some other software to get things done. So, 
collaboration is the key for the upcoming technologies, and 

open source does it best. There may be other specifi c reasons 
too, depending on the company in question. For example, a 
social media company like Facebook faces no competitive 
disadvantage by releasing its stack; rather, this accelerates 
the innovation around the core stack and helps improve it. 
For software vendors like Microsoft, the issue is more about 
being open and inclusive as it continuously faces tough 
competition from Linux. If Microsoft still uses its own OS on 
the cloud, it simply can’t continue because a huge part of the 
cloud is already Linux-based. So, open source support has 
become more of a necessity for the company. 

A study of how well these companies treat open source 
software can give a good idea of things to come. In this 
article, we will take a look at some of the biggest giants in the 
tech world, their contributions to open source and how they 
engage with the open source community.

Open source giants

ARE CHANGING 
THE WORLD

HOW OPEN SOURCE

Major tech companies are open-sourcing their most 
important software – here are the biggest projects
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Google is one of the biggest contributors to open source
software. Some of its most sought-after products
like Android, Chrome etc are open source, but more
importantly, Google consistently encourages more people
to contribute to the open source cause via its initiatives like
Google Summer of Code, Google Code-in etc. If you are not
aware, Google Summer of Code (GSoC) is a global program
that offers student developers, aged 18 and above, stipends
to write code for various open source projects. GSoC has run
for three months every year since 2005 and claims to have
brought together 8,500 successful student participants
from 101 countries. This year’s GSoC is over, but if you are a
student interested in open source then you should definitely
try it out in the next year.

Google Code-in is another similar program for students in the
age group 13-17, where they are given smaller tasks to get them
introduced to the concept of open source. Google Code-in has

With the new CEO openly claiming, “Microsoft loves Linux”, 
it is clear that Microsoft has slowly embraced the open 
source culture. As per the Openness website, 20% of the virtual 
machines on Azure (Microsoft’s cloud platform) are Linux and 
the VM depot has more than 1,000 Linux images. Azure also has 
first-class support for open source languages like Java, Python, 
Ruby, PHP and even Node.js. 

On the software front, Microsoft open-sourced one of its key 
offerings – the .NET Core stack – and is porting it to both Linux 
and OS X. Open-sourced code includes the .NET Common 
Language Runtime (CLR), the just-in-time compiler, garbage 
collector and Base Class libraries. This means that you can now 
develop and build your code on other platforms like Linux, OS X 
etc while still using ASP.NET.

Microsoft also backs two of the most well-known Linux 
container-based programs: Kubernetes and Docker. So yes, the 
future looks bright for open source in Microsoft. 

TypeScript
TypeScript, developed and maintained

by Microsoft, is supposed to be a
JavaScript superset. In simple terms,

it lets you do far more things than 
JavaScript and, when you compile it, 

you get JavaScript code that runs on any 
browser. So, what exactly are the extra 

things you can do with TypeScript? First 
up, you can create enums in TypeScript, 

enabling you to create friendly names 
for number sets. Another important 

deviation TypeScript allows is the ability 
to use an object-oriented, class-based 
approach in programming. This means 

that instead of using functions as basic 
means of building reusable code, you 

can use the object-oriented approach 
for more modular code. This was just 

the tip of the iceberg though, as you can 
now dig deep on the offi cial TypeScript 

language website for more. 

been running since 2009, and this year’s Code-in program has
not started yet – if you or someone you know is a good fit for the
program,keepaneyeontheGoogleCode-inwebsite.

Regarding open source software released by Google,
one piece, Kubernetes, has recently made waves with the
1.0 release and the news of Google ceding its control and
donating it to the Cloud Native Computing Foundation.
Kubernetes, launched in February 2014, is now production-
ready. Other notable projects are Tesseract, one of the
most accurate open source OCR engines currently available
with support for 39 languages, and Golang, one of the best
languages for concurrency and server-based applications.

GOOGLE

MICROSOFT
Microsoft doesn’t typically crop 
up when we talk of open source 

projects, but things are changing

We know about Android and 
Chrome since we use them daily, 
but Google has more to offer
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When Mark Zuckerberg wrote the first line of code
for Facebook, he did it in PHP and used MySQL as the
database. Facebook may have moved miles ahead, but
one thing has not changed – the company’s support for
open source culture. Or rather, it has increased with time.
Note that Facebook doesn’t just share some tools to push
its website – instead it open-sources its own stack (virtual
machines, languages et al). Head over to its official GitHub
page and you will find 274 public repos. It’s very difficult to
choose just a few of them for this space, but here are some of
the more interesting initiatives.

HHVM, aka the Hip Hop Virtual Machine, is one of the
most talked-about open source projects from Facebook. It
is designed to execute programs written in PHP and Hack
(an open-sourced programming language by Facebook).
The major advantage it has is the just-in-time compilation
technique that enables for optimisations otherwise not

Intel is one of the core members of the Tizen technical
steering group; platinum sponsor for the OpenStack
foundation, number one contributor to Linux Graphics,
number three contributor to Android the world over. This list
could continue on for a few pages – check out the impressive
project listings at https://01.org/projects – but the point here is
that apart from being open source, all these contributions are in
thesoftwarefield.

Hardware and software development go hand in hand, and
Intel knows this very well. With contributions to strategic areas
like mobile operating systems, cloud-computing software
platforms and so on, Intel makes sure that it keeps up with and
also shapes the software development in order to enable their
owncorebusinessofhardwaredevelopment.

Intel has also taken the top spot in 2015’s ‘Who writes Linux?’
report,onceagainbecomingthebiggestkernelcontributor.

Buildworld-class
hybridappswith

Crosswalk
As more and more new devices are

launched every year, there is an
increase in the overall number of types

of devices. This means more devices
for app developers to support. If you

are an app developer, you already know
how tough this is. Crosswalk from Intel

is an open source HTML application
runtime for iOS, Android, Tizen and

Linux. Crosswalk lets you use standard
HTML5, CSS3 and JavaScript, features
and APIs (that you’d use when building
a website) to create your app. You can
also add custom features provided by
the platform you are developing for –
this means, the best of both worlds.

possible in statically compiled code. Though HHVM has a
few minor incompatibilities, it can run most of your PHP code
straight out of the box.

Fb-flo is another offering out of the 274 from Facebook
that lets you edit live code right out of your browser. Fb-flo
is made up of server and client components – the server
watches the source files for changes, which are then
mapped into resources and sent to the client to update the
running app. The client is currently a Chrome extension that
recompiles the changes sent by the server and so you have
your code live-patched.

FACEBOOK

INTEL
Intel mainly comes to mind as a 
hardware company, but it also 
does a heck of lot of work on 
open source software

Facebook never bats an eyelid 
when it comes to acknowledging 
its open source roots

16
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The average user will most likely associate Adobe with
PDFs, Flash and Photoshop, but there is a lot more to
Adobe than that. Though primarily the tools from Adobe
are all proprietary, things have changed recently with a lot
more effort being pushed towards open source software.
To be precise, currently Adobe boasts 221 public repos in 79
languages on its GitHub page – that is quite a lot. Let’s take a
look at some of its more interesting software.

Brackets is a modern text editor you can use for web
design. As expected, it integrates very well with other Adobe
products like Photoshop, but you can use it as a standalone
editor and you will not be disappointed. Brackets is very
similar to Atom (another text editor from GitHub) in its look
and feel. Also, it follows an open architecture enabling
themes and plug-ins to be installed. Another interesting
feature is the built-in live preview, so you don’t have to go to
your browser after making changes to the source code.

Started in 1911 as CTR (Computing Tabulating Recording 
company), after the merger of Tabulating Machine Company 
and the International Time Recording Company, IBM got 
its current name in 1924. IBM is one the biggest employers 
worldwide currently with about 380,000 employees, and it also 
has a long and extensive history of open source contribution and 
usage. For example, IBM created the famous IDE Eclipse in 2001. 
Another huge push came in the same year when IBM announced 
a $1 billion commitment towards the development and 
promotion of Linux. IBM has also been very active in the Apache 
Software Foundation, contributing to several of its projects like 
Apache HTTPD, OpenJPA, Tomcat and more. Outside of the ASF, 
IBM also contributes to OpenStack and CloudFoundry. 

IBM has created a strategy it refers to as Open Source Plus; 
the company aims to contribute and innovate in sync with the 
open source community, and then use the open source solutions 
within its commercial software. 

Node-RED–
yournewvisual

toolforIoT
The tech industry is always on the 

lookout for the next big thing, and the 
Internet of Things is surely one of them. 
Node-RED is a visual tool for wiring the 

Internet of Things. Created by IBM’s 
Emerging Technology team, this tool 

provides a browser-based fl ow editor 
that makes it easy to wire together 

fl ows using the wide-range nodes in the 
palette. Flows can then be deployed 

to the runtime in a single click. Built on 
Node.js, Node-RED works on a selection 

of predefi ned nodes. These nodes can 
be social, like Twitter, email, IRC etc; 
network nodes, like HTTP, TCP, UDP 

etc; hardware nodes like Raspberry Pi, 
BeagleBone Black; and storage nodes 
like Filesystem, MongoDB, MySQL etc. 

If you fancy writing an app for your idea, PhoneGap is your
friend. PhoneGap is a development framework that enables
you to create new apps with general web technologies like
HTML5, CSS and JavaScript using standard APIs – but for
any platform. Though these apps will not be native for the
platforms, you can get a good idea of how things will work and
the way forward in terms of development.

Snap.svg is an open source JavaScript library from Adobe
that lets you create interactive, resolution-independent
vector graphics for your next web project. It supports all the
newest SVG features, like masking, clipping and gradients,
and it supports SVGs from Illustrator, Inkscape and Sketch.

ADOBE

IBM
IBM is more than 100 years old 

and still going strong – open 
source is one of the reasons

On the open source front, Adobe 
has more than 200 projects, 
taking it near to Facebook 
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ALL THE
SOFTWARE YOU
NEED TO USE AT
HOME & WORK

BEST
FREE
SOFTWARE

Using Linux for any kind of computing purpose is genuinely 
feasible these days, unlike the dark ages of the Noughties. 
With excellent, large communities around different distros and 
software, many apps and programs have been created that can 
fi t a wide variety of purposes.

While some of the best apps may rise to the top of the pile, you 
may not always be looking at that specifi c pile. With that in mind, 
we’ve put together a guide for the very best Linux apps that you 
can get for all of the major uses. From offi ce workers to gamers 
and even scientists, there are plenty of great pieces of software 
for anyone wanting to use Linux.
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Make apps and solve the mysteries of the universe with these amazing toolsPROGRAMMING TOOLS

ECLIPSE C/C++

IDLE PYTHON

RADRAILS
RUBY/RUBY ON RAILS

GEANY WEB

INTELLIJ JAVA/JAVASCRIPT

INSTALLING 
ECLIPSE 
PLUGINS
Eclipse has 
fantastic support 
for plugins, and 
a rich library 
of plugins you 
can access or 
download and 
install manually. 
Go to Help>
Install New 
Software and 
then Add. From 
here you can 
add a repository 
for the Eclipse 
plugin you want 
to install; this will 
allow the plugin 
to stay up to date. 
Alternatively, 
you can use the  
Add function to 
install a plugin 
directly from a 
ZIP fi le. Be aware 
though, you won’t 
get the same 
updates this way. 
You can head 
to the Eclipse 
marketplace 
(marketplace.
eclipse.org) 
to fi nd a great 
selection of all 
the plugins you 
can use.

 A very popular and powerful IDE, Eclipse is perfect 
for coding in C and its derivatives on Linux – frankly 
on any other operating system too. As well as being 

cross-platform, it has a deep and varied plugin system that 
will enable you to customise the way Eclipse works. It also adds 
extra languages in case you really like the layout and want to try 
other tasks too. What is more, it has powerful debugging and 
compiling tools as well.

 While this is the standard 
development environment 
for Python, it’s also very good 

at it. Our favourite feature is the shell: 
a working python environment where 
you can try out bits of code to work out 

what does and does not work, along 
with running the entire code without the 
need for compiling. It hooks in well to any 
custom modules you might have made 
for a project, giving you the arguments 
for functions within.

 A standalone IDE or plugin to Eclipse, RadRails is a 
fl exible IDE for working on Ruby projects. It’s great 
on its own if you work exclusively in Ruby, with an 

integrated debugger and other helpful features, such as 
code assist and structure hierarchy to make navigation 
easier. The Eclipse plugin concept is great, as it enables you 
to use Ruby alongside other code in a familiar environment.

 Developing for the web is different to developing 
normal programs. For starters, it’s not as easy 
to test changes locally. There are also a variety of 

ways you might make a website and a selection of different 
programming languages. However, many IDEs can help you 
code in these various web languages, along with code mark-
up and hierarchy interfaces to help navigate easily. Eclipse 
is a good bet for this thanks to its plugin nature, but you can 
also try a light IDE like Geany that should do it almost as well.

 Part of a network of IDEs, IntelliJ prides itself as 
being the most intelligent Java IDE (whatever that 
means), and in our experience it is pretty great. 

As well as standard smart code completion that gives you 
suggestions and lets you know what arguments a function 
needs, it checks code quality and senses any problems. It’s 
good for web-based Java and creating mobile applications.

Coding is a mainstay of Linux activity and no matter which language you’re 

writing in, you’re going to need an integrated development environment that’s 

stocked with all of the right tools and features. You’ll need plugins, intelligent 

formatting, debugging tools and more. Basically, you need these IDEs…

TOP IDES
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CLEMENTINE MUSIC

GIMP IMAGE EDITING

KRITA
DIGITAL PAINTING

AUDACITY AUDIO EDITING

BLENDER 3D MODELLING

VLC VIDEO

 Our favourite music player and manager is also 
defi nitely one of the best around. Clementine, as 
well as being able to simply play music, enables you 

to easily manage your entire media library, playlists and even 
some content from your online music streaming services. It has 
more features than any other music player and it is the only one 
we like on Linux that can create smart playlists for you. And, of 
course, it plays every type of music fi le you can think of.

 Photoshop shmotoshop. GIMP may not cost you a kidney, but it can 
certainly do just about anything Photoshop can. It isn’t exactly fair to 
refer to it as a free Photoshop because it is an image editor in its own 

right, with its own individual workfl ow and interface. It has a great dev team 
behind it and an active community, so it is easy to learn how to use GIMP or move 
over from Adobe’s offering.

Here we have the main manipulation 
tools – your standard paintbrushes 
and drawing tools, along with a variety 
of selection tools along with size, 
perspective and placement tools

Here is your work space – you can 
use the layer view for an overall look 
at the composition, but you can also 

look at the alpha channels, recent 
documents and action history

Use all these tools to make photos 
just that little bit better, with touch-

ups, white balancing and maybe even 
an adjustment layer or two to make 

them really pop in colour

Many effects, such as the colour and 
fi lter effects, are kept in separate 
windows so you can modify the 
properties and get a small preview of 
how it will change the image

While GIMP is excellent
as an image editor, and
you can definitely use it

for digital colouring, Krita is where
you can do some really beautiful
art. The layout and workflow is
better optimised for painting than
GIMP and also has better tablet
support. Instead of doing flats, you
can actually paint with a full colour
palette that is easier to select from. In
addition, there is a better selection of
brush types and effects.

 Audio editing may be a bit niche, but Audacity is one of 
the best tools for the job. With powerful effects, track 
control and a great workfl ow, it is easy and quick to 

edit or produce whatever you’re working on, whether it’s music, 
podcasts or sound effects. Our top tip is to make sure you know 
your way around your sound server on your system for different 
microphone confi gurations.

 A long-running and great piece of software, Blender 
is your one-stop shop on Linux for creating 3D models 
and 3D animated fi lms. The quality of the Blender-

created shorts over the past few years has been incredible, 
demonstrating that you can do just about anything with it if you 
try hard enough. The dev community includes a lot of people 
that use it professionally, so it’s in very good hands and has 
been made with 3D-modellers in mind.

 VLC is ridiculously good. 
Video playback on any 
operating system has 

always had its ups and downs, 
requiring you to scour the Internet 
to fi nd a way to play some obscure 
video fi le. On Linux, this sometimes 
required switching between media 
decoders, but VLC does away with all 
of that by having all the codecs built 
in. And we do mean all of the codecs 
– it will play anything you can throw 
at it. That’s before you get to its full 
network streaming capability.

Even while working, you may need a way to keep yourself

focused – listen to some music, or take a quick break and 

watch something. Some people’s work might be more 

media-centric. For whatever reason, Linux has a wide 

range of free media apps to help you relax or be creative

Play games, paint, make music – the choice is yours and you have plenty of itMULTIMEDIA & ART
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SHOTWELL
PHOTO MANAGER

UFRAW
RAW EDITORS

 GIMP can be used to edit 
photos, but what can you 
use to organise them? This 

is where Shotwell comes in, a photo 
management app that can help you 
organise photos into albums on your 
system for easier navigation, upload 
them to certain social media sites 
to make the post process easier, 
and it can also perform light batch 
operations on photos with basic 
editing techniques. If you like to take a 
lot of photos, this is probably for you.

 When shooting photos with 
a really good camera, you’ll 
usually be able to get RAW 

photo fi les out of the SD card. These 
aren’t compatible with GIMP and 
some other image viewing software 
as they fi rst need to be processed. 
UFRaw is a free piece of Linux 
software that lets you load a lot of 
the major RAW fi les and start playing 
around with the white balance and 
other aspects of the photo, so you can 
create a JPEG of the perfect version.

INKSCAPE VECTOR GRAPHICS

KDENLIVE VIDEO EDITING

 Making vector graphics is very different to digitally 
painting an image. Vector graphics are used to 
adjust art to any size without weird pixelation. 

Inkscape is the most popular one available on Linux as it has 
a powerful set of tools to help you create vectored artwork 
for any application, including Bezier curvers, node editing, 
boolean operations on paths and many more.

 Editing videos in Linux is generally better for normal 
folk than it is on other operating systems, as the 
level of free software on Linux is higher than the 

likes of iMovie and Movie Maker. KdenLive is a prosumer-
grade video editor with enough functions to be almost on par 
with Adobe Premiere. Not only will it let you arrange videos 
in a linear timeline, but it also has a wide array of effects, 
including green screen effects or chroma key.

EREADERS
Reading books 
on your computer 
can be very 
convenient 
and a good 
ebook manager 
makes the task 
much more 
hassle-free and 
relaxing. Calibre 
is defi nitely the 
best for the job 
on Linux, as it 
is compatible 
with every major 
ereader format, 
such as EPUB. 
You can also use 
it to organise 
and read normal 
document 
formats as well. 
It’s optimised 
to run on small 
screens if you 
want it to, so 
if you fancy 
creating a custom 
mini Linux 
ereader, Calibre 
is the software 
you’ll need!

DOTA 2

MARVEL HEROES

TEAM FORTRESS 2

STAR TREK ONLINE

The sort-of sequel to a free mod for a game made by a different
company, Dota 2 has a weird origin. Once you get past that
though, you fi nd an excellent MOBA that makes it a great 
alternative to League of Legends. It has been fully embraced 
by the eSports community too, with regular high-stakes 
tournaments and leagues to play in. If you’re not the highly 
competitive type though, you can still enjoy it casually.

We swear to you that Marvel Heroes is actually pretty good, 
despite what your initial assumptions might be. The game lets 
you be one of an ever-expanding line-up of Marvel characters 
and heroes as you repeatedly left-click on bad guys to try 
and save the world. It takes its cues from the comic books 
and the current movies, so you can use Mark Ruffalo’s Hulk 
if you really want to. Don’t get too hooked into its freemium 
trappings though.

Part fi rst-person shooter, part crazy economical experiment, 
Team Fortress 2 was Valve’s fi rst free-to-play game and they 
made a ridiculous amount of money from it – and still do make 
it, thanks to the hats you can fi nd in-game. You don’t need to 
pay a penny to have a good time though, as it has a variety of 
classes and game modes that suit any player and excellent 
core gameplay mechanics to carry it while you shoot snipers 
or robots.

We will spare you the Star Trek references to tell you 
that Star Trek Online is a great MMO that lets you 

fly around in a starship shooting phasers, or 
beam down to other planets so you can… 

shoot more phasers. The core game is free 
these days, but there are paid expansions 
for extra content that expands the Star 
Trek universe with new stories. Also, you 
can set your warp speed to two decimal 

places, which is completely pointless but 
also quaintly excellent.

Not sure it’s a thing? Think again – 

here are  some awesome free games

GAMING ON 
LINUX

STEAM
GAMER? THESE 

ARE ALL THE LINUX-
COMPATIBLE

GAMES:
bit.ly/1WjoYaJ
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Set up the ultimate office system with these powerful appsOFFICE SOFTWARE

WRITER WORD PROCESSOR

CALC SPREADSHEETS

IMPRESS PRESENTATIONS

MATH FORMULAS

WHY NOT
OPENOFFICE?

Here, we’re 
concentrating 
on and 
recommending 
LibreOffi ce as it 
really is the best 
offi ce suite on 
Linux. You may 
be wondering 
why we haven’t 
mentioned 
OpenOffi ce; 
well, OpenOffi ce 
underwent a lot 
of changes to the 
dev team a few 
years back, with 
most of them 
leaving to create 
LibreOffi ce from 
the current state 
of OpenOffi ce. 
Development 
has therefore 
stagnated 
somewhat since 
then, while 
LibreOffi ce has 
gone through 
many updates 
and overhauls to 
keep it relevant. 
Because of this, 
it’s now the better 
of the two and 
defi nitely much 
better than KDE’s 
Calligra Suite.

 There’s a standard word processor in any offi ce 
suite, however Writer does a lot more than other text 
editors you can fi nd in Linux. It has all the formatting 

tools you’d expect, such as layout functions, advanced macro 
and mail merge tools that you fi nd in the professional software 
versions. It does prefer to save fi les as .ODT,  but you can change 
it by default to .DOC or .DOCX to be compatible with Microsoft.

 The equivalent of Microsoft Offi ce Excel, Calc has all 
the advanced features of Excel without you needing 
to relearn how to create different formulas and 

codes. The workfl ow is similar and you can edit the formatting 
for individual cells. You can even do Pivot Tables for large data 
operations. Compatibility with Excel fi les is okay, but not  great.

 LibreOffi ce’s PowerPoint may not be the fl agship app 
of the suite, but it’s able to create and replicate the 
kind of presentation style you’re used to, as well as 

being able to open and display pre-made presentations from 
other software. It has limitations in the way it uses outside 
media, relying on the codecs and streamers available to it, and 
as a result, this can change as a fi le is moved between systems.

 Similar to the way TeX and LaTeX enable you to write 
and draw mathematical formulas, the Math app 
allows you to create equations to input into any of the 

main three pieces of LibreOffi ce software. As Writer has a free 
PDF converter, you can even use it instead of a LaTeX editor in a 
few situations. It’s quite a minimal program though, focusing on 
easily writing formulas in a graphical manner.

The successor to OpenOffi ce has long since established itself as the best 

Linux offi ce software around, with just about every feature you’d expect from 

something like Microsoft’s pervasive product. Here’s a selection of the best 

applications included in LibreOffi ce and what they can do

TEX & LATEX
LIBREOFFICE TeX and LaTeX are programming languages used to create 

documents – think of it like a very manual word processor. 
The benefi t of this is that you can control exactly how a 
document will look and they can be easily written as PDFs. 
Moreover, you can customise confi g fi les and scripts so that 
you can do some initial setup and then rely on your created 
classes to quickly style up text.

01 Consider TeX Studio
With better placement of images, mathematical 

formulas and more, TeX and LaTeX are great for academics 
and professionals. We quite like to use TeXStudio to create 
documents –it’s an “integrated writing environment” that 
brings things like syntax highlighting , multiple cursors, 
bookmarking, image drag-and-drop and more.

02 Write your document
Writing documents in TeX requires you to 

understand the syntax of the code, but it’s a very powerful 
thing once you are familiar with the documentation. You 
can bring up shortcuts to create mathematical formulas, 
and you can keep a running preview of what you have 
created so that you can go back and check for any errors.

03 Save your document
As you’re writing your document, you can save it as 

a .TEX fi le to go back and modify it, however once you’re 
fi nished you can output it as a PDF for presentation. Not 
many word processors allows you to do this properly, but 
TeX makes it easier and better-looking in PDF form.
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Help your work run smoother with these Linux project managers

Manage your finances at either of your desks with these top finance apps

-VS-

-VS-

PROJECTLIBRE

GRISBI

THE
VERDICT

THE 
VERDICT

ProjectLibre
is the much
more powerful
tool of the two
softwares we’re
comparing here,
giving you much
more control over
how you create
a workflow and
how to qualify it.
Planner is still
very good, but
it may be more
useful for people
doing personal
projects than
those looking for
an office tool.

Because of all it’s 
extra features, 
including the 
stock options, 
GnuCash is 
defi nitely the 
better choice for 
those who really 
need a powerful 
accounting 
software to 
look after 
their business 
fi nances and 
more. Grisbi is 
still good, but 
GnuCash is still 
going very strong 
after many years.

A GNOME app that integrates well with other
GNOME and GTK software, Planner is a simple
project manager that enables you to easily create

plans and graphs for an entire project. It lets you create Gantt
charts, manage resources and more with its plain interface, a
common feature of current GNOME apps. All its data is stored
in either XML files or a PostgreSQL database, and you can even
export the whole thing on HTML to move it somewhere else.
The software is also cross-platform compatible, in case you
need to edit it away from a Linux machine. It’s well liked in the
community and it’s also one of our favourites.

 Easy to use, powerful and fl exible to your own 
needs, GnuCash is great for personal fi nances and 
business fi nances. As well as tracking your bank 

accounts, income and expenses to help properly organise 
your cash and savings, you can also keep an eye on stocks 
so you have a better idea of your current assets. All cash 
fl ow requires double-entry; debit and credit. There’s also a 
chequebook-style register along with a multitude of report 
types that you can generate in case you need to visualise the 
accounts or submit a report.

Positioning itself as a full Microsoft Project 
replacement app, ProjectLibre is a bit more complex 
than Planner. As well as all of Planner’s functions, 

you can use both PERT or RBS charts, and perform both cost-
benefit analysis and earned value costing to really get a hold 
of a project and its resources. You won’t fi nd ProjectLibre in 
every Linux repository, so you will have to look for it online on 
SourceForge or via its official website, but it’s easy enough to 
install with binaries available and the source code if you fancy 
building from scratch.

 Grisbi is a slightly different fi nancial manager to 
GnuCash, angled a little more at home users rather 
than big business. It’s cross-platform like GnuCash 

and lets you properly track transactions between your 
accounts. It doesn’t have any stock information, but it enables 
you to view and create reports, as well as set up budgets to see 
how close you are to keeping with them. The reports function 
allows it to be used in a more small-business scenario and its 
slight simplicity over GnuCash might be useful to some.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT APPS

HOME & OFFICE ACCOUNTING

GNOME PLANNER

GNUCASH
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Get the best software available for connecting to, downloading from and 

for talking over the Internet

WEB & PRIVACY

 Facebook and Google recently
ended their support for the
XMPP API, which means that

messaging clients such as Pidgin can no
longer offi cially connect to the services.
A new Google solution is in the works
but there’s no word from Facebook yet.
However, James Gebloski provides a
work-around plugin for Debian and
Ubuntu that will help you connect the
Pidgin client to your Facebook account.

PIDGIN 01 Plugin setup
First navigate over to /etc/apt/

sources.list.d and then create the fi le
‘jgebloski.list’. Open it up in a text editor
and add the following line:

  deb http://download.opensuse.
org/repositories/home:/
jgeboski/<version> ./

… replacing <version> with one of the
following, depending on your distro:
Debian_8.0, Debian_7.0, xUbuntu_12.04,
xUbuntu_14.04, xUbuntu_14.10 or the
newer xUbuntu_15.04.

02 Repo key
To add the repository key, enter the following 

commands into the terminal:

  wget http://download.opensuse.org/repositories/
home:/jgeboski/<version>/Release.key

  sudo apt-key add Release.key
  sudo rm. Release.key

03 Non-XMPP account
Now you just need to run a sudo apt-get update and 

then a sudo apt-get install purple-facebook. Next, restart 
Pidgin. Add a new account or modify your existing one, pick 
‘Facebook’ for the protocol – not ‘Facebook (XMPP)’ – enter 
your username and password. Leave Local Alias blank.

Most of you are using one of these – but which is really the best?

-VS- CHROMIUM

THE 
VERDICT

FEATURES

9     |     8
MEMORY EFFICIENCY

8     |     6
EXTENSIBILITY

10    |     8
OVERALL

9     |     8
Firefox’s 

extensibility is a 
massive plus for 
the open source 
browser and it’s 
better memory-

wise than 
Chromium. Both 

these make it just 
that bit better in 
our estimations.

 Firefox is pretty much ubiquitous to Linux, if not in 
its vanilla form then as a distro-rebranded spin like 
Debian’s Iceweasel and GNU’s IceCat, and is most 

famous for its incredible range of extensions. It also holds to a 
pretty fearsome pace in terms of its update schedule, although 
these updates often introduce new user-visible features as 
well as backend tweaks and fi xes. May, for example, saw 
the introduction of tab-based preferences; June saw the 
integration of Pocket and a new Reader View mode; Firefox 
Share was integrated with Firefox Hello in July, enabling users 
to invite people to the Hello VoIP service through their social 
networks. Firefox also provides Extended Support Releases 
that are kept free of large, disruptive feature introductions and 
only receive major stability and security updates.

 The open source bedrock of the increasingly popular 
Google Chrome browser, Chromium is actually 
incredibly similar to Chrome, but with a few notable 

differences. Essentially, Chrome is 99% Chromium with the 
addition of some proprietary elements, such as Flash (although 
its days are numbered). Chromium uses the open source media 
codecs – Vorbis, Opus, VP8 and VP9, Theora – and then Chrome 
adds the proprietary MP3, MP4, AAC and H.264 on top. Another 
important difference from Chrome is that while Google pushes 
updates out to the user automatically, Chromium relies on the 
user or maintainer to keep Chromium fresh. There can be some 
variation with Chromium, with some vendors adding those 
proprietary codecs themselves, but you can always fi nd the 
latest pure build at download-chromium.appspot.com.

HEAVYWEIGHT BROWSERS

FIREFOX
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KMAIL

KEEPASSX

TAILSDespite concerns in recent months that the project 
is dead or dying, Thunderbird is very much alive and 
kicking. The project didn’t see any major feature 

introductions for a while, although this is chiefl y down to the 
development work moving across to the community following 
the Mozilla chair’s announcement that the company itself 
would no longer be developing Thunderbird – it has effectively 
gone the way of SeaMonkey. But it is still one of the best and the 
most widely available desktop email clients, and new features 
such as the Lightning Calendar add-on and OAuth2 support in 
Gmail were added as recently as June.

If you use the KDE desktop, the most powerful, most 
confi gurable email client available to you is already 
installed: KMail, which is heavily integrated with the 

Kontact application. KMail provides every standard feature you 
can think of and then goes on to provide advanced features that 
blow the competition out of the water – everything you can do 
with a plugin in Thunderbird is an option in KMail’s preferences. 
It has incredible search and fi ltering tools, great conversation 
threading, robust and in-depth security settings, integration 
with other KDE apps like KWallet and external spam checkers 
like SpamAssassin, and the entire software is also completely 
confi gurable to your own taste. 

In the interests of security,
we always recommend using
different alphanumeric

passwords for each of your online
accounts (although having a base,
perhaps phrase-based, password and
then creating memorable permutations
for your various accounts is another
good move). Keeping track of them

all can be a pain, so for simplicity
and security you can use KeePassX.
Store all your sensitive data inside
an encrypted database, and keep it
inside Dropbox or a secure server. You
can then access that database from
other devices and use a single master
password to unlock everything you need
from whichever device you’re using.

We mention Tails a lot when
it comes to security and
privacy software, but with

very good reason. It is without question
the best distro out there for giving you
a fully-protected online experience
that’s ready to go out of the box, with
the Tor network, Tor Browser and I2C

set up for immediate use. The system
lives entirely in your RAM and wipes
itself after use, leaving no trace on
the hard drive you’re live-booting on
top of, and isolates applications with
AppArmour, can spoof your MAC
address and automatically encrypts
your communications.

THUNDERBIRD

Web clients are hugely popular, but 

desktop clients are very powerful

DESKTOP 
EMAIL CLIENTS

Protecting your online activity and your personal 

data is becoming more important than ever

PRIVACY AND 
SECURITY TOOLS

CAMOUFLAGE MODE
Using Tails out and about, and don’t 

want to draw attention? You can launch 
it in a Windows camoufl age mode that 

makes it look exactly like Microsoft’s 
OS, but still has the same functions

DON’T LEAVE A TRACE
When you shut down after a 
session of Tails, the RAM will 
be completely erased so that 
no one can try any advanced 
forensics on it

TOR NETWORK
Tails automatically 

connects to the 
private Tor network, 

and you can even 
see the map of how 

you’re connected and 
reset the connection 

if you want to

DAY-TO-DAY 
SOFTWARE
Even though it’s 
hyper secure, 
you don’t have to 
sacrifi ce usability. 
Tails comes with all 
the best software 
you could need

PGP MAIL
Send secure, encrypted and signed 
emails without having to install 
any extra software, and keep your 
communications private from 
anyone that may want to snoop on 
what you’re saying
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FRITZING

PLANETS

STELLARIUM

Going out
stargazing is a lot
of fun (just ask 
All About Space), 
and while you can 
see some great 
things by pointing 
your telescope at 
a random spot, 
to make the most 
of it you need to 
plan – Stellarium 
is perfect for 
that. All you need 
to do is set your 
position, give it 
a time and you 
will be given an 
annotated view 
of what will be in 
the night’s sky. 
Note down the 
co-ordinates (if 
your telescope 
is fancy enough)
and you’re sure to
have a great night
stargazing.

Software for scientifi c data analysis and visualisation 
(the name is a weird acronym), SciDAVis enables 
you to manually input or import data from a variety 

of sources in order to be analysed via the various statistical 
methods built into the software, then plot 2D and 3D graphs, 
matrices and more that are suitable for publication. It’s also 
cross-platform, so if you need to work on a variety of different 
machines, everything will work between them.

 A great piece of software 
for planning out or sharing 
electronic circuits, Fritzing 

lets you create custom circuit paths not 
only using standard components such 
as LEDs and resistors, but also with a 
selection of different microcontrollers 
from across Arduino’s range, as well 
as the Raspberry Pi. It also has a neat 
trick of turning the planned-out images 
into standard electronic component 
symbols to make sharing the exact 
layout of the circuit much easier. Even 
further, you can use it to design PCBs 
to then be printed and used by yourself 
or others. It’s really the best tool for 
anyone doing electronic design to use 
as it makes the whole process that 
much easier. If you want to get into 
circuit design, it also has an in-depth 
example and tutorial section available 
to teach you how to use it.

If you’ve ever tried to create an orbital model of a series 
of planets, moons and one star (such as in our own solar 
system), you’ll know that coding the
mechanics can be a right pain. Luckily,
there are plenty of programs out
there like NASA’s GMAT that can
help you model orbits without 
the need for doing it yourself. 
This can be useful for teaching 
yourself or others about how 
celestial bodies move.

This is a piece of software useful for performing 
stochastic and deterministic simulations of chemical 
reactions. If that at all sounds interesting to you, then 

you may like to know it can also solve models using Gillespi’s 
direct and fi rst reaction method, Gibson and Bruck’s next 
reaction method, Tau-leaping and a few more. It can import and 
export relevant data to make analysis easier for you, using XML 
and SBML formats for this.

CAINSCIDAVIS

Linux has incredible FOSS for doing proper science and engineering workSCIENCE SOFTWARE

View the circuit you’re building as a schematic, or build 
one directly as a schematic to begin with. You can even 
create a PCB view

You can arrange your components and 
microcontrollers as you would in a real circuit to 
get an idea of how you should make it

Choose from hundreds of different components, 
microcontrollers and more. Change their settings, 

rotate them and customise them to your preferences

NEW TO
ALL THIS? 

START WITH THE 
MATHEMATICA:

bit.ly/1jTTbds
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Tutorial

Ubuntu Touch apps from your mobile have gone 
cross-platform – here’s how to access them…

Install Ubuntu mobile 
apps on your PC

It’s weird to think that Ubuntu Touch and Ubuntu phones
are with us now. After managing to exist under the radar
throughout most of its development, the fact that we now
are in possession of actual phones that work as promised,
in addition to a growing app ecosystem, still seems slightly
surreal. It’s definitely here, though, and not only that, but the
apps from Ubuntu Touch are now available to be installed on
regular Ubuntu desktops.

As was promised early on in the development stage, the
apps have all been designed so that they will work across all
versions of Ubuntu in order to help with creating unified apps
and also to aid in development – you can test software on
your desktop along with a dev device.

To help you take advantage of this, in this tutorial we’re
going to reveal not only how to install Ubuntu Touch apps on
your Ubuntu system, but also what the best ones available to
actually use are. Let’s get started. Below A menagerie of phone apps, right on your desktop

01 Add the repository
The core apps available for installation on Linux can 

be accessed via the Core Apps PPA run by the Ubuntu Touch
team. The list of what is available varies a little per distro,
but as the phone is currently focused on 15.04 Vivid Vervet,
that’s what we're going to be working from here. You can add
the repo with:

$ sudo add-apt-repository ppa:ubuntu-touch-
coreapps-drivers/daily

02 Install the core apps
You can install all the apps at once if you so wish, but 

you can also install each app individually, which we will go over 
in all subsequent steps. To do this you first need to update your 

Rob Zwetsloot
models complex

systems and is a web
developer proficient in

Python, Django and PHP.
He loves to experiment

with computing

Resources
An Ubuntu 

Linux distro

Ubuntu apps
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03  Access the apps
The apps are not stored in their specific categories

(eg the Mail app is not found in the Internet options), but they
can be mostly found in the Other category of your software
menu. You can also search for the individual apps if you have
that function in your desktop environment. They all have the
name they’re given in the Ubuntu phone OS in the menus, so
sudoku-app just becomes Sudoku, etc.

Left  The Calendar 
app can be utilised 
as an organiser

04 Calendar

04 Calendar
You’ll find this app under Calendar in the menus, and 

you can install it with the following:

 $ sudo apt-get install calendar-app

The Calendar app works the same way as it does on the Ubuntu 
Phone, although the default size of the window is more tablet-
sized to make use of the space. It will save your schedule, so if 
you want to use it as a (well-functioning) organiser app you can.

05 Dekko
Dekko is a mail application for Ubuntu Touch, and it 

uses the package name dekko. It can be installed using:

  $ sudo apt-get install dekko

Dekko can connect to multiple account types so you can 
easily read your mail locally, get notifications from new 
messages arriving and the like. It enables you to get off 
the web interfaces that the standard default apps use and 
enables you to access your mail even when you’re not online.

  How do 
they look?
The apps all display 
in the aspect ratio of 
a phone, but you can 
maximise them and 
change the shape. It 
only does so much, 
as the apps are 
optimised for certain 
aspect ratios and 
resolutions, but some 
will scale up without 
any problem.

repos using sudo apt-get update. Once that’s done, you can 
install them all under the metapackage touch-coreapps with:

  $ sudo apt-get install touch-coreapps

It’s a bit temperamental sometimes, so if it doesn’t work, the 
metapackage might be down for the moment.

06 Dropping Letters
Dropping Letters is a game for Ubuntu Touch, 

the package name for which is dropping-letters. Install it 
individually with:

  $ sudo apt-get install dropping-letters

The aim of the game is to spell out (dictionary) words with the 
letters that are falling from the sky. Once you think you’ve got 
the biggest word, you can claim your points and clear away 
some of the playing field. It’s risk and reward to wait for certain 
letters and so get a bigger score while also risking game over.
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10Calculator
This is the basic calculator app for the Ubuntu phones.

It’s inside the ubuntu-calculator-app package, which can be
installed using the following:

$ sudo apt-get install ubuntu-calculator-app

A good, simple calculator app, it doesn’t have any scientific
notation in it, but it does have brackets so that you can better
create calculations in your own head. It also has the ability for
you to favourite calculations – a quick way to repeat common
calculations or refer back to old numbers if you really need to.

11Clock
The time and alarm app for the Ubuntu phones has the

package name ubuntu-clock-app, and you can install it on
your desktop with:

$ sudo apt-get install ubuntu-clock-app

So if it is just a clock and you have one already on Ubuntu, you 
might be wondering what the point of this is. Well, with this 
one you can set multiple time zones to scroll through, which 
is great if you have contacts and people you work with around 
the world. It also enables you to add alarms if you drag up the 
slide at the bottom – something you don’t get in Ubuntu.

12 DocViewer
You can view PDFs and more with the document viewer. 

The package name is ubuntu-docviewer-app, installable with:

 $ sudo apt-get install ubuntu-docviewer-app

The DocViewer can view more than just PDFs, and can also 
access your desktop filesystem in order to open these other 
types of files. Unfortunately, you can’t edit any of the files 
on the viewer – just read them. However, you can switch to a 
nighttime mode for reading docs and text better in the dark.

  Using 
the mouse
Remember, your 
mouse is a finger 
in this case. Single 
taps will do, and 
clicking and dragging 
will have the same 
effect as swiping a 
finger. Right-click is 
a shortcut to a long-
hold press, as they’re 
functionally similar.

07Music
The music playback app for Ubuntu phones can be

installed on your system using:

$ sudo apt-get install music-app

It won’t replace the music player on your standard system (it
doesn't hook into the global music controls well). However, it’s
interesting to see the way that it views and plays certain media
if you’re doing any dev or music creation that would require you
to know its inner workings a bit better.

08 Notes
This is the note-taking app for Ubuntu phone, a 

sort of equivalent to Evernote or Keep. It used to be called 
Reminders, and so is the package, so install with:

  $ sudo apt-get install reminders-app

You can create notes for you to remember later and also set 
reminders. It’s quite a simple app; very useful on your phone 
and, if you use it the right way, it may be useful on the Ubuntu 
desktop as well – Ubuntu doesn’t have an equivalent bit of 
software by default, after all.

The Sudoku app on Ubuntu is a great implementation of the 
game, with a good UI. It doesn’t assist you and it will let you 
put down incorrect answers so that you can clear them later 
if you're not sure. It also has a ridiculously hard difficulty 
mode if you want a proper challenge.

Ubuntu apps

09 Sudoku
Another game for Ubuntu phones, Sudoku is the 

classic maths puzzle game, and it’s under the package 
name sudoku-app. You can install it with:

  $ sudo apt-get install sudoku-app
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14Shorts
This is an RSS reader for the phones; the package

name for this is ubuntu-rssreader-app rather than Shorts.
You can install it using:

$ sudo apt-get install ubuntu-rssreader-app

It’s a bit limited on Ubuntu as something to use for yourself,
but it's a good indicator of how your own feeds will look on
Ubuntu phones. This helps you to make tweaks and optimise
your own sites for people that are viewing it on the phone.

16Weather
Unsurprisingly, this is the weather app, for checking

whether or not you should take an umbrella out. The package
name is ubuntu-weather-app, which can be installed with:

$ sudo apt-get install ubuntu-weather-app

It does have a bit of trouble actually detecting your location
on normal Ubuntu, however you can add your own location
manually. It’s probably not the best weather app for your PC,
but you can at least see what data it uses and how it parses it.

13 File Manager
This is a nicely implemented file manager for Ubuntu

Touch that you may rarely see, but it’s nevertheless included
within it as ubuntu-filemanager-app. Install it with:

  $ sudo apt-get install ubuntu-filemanager-app

This is actually a very nice file manager, probably the best
default one you’ll get on any phone OS. It hooks into Ubuntu’s
main filesystem, so you can actually use it as a file manager for
your normal desktop. It’s designed for touchscreens, so single 
clicks will move through screens, but you can also perform a 
right-click for extra options.

features. You can insert key commands if you can’t quite 
remember what they’re supposed to be, and it does have 
tabbed terminals for handling multiple instances at once. It 
might be useful as a ‘beginners terminal’.

17 More apps?
Aside from the core apps, more of the apps available for 

Touch will soon make their way to the full desktop; however, it’s 
mostly down to the devs of those other apps and scopes as to 
whether they want to do it – Ubuntu just provides the tools. It’s 
definitely worth checking out your own Ubuntu mobile apps on 
the Ubuntu desktop as part of your development process. 

Left  File Manager 
works fine with 
Ubuntu’s filesystem 
so can also be used 
on your desktop

 Although you certainly don’t need 
to get extra terminal emulators for 
Ubuntu, the phone one does have 
some neat features 

13 File 
Manager

15 Terminal
A terminal emulator for Ubuntu Touch, available using 

the package ubuntu-terminal-app. You can install it with:

  $ sudo apt-get install ubuntu-terminal-app

Although you certainly don’t need to get extra terminal 
emulators for Ubuntu, the phone one does have some neat 
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CampaignChain, an open source tool for social 
media marketing, makes every campaign easier

Schedule your social 
media marketing 

Social media is one of the most important aspects of
marketing today. An organisation can’t think of a marketing
strategy without social media playing a massive role. But
with the ever-increasing number of social media platforms,
managing campaigns across different platforms is a big
challenge. The high dependence on social media means there
is a need to properly plan, execute and monitor the campaigns
to measure the overall impact – you can’t just say a campaign
did well just because you feel so. These issues are especially
relevant for social media marketers who manage social media
campaigns. As the need for social media marketers has gone
up, the job has become far more complex.

In this article, we will introduce you to CampaignChain, an
open source social media marketing tool that can help you
create, plan, execute and monitor your social media platforms.
Not only is this a great help for a social media marketer, or
someone aspiring to become one, but also for people who run
small businesses and need to handle social media themselves.
For the tutorial, we have used the stable revision from the
CampaignChain GitHub repository, installed on Ubuntu 14.04.
You will also need Java (1.5 or above) and PHP (5.4 or above).
Let’s now move on to the installation steps.

Right  CampaignChain 
has a planning  

window that displays 
all active campaigns 

on a timeline

01 Preconditions
Before we begin installing CampaignChain, let’s 

take a look at the various preconditions required for the 
installation. First is MySQL. As of Ubuntu 12.04, MySQL 5.5 
is installed by default, but if you don’t have MySQL installed 
on your system, just type:

  sudo apt-get install mysql-server-5.5

To check if you have MySQL installed, type mysql –uroot –p. 
If you get a prompt asking for a password, it has confirmed 
that you have MySQL installed. Enter the password for the 
root user (press Enter if you have not set a password). Once 
you have the MySQL prompt available, type, create database 
campaignchain_ce;. Now we have our database ready for 
CampaignChain installation. Exit the MySQL prompt using 
exit. The next step is to install Java, if you don’t already have 
it. To check if you have Java, type java –version. If you get a 
message saying Java cannot be found, you need to install 
Java, which can be done with the following:

  sudo apt-get install default-jre

Resources
CampaignChain

campaignchain.com

Documentation
bit.ly/1eCn2bj

CampaignChain

Nitish Tiwari 
is a software developer by 

profession and an open 
source enthusiast by 

heart. As well as writing 
for leading open source 

magazines, he helps 
firms set up and use open 

source software for their 
business needs
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03 Finalise installation
Finally, change to the CampaignChain directory using 

cd campaignchain. Then clear the cache using sudo php app/
console cache:clear --env=prod --no-debug and then sudo 
php app/console assetic:dump --env=prod --no-debug. You 
can set up the CampaignChain scheduler as a cron job to help 
make sure that it runs every minute to check for updates. Run 
the command:

 crontab -e -u <username>

 */1 * * * * /usr/bin/php /path/to/campaignchain/
app/console campaignchain:scheduler

You are now ready to run the server using:

 sudo php app/console server:start

This starts PHP’s built-in web server. The server listens 
at localhost:8000; access it on your browser to view the 
installation page. On this page, you will need to set up a few 
details, such as a mandatory bitly token, an admin user and 
also a password. 

02Installation
The next step is to install Composer. Composer is a 

dependency management tool in PHP, and CampaignChain 
uses it to manage all the packages and modules it needs. 
To install Composer, you may need to switch to the root 
user. Type sudo su in the command prompt and enter your 
password. Once you are a root user, type curl -sS https://
getcomposer.org/installer | php and then php composer.
phar to run composer. Next is Bower, the JavaScript 
package manager. To install it, you need to have npm 
installed. Run sudo apt-get install npm and then npm 
install –g bower. If all the steps are successful, you can now 
download the CampaignChain base system. Type:

  composer create-project --stability=dev 
campaignchain/campaignchain-ce campaignchain
dev-master

… in the command prompt. This downloads the latest revision 
from CampaignChain’s GitHub repo to the path campainchain/
campaignchain-ce. It will prompt you for installation 
parameters. As we have used all the default values, including 
the MySQL database name, the only fields you need to fill in 
are the database_user and database_password fields. 

  Modules
CampaignChain 
works great with 
developers as well. 
If you would like to 
extend a feature, 
you can do so easily 
using the modules. 
The only conditions 
are that you should 
use PHP Symfony 
framework, Doctrine 
ORM and Bootstrap3 
for GUI. Once you 
are ready to go, you 
will then need to 
package the module 
as a Symfony bundle. 
To check the current 
modules, simply click 
on the gear icon at the 
top-right corner and 
select Modules.

03 Finalise 
installation

  Not only is this a great help for a 
social media marketer, but also for 
people who run small businesses and 
need to handle social media 

Cross-check the installation using java –version; you should 
now have a version of JRE installed. Check the PHP version 
on your machine using php –v. If you don’t have it installed 
or the version is older than 5.4, you need to install PHP using 
sudo apt-get install php5 php5-intl. This also installs the 
intl extension required for CampaignChain. Even if you have 
PHP installed, you may need to install the intl extension. 
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  System 
reset
CampaignChain 
enables you to wipe 
your installation 
clean with a single 
click. This is 
important in cases 
where you need to 
clear old campaigns 
and related data. To 
delete the data, click 
on the wrench icon in 
the top-right corner 
and select Reset 
System. In the next 
page that follows, 
check the Confirm 
box and click the 
Reset button. That’s 
it! The whole of the 
data will be deleted 
and you will have a 
clean slate. 

05 Channels and locations
The next step is to link your social media profiles to 

CampaignChain via channels and locations. It is important 
to learn the difference between channels and locations first. 
Channels are online pathways through which the content 
is delivered to the recipient, and every channel has one or 
more locations where the content is actually published. For 
example, for a Twitter channel there is one location – the 
Twitter stream – while for a website there can be several 
locations, depending on the number of pages in the website. 

Note that to be able to link your CampaignChain 
installation with different social media platforms like 
Facebook, Twitter, etc, you need to create an app on the 
respective platform and get the API Key and API Secret. 
Check the documentation of these platforms to learn more. 

Once you have the API Key and API Secret ready, click on 
the New button from the top menu bar and select Location. 
Here you can see various channels like Facebook, LinkedIn, 
SlideShare and Twitter. Each channel has a different 
workflow based on its usage. For example, if you choose 
Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter, you will be asked for the API 
Keys and Secrets; if you choose a website, you will be given 
a snippet to paste to a HTML page. Basically, the idea here is 
to authenticate if you are the actual owner of the profile you 
want to handle via CampaignChain. As you authenticate an 
account to work with CampaignChain, you automatically 
create a new channel – so if there are three Facebook 
accounts connected, there are three channels. You can 
also see the locations you have created under the Locations 
menu, accessible via the gear icon in the top-right corner. 

06 Activity and operations
Every location allows one or more activities to be 

undertaken. For example, creating a new tweet is an activity 
on the Twitter stream (location). Operation takes this a step 
further, as it enables gradual activity. An activity must have 
at least one operation. To create an activity, click on New, 
located on the top menu bar, and select Activity. Then select 
the campaign for which you’d like to do this activity, the 
location where you want the activity to be done (eg Twitter 
stream) and the activity itself (eg post tweet). Finally, you 
need to add the new message that you would like to be 
published, the activity name, due date and time. 

07 Plan 
Now that you are aware of the common terminology 

used in CampaignChain, let’s take a look around at other 
features that make handling campaigns easy. The first 
among them is Plan, which enables you to plan all of your 
campaigns on a well-designed timeline or calendar. To go to 
the planning view, click on the Plan button in the top bar and 
select Scheduled Campaigns in the drop-down that follows. 
On the next page, you can see all the scheduled campaigns 
on your timeline. Note that you can slide along or even 
stretch/compress the campaigns to adjust their execution 
times. To switch to the calendar view, simply click on the 
calendar tab. Here you can also see the activities related to 
the campaigns. To adjust an activity’s execution time, drag 
and drop it to a different date. 

Planning also lets you plan for campaign templates. So if 
you have created a few templates, just adjust them as per 
your requirements and, when you create campaigns from 
the templates, you will have everything ready –just add the 
activities and you are good to go!

04 Campaigns
Now that you have CampaignChain up and running, 

let’s see how to get started with managing your social media 
campaigns. The first step in this direction is a campaign – it 
is, after all, at the heart of CampaignChain. Every campaign 
consists of one or more communication channels, and they 
also have activities and milestones. To create a campaign, 
click on the New button on the top menu bar and then select 
Campaign. Next, you have the option to create it either using 
a campaign template or as a scheduled campaign. Since 
this is your first time, let’s stick to a scheduled campaign for 
now. Finally, just select a name, duration and the assignee 
for the campaign, then click Save. Congratulations – your 
first campaign is ready!!

CampaignChain
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10 Milestones
Another important aspect to tracking a campaign 

is the number of pre-defined milestones achieved. Not 
only are they important from a monitoring perspective, but 
they also make sure that people behind the campaign are 
motivated and continue to push forward. You can easily add 
milestones to a campaign in CampaignChain. Click on the 
New button in the top bar and select Milestone. Now select 
the type of milestone – currently, there is only one available: 
scheduled campaigns. Then select the campaign where you 
would like to add the milestone. On the next page, fill in the 
name, due date and the assignee of the campaign to create 
the milestone. You can check them out in the Execute tab.    
And that’s it – good luck with your campaigns!  

08 Execute
This section will give you good control over the

activities and milestones designed to be part of your
campaigns. You can view all the upcoming activities and
milestones from the execution window – just click on any of
them to edit or update. To go to the execution view, click on
the Execute button located in the top menu bar. On the next
page, you will see all of your upcoming activities, milestones 
and ongoing campaigns. Note that this page will only show 
current or upcoming information, so if you would like to view 
the older details then click on the All Activities / All Milestone / 
All Campaigns buttons.

09 Monitor
The next feature is monitoring. After all of your 

efforts, it makes sense to track and see the results – 
monitoring lets you do exactly that. Click on the Monitor 
button from the top menu bar.  You can then see the types 
of reports available. Let’s first check the ‘CTAs per location’ 
report: click on the open icon on the far-right. Next, select 
the campaign and location that you would like to view. 
Note that the tool only shows options for which reports 
are available at the time. Finally, click on the Save button 
to view the report. This report tracks through from all of 
the locations to the target location, and this can be very 
handy for identifying the location’s contribution to overall 
traffic. The next report is ‘Metrics per activity’. As the name 
suggests, this shows you the performance of each and 
every activity within a campaign, and serves very well for 
marketers who like to play around with different status 
formats to check the overall impact of each style.

 After all of your efforts, it makes sense 
to track and see the results – monitoring 
lets you do exactly that

09 Monitor
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Use Python to program a fixed flight path for 
your Parrot drone and then modify it

Program a Parrot 
AR.Drone’s flight path

If you’ve ever tried to properly fly a Parrot AR.Drone with
an iOS device, you’ll probably know how inaccurate it can
be. With the touch controls, it’s not always obvious if they’re
working or not, and although with a lot of practice you can get
used to it, it’s never quite exact.

The drones are quite smart, though. There are several
functions you can use to make one take off, land and hover,
using various sensors to enable you to do this safely. All of
these, along with the flight controls, are just code when you
get down to it.

While it’s not quite an open API, people have managed to
hack together libraries that access the AR.Drone, enabling
you to send all the same commands as the official apps.
There are many ways you can then use this, but we’re
interested in creating a programmable route for the drone.

We’ll be using a library for Python that enables us to do just
this, and even lets us see video from the Parrot as well if it is
set up correctly.

For this tutorial, we’re going to be using the python-ardrone 
module created specifically to program drones via Python. 
It’s not available from repos or pip, so you will need to grab it 
directly from GitHub. You can find it here:

https://github.com/venthur/python-ardrone

Click the ‘Download as Zip’ button to do just that and save it 
to a working folder for this project. Unzip it directly into this 
folder so that we can use the various files as modules, which 
will then connect to the other files in order to connect to the 
drone and so on.

You’ll also need to install pygame (pygame.org/download.
shtml) for some of the tests we’re going to run, so either get it 
directly from the website or install it to your system from the 
repositories by opening the terminal and using:

  $ sudo apt-get install python-pygame

Right  Download 
python-ardrone off 
the GitHub website

Rob Zwetsloot
models complex

systems and is a web
developer proficient in

Python, Django and PHP.
He loves to experiment

with computing

Resources
python-ardrone

bit.ly/1eQ7XTz

pygame
pygame.org/news.html

Firmware 1.5.1 
for the Parrot 

AR.Drone

Drone flight
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Pygame enables us to create a window from which we can 
view the camera output, although it’s a little tricky to add in 
a very simple route program – we'll cover why that is later on.

Once everything is installed and ready, open up IDLE 
and create a new Python fi le, naming it ‘route.py’. Put it in 
the working folder so that it can interact with the different 
ardrone modules we downloaded earlier.

Before we start coding and testing, it’s worth actually 
making sure your quadcopter will fl y using this code. You’ll 
fi rst want to connect to it via Wi-Fi on your PC, so with the 
AR.Drone itself, hit the Wi-Fi sync button and connect to it 
with your computer’s Wi-Fi manager. You would normally do 
this to upgrade fi rmware and software, but the connection 
still works the same as it does on a phone and signals to 
control it can be sent back and forth.

Once connected, go back to IDLE and click on File>Open 
and navigate to our project folder. From there select ‘demo.
py’, which is a test script that lets you very simply control 
your drone using keyboard keys. It also displays the video 
feed as well, so you can see how pygame will handle that if 
you decided to use it. With the demo running, you can use the 
following keys to control the drone – it's worth a test to make 
sure everything is working properly:

RETURN Takeoff
SPACE      Land
BACKSPACE  Reset (from emergency)
A/D          Left/right
W/S          Forward/back
1 - 0    Speed
UP/DOWN      Altitude
LEFT/RIGHT   Turn left/right

If you’re having problems, it’s worth checking the fi rmware 
version of your drone. To update the fi rmware, you need to 
be connected to it via Wi-Fi, and then connect to it via an 
FTP client. In FileZilla, you can do a quick connect to the IP 
192.168.1.1 using port 5551. You might need to search around 
for a fi rmware 1.5.1 fi le, but once you get it you just need to 
upload the fi le to the drone. Now disconnect and reboot the 
drone for the fi rmware to take affect.

Once you can satisfactorily circle the living room, land your 
drone and then exit the code by hitting the Escape key. You 
can close the demo code for now, although it may be useful 
to refer back to in the future for modifying the path we create.

The demo code creates a while loop that continually checks 
to see if specifi c keys are pressed, which is also part of the 

 There are several functions you can use to make it 
take off, land and hover, using various sensors to enable 
you to do this safely

  Other 
libraries
This is just one library 
that works with the 
AR.drone in Python. 
There are a few 
others created by the 
community, and even 
one you can get from 
Parrot that works 
with it. They all have 
their different ups and 
downs, but this one 
is quite easy to start 
with and works well 
with pygame.

It's worth testing the demo 
script to make sure that your 
’copter can fl y with this code
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Below The simple
starter route we’re
programming here

Drone flight

pygame module, and then activates any function that the 
key press is tied to. W was linked to forwards and therefore 
used move_forward() in the module. It requires you to hold it 
down to actually move any useful distance, though, and when 
nothing is being pressed it defaults to hover mode.

Let’s build a basic script that will show how to use the 
module. In the blank ‘route.py’ document, enter the following:

import libardrone

drone = libardrone.ARDrone()
drone.takeoff()
drone.hover()
drone.land()
drone.halt()

As the ardrone module is quite readable, it’s quite simple to 
fi gure out what this would do. We’ve imported the ardrone
library, then used the takeoff function so that it actually takes
off, told it to hover and then land again. The halt function
disconnects everything, making the exit clean. Each part of
this code will execute pretty quickly, so if you want it to hover
for any particular length of time then you’ll have to start
adding sleeps and loops, but we’ll get to that.

For our little starter route, we’re going to make something
very simple: it will take off, rise in height a little and then fl y a
complete square around an area. We’ll have it rotate left and
right on the top-left corner, and do a full 360 on the top-right.
Refer to the diagram below for a better visualisation of what
we are talking about.

Once you’ve understood what we plan to do, it’s time to 
plan out the code. One of the big things is making sure the 
code tells the drone to actually perform any action a number 
of times that makes it useful in real life. The exact number will 
require testing on your part, but we’ll handle the code bit with 
a for loop:

for i in range(x)

… where x is the number of times you want it to repeat a 
function (or you can instead put in a variable with a preset or 
changing function). If you refer to our full code listing, you can 
see how it’s used in our specifi c script. For example, for the 
fi rst move to the left we’ve done:

for i in range(5):
    drone.move_left()

This will execute move_left() five times. Once that’s
complete it will go onto the next command, working through 
each numerous iteration until the code ends. If you want the 
drone to hover for a while before doing the next move, you’ll 
have to do the same thing and keep calling drone.hover for 
a period of time.

The rest of the new code chunks are simple: def main() 
is the function of the script, and when this code is run on 
its own, it will execute the function main using the fi nal part 
of code: if __name__ == ‘__main__’. This means you can 
use it as a module in other code if you want to create an 
interactive experience with your drone in the future.

  Coding ideas
We’ve written our code so that we give our drone a fi xed 
movement dependent on the number of cycles we put it through. 
However, the drone does return navigation data based on its 
position. With enough experimenting and testing of locations, 
you can set up a while loop where the drone will move to a 
certain position – give this a try as your next project.
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 When creating this 
code, make sure you write 
and test each step as 
often as you can - this 
way you can get the 
numbers correct 

When creating this code, make sure you write and test each 
step as often as you can – this way you can get the numbers 
correct. We’ve used fi ve iterations in most of the code, but it 
won’t move very far at all under that.

For expanding the code in the future, here are all the 
control commands you can use:

takeoff()  Launch the drone
land()  Land the drone
hover() Keep the drone hovering (you could use 

a while loop to keep this active)
move_left()  Move the drone to its left
move_right()  Move the drone to its right
move_up()  Ascend the drone
move_down()  Descend the drone
move_forward()  Move the drone forward
move_backward()  Move the drone backwards
turn_left()  Make the drone rotate left/counter-

clockwise
turn_right()  Make the drone rotate right/clockwise
reset()  Emergency stop
trim()  Level off the drone
set_speed()  Set the speed percentage, with 1 
 being 100%
halt()  Stop communications, end all relevant 

processing threads
move()  Advanced movement, refer to the 

libardrone code on how to use

The above commands are more than enough to get you up 
and running , but if you’re keen to learn more then we really
recommend checking out the excellent Drones Bo ur
colleagues over in Bookazines: bit.ly/1Ik

ON SALE NOW

FOR MORE ON DRONES, CHECK OUT

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD NEWSAGENTS & SUPERMARKETS, 
OR ONLINE AT WWW.IMAGINESHOP.CO.UK

import libardrone

def main():
 drone = libardrone.ARDrone()
 
 # set initial speed
 drone.speed = 0.5
 
 # take off
 drone.takeoff()
 
 # go higher
 drone.move_up()
 
 # go to the left
 for i in range(5):
  drone.move_left()
 
 # go forward
 for i in range(5):
  drone.move_forward()
 
 # turn the drone to move the camera
 for i in range (3):
  drone.turn_right()
 
 # turn it back again
 for i in range (3):
  drone.turn_left()
 
 # go right to complete a square
 for i in range (10):
  drone.move_right()
 
 # full 360
 for i in range (10):
  drone.turn.left()
 
 # return to start
 for i in range (5):
  drone.move_left()
  drone.move_backward()
 
 # land the drone
 drone.land()
 
 print “I have landed. I hope you enjoyed the 
flight. I will now shut down”
 
 drone.halt()
 
if __name__ == ‘__main__’:
 main()

 Full Code Listing
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Automatically play music at pre-set times thanks 
to some inventive scripts

Automate your 
audio in Linux

Listening to music is not really a chore. Modern media
players have got to a point where you can just launch them,
select a playlist and go. Very simple and you’re under full
control, but what would be really cool would be to have your
computer play your music automatically. Think of all the extra
precious seconds you could save to code a bit better, or have
your computer wake you up rather than an unreliable mobile
phone, schedule your music for specific times of day or have it
play when you turn it on – that’s the dream.

We’re in the business of showing you how to do cool things
with Linux. In this tutorial we’re going to show you how to
automate and schedule different tracks and playlists with a
variety of triggers and methods. Make your working day much
more interesting by letting your computer handle your music
rather than spending half an hour deciding what to listen to.
Make sure you have VLC installed first, though – it’s usually 
under the package vlc in the repos.

Below  With a simple script and your own music library, 
you can automate your music listening experience

01 Understand the system
To get this to work, we’re going to make extensive 

use of VLC’s command line interface. This will just launch 
the VLC player with a few specific options and whatever 
file you decide you want to play. Very simply, you can play 
individual songs (and playlists) in the command line using 
something like:

  $ vlc file.mp3

This will use the default setup of your VLC player, such as 
whether repeat is on or if it will stop what is currently playing 
in a VLC instance.

Rob Zwetsloot
models complex 

systems and is a web 
developer proficient in 
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03 Basic script
We’ll first of all build a basic version of the script we

want to use. This will let us play an audio file in VLC player
using the command line. Open up gedit, or whichever text
editor you prefer, save a file somewhere as autoplay.sh and
then enter the following code:

#!/bin/bash

vlc path/to/file.mp3

This simply lets the script know what to run itself as and then
which command to execute. In this case, VLC will play the file.

06 Playlists

Have your computer wake you up 
rather than an unreliable mobile phone 
– that’s the dream

04Executablescript
Though we’ve written the script, we still can’t actually

run it. This is because it doesn’t have the right permissions
to be executed as a program, but we can change this so it
actually does. We use chmod to do this. You can elevate the
permissions of your script with:

$ chmod +x autoplay.sh

05 Run the script
Let’s test the script to make sure it actually works

first. To do this, go back to the terminal and location we were
in before and run the script with:

$ ./autoplay.sh

If all goes well, the VLC window will open and play the
designated file for you. You can control the audio from the
window or with any universal media keys, and closing it will
kill the script as well.

  Other 
VLC options
We're using the basic 
VLC command to run 
the media player, but 
here are some options 
you can use:

-Z : Shuffle the 
current playlist
-L : Loop the playlist
-R : Repeat the first 
played item on the 
playlist
--spdif : Use spdif 
output if available

02 Build it up
For our automation, we’re going to be making use of 

bash scripts, mostly to run the command line scripts that 
will play the music. This enables us to also add a bit more 
complexity in the bash script a bit later on in the tutorial in order 
to give you more choice for automation. These scripts can be 
activated on startup or by using a cronjob to schedule them 
throughout the day.

06 Playlists
So now we understand how the script works, and 

can also prove that it does work, it’s time to start making 
this automation better for day-to-day use. Playlists are the 
best way to do this: creating ten themed playlists to your own 
specification, which we can then choose at random and give 
to VLC to play. Create them in VLC if you want and then save 
them wherever you wish, or in the same directory as the script 
to make things easier. Name the files as numbers, from 1 to 10.

You’ll have to be in the directory that you saved it in. Stay in 
there as well for the next step.
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10Scheduling
If you want to schedule the playlist, perhaps as an

alarm or to mix up playlists during the day, you can create a
cronjob that will run the script at certain intervals. We need to
first construct the cronjob we want, though.

A cronjob takes into account the minute, hour, date,
month, day and year, in that order. All of these are denoted
by numbers, with days of the week going from zero to seven
where both zero and seven are Sunday. So to have our script
run at 8 AM as an alarm, we’d set the cronjob as:

0 8 * * * *

11 Create the cronjob
The crontab files, where all the different cronjobs are 

meant to be kept, can be accessed from the terminal using 
crontab -e. From here, scroll to the bottom of the commented 
section and add the line for your new cronjob. For the case of 
doing it at 8 AM as an alarm, use a line like:

 0 8 * * * * /path/to/autoplay.sh

Save the file and then at 8 AM every day, if your system is on, a 
random playlist will start. Remember that the asterisks here 
denote wildcards, so they mean any date, any month, etc.

12 Startup script
Scheduling music for certain times is great, but if 

you’re not using your computer as an alarm, how can you 
make it so the music starts as soon as your PC turns on? Well, 
the script we’ve created can actually do this same function 
– we just need to call it differently. While Linux distros have 
their own startup mechanisms, since we want the script to 
run when everything is booted up, we should instead use the 
desktop environment’s startup functions.

Right  Any options
you toggle in the

VLC window will be
remembered next

time you play the file

09 Test 
again

  Command 
line music
While we’re running 
VLC using bash 
scripts on the 
command line, 
if you’re using a 
CLI instead of a 
normal desktop 
environment, this 
won’t work so well for 
you. However, there's 
CMus, a command 
line music player 
that can be used 
to play music from 
the command line. 
Switch out the vlc 
command for cmus 
in the script and it 
will work in the exact 
same way.

07Random selection
So we’ve created ten playlists, each with a selection of

music. How do we get the script to choose randomly between
these playlists? We can use bash to create a random number in
our script that can then be used to tell the vlc command which
playlist to open. We’ll do this using the $RANDOM operator, but
limit it to only returning a number from one to ten.

08 The random script
The modifications to the script are fairly simple: we 

need to create a variable that we can give a random number, 
between one and ten, and then tell VLC to open that particular 
file (for example, 7.m3u). The script looks like this:

  #!/bin/bash

  number=$(( ( RANDOM % 10 )  + 1 ))

  vlc playlist$number.m3u

The number variable is assigned the random number. The 
random integer is limited to ten, which would usually output 
zero to nine, so we add one to make it between one and ten.

Automate audio

09 Test again
Make sure everything’s working by giving it a test – 

we do this again by running:

  $ ./autoplay.sh

It should play the playlist in VLC without any issue. If you 
want to, now’s a good time to hit shuffle and repeat to make 
sure it keeps playing the playlist, but not in the same way 
each time. Any changes you make to the playback here will 
be remembered for next time and any time after.
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14 KDE
Adding a startup script to KDE is largely the same 

as GNOME, although you need to differentiate between a 
program and a script within the system. In the KDE System 
Settings, look for the Startup and Shutdown menu; the fi rst 

16Listen to music
With all this setup, your music listening experience 

should be just that little bit better throughout the day. 
Remember to mix up your playlists or add more every now 
and then. Also, don’t be afraid to just turn off the playlist the 
script has chosen for the day and use your own. You can even 
use other media players if you want to take advantage of their 
different functions.  

13 GNOME and Cinnamon
For any distro that uses a GNOME-based desktop

environment, such as GNOME itself, Unity and Cinnamon, you
can add scripts to the startup applications list. You can fi nd
this in the System Settings menu under Start Applications
Preferences; from here click Add and fi nd the script. Give it a
name and comment if you wish, then log out and back in again
to test it. We’ve given it a delay so that GNOME has a moment to
properly load before trying to execute the command.

Left  Your desktop of 
choice will have its 
own means of adding 
the script to startup

 Since we want the script to run when 
everything is booted up, we should 
instead use the desktop environment’s 
startup functions

13 GNOME and 
Cinnamon

15 Other desktops
Different desktop environments use different methods 

to launch apps at startup – most of them are similar to the 
method above, but with others you may have to edit confi g 
fi les to get them working. Your best bet is to look at the 
documentation for the desktops and see how you should go 
about setting the script to be run at startup.

tab is Autostart and this is where we need to put the script. 
Click on Add Script and browse to its location. Once you’ve 
found it, change the Run On option to Startup and save the 
rule. Again, you can test it by logging out and back in again.
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Take your AWK knowledge to the next level with 
this step-by-step tutorial

Intermediate AWK 
programming

We will begin this tutorial with a touch of historical
information about AWK; the rest of the tutorial will deal
with more advanced AWK programming techniques such
as the use and development of functions, BEGIN and END
code blocks, etc.

The name AWK comes from the names of its three
authors: Alfred Aho, Peter Weinberger and Brian Kernighan.
It is a handy pattern-matching programming language that
is Turing-complete and was developed at the famous AT&T
Bell labs. The biggest difference between the various AWK
variants and the original version of AWK is that newer versions
support a larger set of built-in functions and variables.

Despite its many capabilities, AWK cannot solve every
problem equally well. It is more suited for situations when you
have to process large amounts of text data, such as log files,
LaTeX files, source code files, and so on. AWK enables you
to analyse, extract and report data. It also supports arrays,
associative arrays and regular expressions.

If you have never used AWK before, you can get up to speed
with the introductory ‘Process text faster with AWK and SED’
article, published in issue 144 of Linux User & Developer.

01 Installing AWK
Although AWK comes with every Linux distribution, 

this article is going to use a specifi c version called gawk. You 
can fi nd out if gawk is already installed on your Linux by using:

  $ which gawk

If it is not installed, you can install gawk on a Debian system 
by running the apt-get install gawk command as root. 
Next, you can fi nd your version of gawk by running gawk 
–V. All  AWK code will be shown in the form of autonomous 
executable programs in the following format:

  #!  /usr/bin/gawk -f
  …
  AWK code
  …

You can give executable permissions to an AWK script with:

  $ chmod 755 filename.awk

Resources
Text editor

Gawk
gnu.org/software/gawk

Mawk
invisible-island.net/mawk

Right  Using the 
nextfi le function 
with the ERRNO 

variable helps you 
avoid fatal errors 
when processing 

multiple data fi les

AWK programming
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02 How AWK works
AWK reads its input line by line and accordingly

splits each line into fi elds. AWK has many built-in variables
that are automatically initialised and it supports user-
defi ned variables. AWK also has built-in functions for string,
number, time and date manipulation.

The NF variable holds the number of fi elds in the current
input record; each record can have a different number of
fi elds. The FS variable is the input fi eld separator, and its
default value is the single space that matches any sequence
of spaces and tabs in a single separator. Additionally, any
number of leading or trailing spaces and tabs is ignored. If
its value is the null string, then each character in the current
line becomes a separate fi eld.

03 Using BEGIN and END
AWK has two patterns named BEGIN and END,

each of with has a special meaning and function. It should
be noted that both of them are executed only once: before
getting any input and after processing input. They are very
useful for performing start-up and clean-up actions in your
AWK programs.

Although it is not required to have the BEGIN rule at the
beginning of your AWK program and the END rule at the end,
it is considered good practice to put them there. An AWK
program can have multiple BEGIN and END rules.

If an AWK program has only BEGIN rules without any
other code, the program terminates without reading any of
the specifi ed input. However, if an AWK program contains

Left  If there’s an 
error, a nextfi le 
statement in 
BEGINFILE or 
ENDFILE can help 
AWK proceed

  Versions 
of AWK
The original version 
of AWK was 
programmed in the 
fi rst UNIX versions 
back in 1977. The fi rst 
gawk version was 
introduced in 1986. 
Michael Brennan 
wrote another AWK 
variant named mawk 
and Nelson H.F. 
Beebe programmed 
pawk. Gawk is still 
the most powerful 
and popular version 
of AWK.

04Using BEGINFILE
and ENDFILE

04 Using BEGINFILE and ENDFILE
Two other patterns with a special function are 

BEGINFILE and ENDFILE – please note that these only work 
on gawk. BEGINFILE is executed before gawk reads the fi rst 
record from a fi le and ENDFILE is executed after gawk is 
done with the last record of a fi le.

ENDFILE can be very convenient for recovering from I/O 
errors during processing; the AWK program can pass the 
control to ENDFILE (instead of stopping abnormally) and 
set the ERRNO variable that describes the error that has 
happened. Gawk clears the ERRNO variable before it starts 
processing the next fi le. Similarly, the nextfi le statement, 
when used inside BEGINFILE, enables gawk to move to the 
next data fi le instead of exiting with a fatal error and without 
executing the ENDFILE block.

The presented code showcases their usage by printing 
the total number of fi les read as well as the fi lename of 
each item. The code also reports if there is a problem when 
reading a fi le. The printing of the fi lename is done with the 
help of the FILENAME variable. 

 The fi rst gawk version was 
introduced in 1986. It is still the most 
powerful and popular version of AWK 
only END rules without any additional code, all the specifi ed 
input is read in case the END rule needs to reference the 
FNR or NR variables.

The FNR variable is used for keeping the total number of 
records that have been read from the current input fi le only, 
whereas the NR variable is used for keeping track of the 
number of records that have been read so far.
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  Regular 
expressions
Regular expressions 
play a key role 
in AWK. Regular 
expressions are 
enclosed in slashes. 
In its simplest form 
(/text/), a regular 
expression matches 
any string that 
contains “text”. 
Unless otherwise 
specifi ed, regular 
expressions are case 
sensitive and can 
be used standalone 
or in conditional 
expressions. When 
used properly, they 
are very powerful 
tools, but they can 
unfortunately also 
cause nasty bugs.

AWK programming

07 Sorting in AWK
AWK can also be used for programming and sorting

algorithms. Sorting large amounts of data with the help of
AWK might not be the fastest implementation, but it works.

The trick is done using the $0 variable that represents
the entire line or record read. You get $0 when reading the
input file and create a new array where each element is the
whole line. The NR variable is used for creating unique array
indices. The new array, called toBeSorted, is then being
sorted in the END part of the program; in other words, after
you are done reading the whole input! As you can also see,
the AWK code looks pretty much like C code.

With the help of ENDFILE and END, you can develop a
similar program that can sort each individual file as well as
the entire input of all files read.

08 Programming wc in AWK
This step will show you how to write an AWK

program that simulates the function of the wc command
line utility. As you can guess, this AWK script will use an
END block for presenting the summary results, as well as
an ENDFILE block for printing results for each individual file
right after it has been processed.

The printf function is similar in use to the C printf
function. It is exceptionally useful when you want better
control of what is printed. The current version of wc.awk
does not support command line options such as wc –l.

The moreThanOne parameter lets the program know if it
has to process more than one file. In that case, wc.awk will
have to print totals.

05 Special filenames
The FILENAME variable dynamically takes its value

from the file that is currently being processed. If AWK is
reading from standard input, the FILENAME value is set
to “-”. AWK also supports ARGC and ARGV; you should be
familiar with both variables if you have ever done any C or
C++ programming.

Gawk supports the following three special and standard
filenames: /dev/stdin, /dev/stdout and /dev/stderr. These
can also be accessed using file description notations as
/dev/fd/0, /dev/fd/1 and /dev/fd/2, respectively. Closing
any of these file descriptors from an AWK program using
the close() function results in unpredictable behaviour and
should be avoided. Closing any other open file descriptor
results in the actual closing of the file descriptor.

Gawk also supports network connections acting as either
a server or a client using the following notation:

/net-type/protocol/local-port/remote-host/
remote-port

Talking more about the networking capabilities of gawk is
beyond the scope of this article.

06 Functions in AWK
AWK has built-in functions, but also allows you to 

develop your own. The general format of a user-defi ned 
function in AWK is as follows:

  function function_name(parameter list)
  {
  various AWK commands
  }

As you can see, it looks similar to the function 
implementation of a typical programming language.

The implanted function will calculate the sum of all 
integers from one up to a given limit. As you can see, the 
presented AWK code does two checks when processing the 
input. The fi rst check looks to see if the input is a negative 
number. If yes, the absolute value of the input will be used as 
the limit. The second check is for making sure that the input 
is an integer that does not contain any invalid characters. 
The isnum() function uses the fact that non-numeric strings 
in AWK are treated as having the value zero when used in 
mathematical operations.

Please note that you will need to use different variable 
names for the two for loops of the program.
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Left  Here you can 
see how many times 
a rule or statement 
was used at the 
beginningofeachline

10 Profi ling AWK 
programs

09 Finding word signatures in AWK
The letters of a word sorted in alphabetical order

compose the signature of the word. In order to sort the
letters of each word, you will need to use a sorting function
– this can be done simply with the asort() function that is
provided by gawk.

Word signatures help you fi nd word anagrams easily. An
anagram uses exactly the same letters from the original
word to make a new word.

The presented algorithm splits each word into individual
letters before sorting them using asort(). Then, it joins all of
the letters before returning the signature of the word.

10 Profi ling AWK programs
You can profi le AWK programs with the help of 

the --profi le gawk option. The default fi lename with the 
profi ling information is awkprof.out. You can use the 
--profi le=anothername.ext option to change it. The 
functions.awk program will be profi led as an example. In 
order to create profi ling information for functions.awk, you 
must remove the fi rst line and save it as profi le.awk. Then, 
you should execute this next command:

  $ gawk --profile -f profile.awk function.input
  $ ls -l awkprof.out
  -rw-r--r-- 1 mtsouk mtsouk 511 Jun 29 18:07 
awkprof.out

The –f parameter tells gawk that it is going to read the 
AWK code from a fi le that will be given as a command 
line argument. The awkprof.out fi le contains the profi ling 
information. The count on the left of each line shows how 
many times a rule or statement was used. The second 
count, to the right, shows how many times the action for the 
rule was executed. Only appropriate lines have two counts. 
Functions are listed in alphabetical order.

Please bear in mind that the more times you execute 
the code, the more accurate the profi ling results will be, so 
giving a bigger input will help.  

The main program where the counting is taking place, has
the following lines:

  {
      chars += length($0) + 1
      lines++
      words += NF
  }

This implementation is by far the smallest and easiest 
program to understand. Try to program the same utility in C 
or Python to understand its true complexity.

 An anagram uses exactly the same 
letters from the original word to make a 
new word
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Make your working day 
more productive with 
these indispensable tips 
for the LibreOffice suite

Writer20 LibreOffice 
tips & tricks

Using office software for very specific tasks, you can 
end up sticking yourself in a rut with the way you work. 
You do the same thing the same way every single time, not 
considering any other methods that might make it faster, 
better or more efficient. When you write several letters or 
documents a day for work, or maybe create spreadsheets 
with regularity, you don’t really ever need to learn new 
techniques. We all get stuck in our ways.

It’s sometimes difficult to comprehend just how powerful 
and feature-full LibreOffice can be, especially when you’re 
treating it as you normally do and not making the most of 
what it has to offer. On a day-to-day basis, you may have 
no idea about macros, creating indexes or doing a mail 
merge with Writer. Over the next few pages, we are going to 
highlight some of the best ways you can improve your use of 
LibreOffice, with a particular focus on the core Writer and 
Calc programs. You’ll optimise the way you work and start 
making the most of this feature-full office software.

Above  Learn how to use the LibreOffice apps more productively

01 Bring up formatting
When formatting a piece, perhaps for greater 

readability or to make sure it prints properly, it can be a 
tricky to figure out exactly why certain sections of text 
are acting the way they do. On the toolbar is a symbol 
that looks like a backwards P – click that to reveal live 
formatting symbols, such as rogue paragraph breaks.

03  Paste unformatted text
Generally in Linux, you can use Ctrl+Shift+V to 

paste text and remove its formatting at the same time. 
If you use this in Writer, or find Paste Special in the Edit 
menu, you then have several options of how to paste the 
text. One of these is unformatted, but it also allows for 
other methods, such as using LibreOffice formatting.

02 Better bullet points
Creating a list of bullet points is fairly easy; click 

the type with dots or numbers and go. You can change the 
formatting of these bullet points to be different symbols or 
letters instead of numbers. You can, however, also create 
nested lists by using the Tab key to create sub lists, and 
then press Shift+Tab to go back to the standard list.

Rob Zwetsloot
models complex 

systems and is a web 
developer proficient in 

Python, Django and PHP. 
He loves to experiment 

with computing

LibreOffice

Resources
LibreOffice

libreoffice.org
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04 Quick 
maths

04 Quick maths
Even when you’re writing, you might need to do 

a quick bit of maths. Instead of switching to Google or a 
calculator app, you can use the formula bar. Go to Insert, 
Object, Formula and write out the calculation you want. 
Once you confirm it, the outcome of the formula appears 
where your cursor was placed.

05 Quick navigation
Pressing F5 or going to the View menu will allow

you to use the Navigator function. You can use it in large
documents to quickly move between different headings,
tables, graphics, bookmarks and many more objects in the
document. It’s not a proper dock, so you can move it around to
see what you want at any given time.

  Full app 
explanation
As luck would have 
it, if you're unsure of 
everything that comes 
in LibreOffice as part 
of the suite, we cover 
it extensively in our 
guide to the best Linux 
software starting on 
page 18. There is more 
to LibreOffice than 
just Writer and Calc, 
after all.

06 Set default document format
By default, Writer will save new files as ODTs, the open 

document format. This works in most other word processors, 
but if you’re regularly working with files that need to work on 
Microsoft Office, you can change the default file format to be 
.doc or .docx. Go to Tools, Options and find the General settings 
under Load/Save to change the default.

07 Create a backup system
Writer has a powerful recovery tool for if there is an 

unexpected shutdown of the software or computer itself, but 
that relies on temporary files and other related files that aren’t 
always there when you really need them. Writer does have 
a backup system it can make use of though; enable ‘Always 
create backup copy’ in the Load/Save General options.

08 Change case
Written a sentence or a word and it’s not capitalised 

correctly? Pasted some text and it’s all randomly capitalised? 
You can actually change the case of specific sections of text 
without having to rewrite it – simply select what you want to 
change, right click and use the Change Case option.
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10 Protect your 
spreadsheet

  Learn 
more!
There are many 
more functions to 
learn that can help 
you do more with 
LibreOffice and the 
first step is to have a 
look through some of 
the documentation 
for the software, 
or just have a quick 
browse through all 
the options and the 
available menus.

LibreOffice

Calc

09 AutoFormat tables
If you’ve created a table, you may need to give it 

colours to make it more readable. You can do this manually, 
however Calc has a built-in format option under Format> 
AutoFormat. From here you can give a colour scheme to a 
table that you’ve selected and even customise what is taken 
into account for formatting.

11 Change status bar preview
When you select some cells with a numerical value 

inside, you get a handy prompt on the status bar that tells 
you the value they add up to. That might not be what you 
want all the time, though. Click on that area of the status bar 
to bring up a menu and change it to average, maximum or 
minimum numbers in the selection.

10 Protect your spreadsheet
Shared spreadsheets are good for productivity, but 

the more complicated they become, the more difficult it 
can be to track down an accidental change made by one of 
the users. You can protect the spreadsheet by using Tools> 
Protect Document>Sheet to give it a password so that only 
certain people can make changes.

12 AutoFilter rows
Filtering rows helps to organise data, but if you’re not 

sure how exactly to go about doing that, Calc has an automatic 
filtering tool you can use. Select a row, then go to Data>Filter> 
Auto for it to create an automatic filtering system based on that 
row. You can also modify it a bit once it’s in place.

13 Grouped cells
Sometimes you don’t need to see specific chunks of 

data all the time, and collapsing it like in a piece of code will 
add a bit more space to the viewable page. Using the Outline 
function under Data>Group and Outline>AutoOutline, you 
can create these collapsible groups, which use a thick 
outline to indicate themselves.
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20 Using PDFs
PDFs can be edited in LibreOffice. Simply import them

using something like Writer and it will dump the PDF into the
Draw application. You can edit text, change pictures and even
the general formatting of the PDF. Once it’s done, Draw allows
you to export the working file as a PDF for everyone to use.

Miscellaneous

14 Auto-increment or copy cells
If you’ve never stumbled across it, Calc is very 

smart when it comes to replicating cells. If you write 
down two or three numbers or even dates, selecting 
one and dragging the black square down to copy will 
automatically fill in the cells with numbers or dates in 
the correct sequence. If you don’t want it to do that, hold 
Control when copying the cell for regular duplication.

17 Presenter mode
When using Impress for presenting slides, you will 

often be hooked up to a projector or television that either 
mirrors or acts as an extension to your laptop. Impress has 
a neat feature where the actual presentation will be shown 
on the big screen, while you can turn on a presenter console 
just for your laptop display that shows you what’s coming up 
in your presentation, along with notes.15 Change Enter key

It seems fairly natural for the Enter key to move 
you down a row of cells and that’s what Calc does by 
default. However, you can actually change the behaviour 
of the Enter key by going to Tools>Options>LibreOffice 
Calc, then General to have it move along a row instead.

18 Switch language spell-check on the fly
We’ll illustrate this with an example: perhaps you 

need to paste into a document a paragraph from Napoleon 
that is written in French. The rest of the document is in 
English, so the spell check flips out at words from over the 
Channel. Highlight the paragraph, click Tools>Languages 
and then select a language for this section of the document, 
and only this section.

16 Freeze columns in place
If you have a lot of data, rows or columns you can 

sometimes find yourself browsing the spreadsheet not 
always able to remember or divine what cell is for what. 
By selecting a row or column you always want to be 
visible, go to Window then Freeze to keep it always on the 
top or on the left as you browse the spreadsheet.

19 Insert readable formulas
There is a completely separate application for 

LibreOffice called Math that is not, in fact, database 
software, but actually a way to draw up mathematical 
equations that can then be inserted into other LibreOffice 
software. This is good if you’re writing an academic paper 
with ridiculous maths that needs to be readable.

17 Presenter 
mode
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Above  The ISS will 
use the winning 
tracking system 
to predict which 
country it is above

Astro Pi

Can you tell us more about your students at Thirsk School 
who won the competition?
It was actually a code club that I’d set up at lunchtimes. The 
original reason for setting it up was to give students, who 
were perhaps what we call vulnerable learners, something to 
do at lunchtime – students who would struggle being in the 
playground; maybe their behaviour means they would get into 
diffi culty, or they were just a bit more timid and so didn’t have 
anywhere to go. Also, I was keen on making sure that the coding 
and the Raspberry Pi wasn’t about bright kids – I wanted to 
make sure that low-ability kids and special needs kids had 
access to coding and all the benefi ts that it offers.

So I set up a coding club for lunchtimes, started with 
Minecraft, Sonic Pi, picamera photo hacking, and then 
this competition came along and I said, “Look, this is the 
opportunity we’ve got: a space rocket’s going to go up to the ISS 
with an astronaut and an Astro Pi. What do you think?” They 
were like, “Yeah! Let’s do it, let’s do it!” And it grew from there 
– we ended up with eight to ten students who stayed every 
lunchtime for seven weeks, creating their winning solution.

That’s amazing dedication!
It is! In the end it became quite social, and by about week four 
they could see the results of what they’d made and start to 
get excited, thinking that it could actually win. But yeah, the 
dedication from them was huge, really motivated.

It must have been great for building a sense of community 
too, particularly with the vulnerable learners.
It was very exciting and rewarding personally, too. We started 
off with a shared document, so all the students could access 
the code from home, and what I found was that as the weeks 
went on, the students were logging in more frequently to 
check their code, add their sections, and then they started 
editing each other’s code. It was so polite – they’d come in at 
lunchtimes, for example, saying, “I noticed an error in your 
code last night. I changed it – hope you don’t mind?” And then 
of course they had a common goal they could talk about, and 
they started talking about space and physics, different space 
fi lms they’d seen, and of course as we were creating it they 
were talking about the different countries, whether they’d 
been to that country, what it’s like, what’s the capital – at work 
we call them learning conversations; they were learning just
through talking around the subject.

Organic, peer-to-peer exchange.
Exactly – it wasn’t manufactured. It was completely 
natural, which was absolutely brilliant. But yeah, 
they’ve forged some quite good friendships. And 
confi dence as well – these are students who 
perhaps at the beginning when they started 
school (they were Year 7 students, so they’re 11
years old now) wouldn’t really go into the playground

Run jointly by the Raspberry Pi Foundation and leading UKspace
companies, the competition set primary and secondary school
students the challenge of creating an innovative project using the 
Raspberry Pi and a specially designed Astro Pi HAT module, which is 
packed with sensors and a colourful LED display matrix. The winning 
teams have now been announced and all their code will be sent up to 
the ISS in December, along with astronaut Tim Peake and a bunch of 
Astro Pis, where the greatest school experiments off Earth will begin.

What is the Astro Pi competition?
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were perhaps fearful of the dining hall, were maybe bottom-
set students struggling with maths and English, or had a 
behaviour issue, and suddenly they’ve got quite a good status 
now amongst Year 7. And obviously the press have gotten 
hold of it and various local papers have run pieces on it and 
printed pictures of them, and I think it’s given them a real 
boost. Rather than being labelled as an underachiever, a pupil 
premium child, having the potential to achieve, etc – well, they 
have all actually overachieved now!

It must have been amazing for their confi dence and social 
skills, working in a collaborative environment like that. 
Defi nitely. The program that they made was actually very 
simple in essence – it’s just the fact that it’s so big that took 
the time. In terms of the coding, it wasn’t particularly diffi cult; 
it was just a case of there being 96 countries fi lled with 96 
different fl ags, and 96 different languages that you have to 
find out and create messages for. So once they’d mastered 

the skill they were learning, it was then a case of repetition 
and discovery. The bit that was individual at that point was 
that the fl ag for Kazakhstan is different to the fl ag for the 
UK, and stuff like that. But creating each fl ag is a similar set 
of code – obviously the colours are slightly different, and the 
setup, but in essence the code was the same, so they could 
support each other, and say, “Oh, actually you’ve missed this 
bit out on the red, green and blue – you haven’t got a value for 
the blue, that’s why it’s this colour.” So yeah, they’ve learned a 
heck of a lot of skills and they’ve also learned a lot about the 
other countries as well, through supporting each other.

In terms of the logistics, how did the division of the work 
happen at the beginning and the end of the project? 
There were two parts to the competition: the fi rst was to pitch 
an idea, and you were then selected from that to go into the 
second stage. So the fi rst couple of lunchtimes it was basically 
just brainstorming ideas, listening to what everybody wanted 
to come up with. We had some fantastic concepts, like, “Can 
we strap it to the astronaut, so that when he or she goes 
outside the ISS it can check for radiation?” Despite having the 
great ideas, we didn’t quite know how much of it was realistic! 
I contacted Raspberry Pi and asked for a breakdown of what 
we can and can’t do, and when we got the breakdown it said it 
was going to be stationary, it was going to be inside the station, 
it’s not going to be moving, there’s going to be no screen and 
the astronauts really need to have minimal interaction with 
it, other than maybe starting it up and pressing a couple of 
buttons. So then we could shrink down the list, and I suppose 
the fi nal idea came out because one student said, “So they’re 
in space… how do they know where they are?” We talked about 
the different instruments and the fact they’ve got GPS or an 
equivalent tracking and co-ordinating system, but when they 
look over a country, how do they know which one they’re looking 
over? And that’s where the idea came out – why don’t we 

Right Here are some 
of the Space-Byrds, 
the team behind the 

awesome ISS tracker

Below This is Tim 
Peake, the British 

ESA astronaut 
who’ll be taking the 

projects into orbit
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It works out which country’s territory 
the ISS is above and shows its fl ag 
on the LED matrix along with a short 
phrase in the local language

have our Astro Pi system show the astronauts the fl ag of the 
country and a message, so they could compare that with the 
instruments on-board the space station and see if it works? 
So they all decided on that, we pitched it to Raspberry Pi, who 
said it was a great idea and sent us the kit, we got started, and 
picked out 96 major countries. For that, the students used 
the ISS trackers online and basically looked at the plot map of 
where it goes. It was quite a time-consuming process because 
they had to write down all the countries they were going to 
complete and put them into a shared Word document. I then 
put the example code at the top for England with the UK fl ag – 
from there they just had to work up the countries. Towards the 
end of the project we had a couple of students who’d set up a 
spreadsheet with all the 96 countries, 96 fl ags, 96 messages, 
and they began ticking them off.

And we had a couple of Astro Pis – one to test the fl ags and 
then the other was running all the co-ordinate tracking, so 
some of the students began working on that. It was probably 
by week fi ve that we started to integrate the two together, 
so that if the ISS positional data was within the boundaries 
of the country then the fl ag pops up. Towards the end we 
could start to refi ne the longitude and latitude so that you 
got an exact position for the country. One student was in 
charge of fi nding out all the longitudes and latitudes for the 
countries – an absolutely painstaking job because there were 
four points of origin for most countries, and there are some 
countries in L shapes so we had to do six or eight points. It’s 
not perfect – it’s quite a crude model and we’re looking at 
a way of making it more accurate – but for the purpose of 
saying we’re over Australia, for example, if you’re within these 
four points of longitude and latitude then you’re within the 
boundary. So one student was responsible for that.

So where exactly is the Raspberry Pi getting
all of the longitude and latitude data from?

Here’s the offi cial press release of it: “the program uses 
telemetry data provided by NORAD along with the real-time 
clock on the Astro Pi to computationally predict the location 
of the ISS so it doesn’t need to be online. It then works out 
which country’s territory the ISS is above and shows its 
fl ag on the LED matrix along with a short phrase in the local 
language”. So that’s the offi cial blurb.

The coding bit for the fl ags etc was tricky, but the 
mathematically challenging bit was the TLE fi le, which was a 
two-line element fi le that looks at the time on the Raspberry 
Pi and makes a calculation of where the ISS should be. From 
that it returns the longitude and latitude position. The students 
wrote conditional statements – if it’s within this longitude and 
latitude then it must be over this country, and therefore return 
this fl ag; and if it’s not then it displays a little graphic and says 
‘calculating current position’. The experiment was comparing 
that set of results off the Raspberry Pi with what the ISS 
tracking system actually says on-board. It makes 19 orbits a 
day and can go out of sync, so the TLE fi le is updated 19 times 
a day. You have to download those two lines of code, pop it into 
your Python program and then it calculates the new positions. 
One of the biggest challenges was getting the time correct, but 
the Raspberry Pi Foundation has been great – it worked with 

us to ensure that it’s accurate when the Raspberry Pi boots 
up, that the Astro Pi and Raspberry Pi are in sync, and 

that it’s the correct time.

Astro Pi

Left The Astro Pi 
is packed with 

sensors, an 8x8 
matrix, a joystick, 
buttons and more

Inset This is the 
fl ight case that 
will protect the 
hardware from 
excessive heat
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Above The LEDs in 
the matrix can be 
individually colour-
controlled, enabling 
some cool graphics

Tutorial

What’s the next step for the project, then – are you 
completely ready for launch day, just waiting for Tim 
Peake to go up?
Yep – Raspberry Pi has been in contact. Tim’s going 
up in December but on the 11th August he’s doing 
a test run in Germany, which basically involves him 
being in a simulation for a number of weeks, and within 

that simulation he will run a number of experiments, 
including our ISS tracker experiment. So the code at the 

moment, the project we’ve built, is staying as it is and it’s 
going to be used as a test run so Tim can check it works, that 

there’s no malfunctions, etc. And then in December he will 
fl y up to the ISS and begin experiments there for six months, 
sending the data back to the UK.

So at that point, will you be running the experiment 
concurrently with an Astro Pi at Thirsk School?
Yep – as soon as we get confi rmation he’s on board, we’re 
going to set up a copy of the ISS tracker and record the data 
from each day, and then with the two pieces of data that he 
returns – the ISS’ real position from their fl ight instruments 
and then our ISS Astro Pi tracker – we’ll compare all three.

In terms of September when we return to school, the 
maths department are on board now and they are going to 
build us a pixelated map of the world, where each element 
of the country boundary will be within a pixel grid reference, 
so what we can actually do is take the longitude and latitude 
of each country and break it down to a pixel position. At the 
moment, what we’ve had to do for ease of use for the students 
is basically draw rectangles or squares around the countries 
using four points of origin, or with countries like Columbia, 
which is L-shaped, we’ve drawn a rectangle at the top and a 
rectangle at the bottom to get six points. So it’s accurate, but 
with somewhere like Russia and Kazakhstan, as it goes over 
it actually undulates between the two different countries, so 
for two minutes it’s in Kazakhstan and then for two minutes it 

goes into Russia and back out again. So for that kind of thing, 
our measurements weren’t accurate enough to show that, but 
obviously a pixelated version of the atlas is going to be better.

I bet you’ll have an awesome live-updating map going once 
you’ve got the pixel map sorted!
That’s a good idea… I’d also like to set up some kind of live 
web feed so that everyone can compare the live ISS data with 
what our live Astro Pi ISS tracker is saying. A lot of the parents 
have contacted me, saying, “This is great – my son/daughter 
is talking about this and they’re so excited.” I’m going to share 
some pictures on Facebook and Twitter because I think when 
people actually see it, they’ll understand it better. If I put a 
picture of some LEDs showing the Brazilian fl ag and say it’s 
tracking the ISS, it doesn’t really mean a lot. But if you can see 
there’s the ISS over Brazil, and here’s the Astro Pi with the Brazil 
fl ag, and now it’s going over Columbia you can see the fl ag 
change, and oh there’s the language…

When it started, the club was just running every Monday 
– now we’re up to every lunchtime, fi ve days a week. And 
we’ve got a beginner’s club on Monday, so what happens is 
the students who’ve been doing it since November last year 
come along and they support the new kids, and they feel really 
good now because they know everything – sudo idle and all 
the different commands – and they remember how they were 
when they fi rst started. And they don’t go to the club saying, 
“I’m going to learn coding.” They go there saying, “I want to 
build a car that we can control from the computer. I’m going to 
build a tank. I’m going to play the Mario theme tune in Sonic Pi. 
I’m going to turn the water to ice in Minecraft just by walking 
on it.” And that’s what inspires them to do it. Exciting, isn’t it?

Want to keep reading about this fantastic project? We couldn’t 
fi t the whole conversation into this article but you can read the 
uncut version of this interview online: www.linuxuser.co.uk/
news/astro-pi-space-byrds.
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Use a Raspberry Pi and Astro Pi HAT to
code the winning ISS-tracking program

Track the International
Space Station

British ESA astronaut Tim Peake has been preparing and
training for his stay on-board the ISS, which begins this
December 2015. The ISS orbits at around 400km above our
heads at an incredible speed of 17,150 miles per hour, so this
means that the crew orbit the Earth every 92 minutes. As
part of his six-month mission, he will run a number of Astro Pi
experiments created by schools, each judged and selected by
the ESA, the National Space Agency and Raspberry Pi.

The Astro Pi HAT has been designed and built specifically
for this mission and boasts an array of sensors and an 8x8
LED matrix. Each experiment will generate and collect data
which will then be downloaded to Earth for analysis. In this
tutorial, you will be introduced to some Astro Pi programs
and learn how to create a program to track the longitude and
latitude of the ISS in real time. If you do not have an Astro Pi,
skip ahead to Step 9.

01 Install the Astro Pi software
Attach the board to the GPIO pins and install the Astro 

Pi software, downloadable from the hosted Astro Pi website. 
Boot up your Raspberry Pi, load the LXTerminal and type in 
the following code on a single line. On completion, reboot your 
Raspberry Pi, typing –sudo halt. 

  wget -O - http://www.raspberrypi.org/files/astro-pi/
astro-pi-install.sh --no-check-certificate | bash

02 Example programs
The software comes with a few starter programs that 

can be used to test that the Astro Pi is functioning correctly 
and to demonstrate some features of the board. The example 
programs are stored in the /home/pi/astro-pi-hat/examples 
folder and run in Python 3 IDLE.

05 LEDs
The 8x8 LED matrix is programmable and includes a 

range of colours and brightness settings. Each LED can be coded 
individually and combined to create a simple image. To set an 
LED colour, create a variable and assign an RGB value to it. In line 
3 (below) the colour is set to red, using the values (255, 0, 0). Add 
additional colours by creating additional variables and setting 
the RGB codes for each new colour. Then create a representation 
of the image using the variable names – in this example, the X 
and O symbols (line 6) combine to create a question mark. Set the 
LEDs with the code ap.set_pixels(question_mark) in line 7.

from astro_pi import AstroPi
ap = AstroPi()
X = [255, 0, 0]  # Red
O = [255, 255, 255]  # White
question_mark = [
O, O, O, X, X, O, O, O,
O, O, X, O, O, X, O, O,
O, O, O, O, O, X, O, O,
O, O, O, O, X, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, O, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, O, O, O, O,
O, O, O, O, O, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, O, O, O, O
]
ap.set_pixels(question_mark)

03 Take a temperature reading
The Astro Pi has a built-in thermometer that can 

be easily coded to read and return the current temperature. 
The sensor is fairly close to the CPU and may pick up some 
residual heat, however on the whole the reading is sound. To 
measure the temperature on the Astro Pi, open your Python 
3 editor and type in the code below, then save and run it. The 
current temperature reading will be returned in the shell.

from astro_pi import AstroPi
ap = AstroPi()
temp = ap.get_temperature()
print(“Temperature: %s C” % temp)

04 Compass reading
One of the nifty sensors on-board

is the compass. This can be used to return a measurement of 
the Astro Pi’s position in relation to magnetic north. The code is 
simple to use: ap.get_compass() in line 3 (below) returns the 
position which is stored in a variable called north. The value that 
is measured is then printed out in line 4. Use this code example 
to test the compass sensor and the readings:

from astro_pi import AstroPi
ap = AstroPi()
north = ap.get_compass()
print(“North: %s” % north)

Dan Aldred
is a Raspberry Pi 
Certifi ed Educator 
and a Lead School 
teacher for CAS. 
He led the winning 
team of the Astro Pi 
Secondary School 
Contest and his 
students’ code is 
being sent to the ISS 
in December

The Astro Pi HAT has 
been designed and built 
specifi cally for this mission

Astro Pi
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08 Scroll a message
Writing code to scroll text on LCD/LED displays can

be challenging and frustrating. The Astro Pi API removes the
difficulties and simplifies the whole procedure to a simple line of
code: ap.show_message(“This is a test message”). Change the
text between the quotation marks, save and run the program,
and your message will then be scrolled across the Astro Pi
LEDs. Adjust the colour of the message and the time it takes to
scroll by including text_colour=[255, 0, 0], setting an RGB value,
and scroll_speed=(0.05) within the function’s brackets. Try
experimenting with this example code:

from astro_pi import AstroPi
ap = AstroPi()
ap.show_message(“Linux User and Developer”, text_
colour=[255, 0, 0])

09 Install PyEphem
The remaining steps cover the program to track the ISS

in real time. PyEphem provides astronomical computations for 
the Python programming language. Given a date and location 
on the Earth’s surface, it can compute the positions of satellites 
whose orbital elements the user provides. The ISS is technically a 
satellite as it orbits the Earth, therefore the PyEphem library can 
be used to track it. Install the software using Pip:

  sudo apt-get update
  sudo apt-get upgrade
  pip install pyephem

10 Import the required modules
For this and the following steps, refer to the annotations 

in the full code listing on the opposite page. Open a new window 
in IDLE 3 and import the modules shown. These import the Astro 
Pi API, the position tracking program and the time functions to
allow you to add pauses or rests to your program.

11 The TLE file
To calculate the position of the ISS you will need to

use an up-to-date Two Line Element (TLE) file. The TLE is a
standard mathematical model to describe a satellite’s orbit and
is processed by tracking software. The data results returned
include predictions for viewing times, speed and the current
position, which is returned as longitude and latitude values. The
TLE data is available from the NORAD website and is updated
several times a day: https://celestrak.com/NORAD/elements/
stations.txt. Go to the site and copy the first three lines of data
at the top of the page.

12 Prepare the TLE data
Before you can use the TLE data, you need to ensure

that it is set up correctly – if it isn’t then you will receive errors.
In your Python program, create three new variables called
name, line1 and line2. Next to the name variable add the
name of the satellite: ISS (ZARYA). Now add the data from line
one of the TLE to the variable called line1. Do the same for line
2; adding the second line of data. Ensure that the layout of the
variables remains the same, as shown in the full code listing.

The data shown here is an example; the current data values
and their formatting can be found at the NORAD site: https://
celestrak.com/NORAD/elements/stations.txt

Above  Converting
your own images is

a great way to speed
up the creation of

LED matrix graphics

The Astro Pi’s LED 
matrix is 8x8 in size 
and there are several
websites and apps 
that can be used to 
mock up an image, 
modify and create 
a suitably sized 
image, for example: 
gurgleapps.com/
tools/matrix or piq.
codeus.net/draw 

Pixel 
perfect 07 A single letter

The LED matrix can be used to display a single letter 
using the simple code line ap.show_letter(str(a)) – this code 
would display the lowercase letter ‘a’ on the matrix. Using a 
for loop and a range function (line 4), you can create a simple 
countdown that displays numbers from 9 to 0. Note that the list 
is reversed; this enables the numbers to count down from 9 to 0. 

import time
from astro_pi import AstroPi
ap = AstroPi()
for i in reversed(range(0,10)):
    ap.show_letter(str(i))
    time.sleep(1)

06 LED per pixel 
The image on the LED matrix can also be set 

automatically from an image fi le. For example, an image of 
a space invader can be loaded, the colours and positions 
calculated and then the corresponding LEDs enabled. Ensure 
that your image is 8x8 pixels in size and save it into the same 
folder that the program is saved within. Use the code below to 
open and load the image of the space invader image – the Astro 
Pi will do the rest of the work:

from astro_pi import AstroPi
ap = AstroPi()
ap.load_image(“space_invader.png”)

13 Calculate the position of the ISS
The TLE data is now ready to calculate and predict the 

position of the ISS. A further three lines of code will enable you to 
retrieve the data. The fi rst line, tle_rec = ephem.readtle(name, 
line1, line2), creates a variable of TLE data. In line two, tle_rec.
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compute(), the maths is crunched and the position calculation
is performed. Once this is completed, extract the required
longitude and latitude measurement data using the line print
tle_rec.sublong, tle_rec.sublat. You can compare the result
with an online tracker such as isstracker.com. Remember that
the accuracy of the TLE prediction is based on the clock time of
your Raspberry Pi – ensure that this is accurately set.

14 Convert to a string and split
The data retuned is very accurate and you will note

that the tle_rec.sublong, tle_rec.sublat data can be up to nine
decimal places in length. You may find that this is too accurate
for your measurements as most countries’ longitude and latitude
are given to a single decimal place. In order to reduce the decimal
places, you need to convert the data to a string and split the data
at the colon. Create two new variables and use str to convert the
data to a string, as shown in the first two lines. Use split(“:”) to
split and return usable data, as shown in the next two lines. 

15 Print the data
Once the data is tidy and usable, convert it back into

a float number. This is handy for using the values to check the
location that the ISS is currently flying over and compare this
with a country’s boundaries (see Step 17). Convert the variables
back into a float value using the code: lati[0] = float(lati[0]). In the
first two lines, the [0] ensures that only the value is returned with
the first decimal position. The next two lines check that the data
returned is usable; they aren’t needed in the final code.

17 Comparison with position data and county
The final step is to take the data and compare it with the

country boundary data – ie if the ISS is within this range then
it is within that particular country’s boundary. Create a simple
conditional using an if statement to check when the ISS flies
over, say, the UK. Use a print statement to display the name
of the country. You can also use the LED code from Step 5 to
create a flag of the county that is displayed as the 
ISS flies over the country. 

16 County comparison
Now that you have the longitude and latitude positions

for the ISS you can begin to compare these with the positions
of cities, capitals and countries, plotting the location. There
are many websites that list the positions of a capital city – for
example, csgnetwork.com/llinfotable.html. You can also use
websites such as itouchmap.com/latlong.html to plot the
boundaries of a country in terms of its longitude and latitude.
This is challenging, as some countries undulate between
two or three borders. You will find it easier to take a rough
approximation of the countries’ shapes and co-ordinates.   

from astro_pi import AstroPi
import ephem
import datetime
import time
ap = AstroPi()

name = “ISS (ZARYA)”;
line1 = “1 25544U 98067A 15185.95963984 .00006354 00000-0

98170-4 0 9990”
line2 = “2 25544 51.6454 355.2696 0003202 121.3230 14.1346

15.55509232950800”

ap.clear()

while True:
    

tle_rec = ephem.readtle(name, line1, line2)
tle_rec.compute()

#convert to strings#
lat2string = str(tle_rec.sublat)
long2string = str(tle_rec.sublong)

#Split to pull out data
lati = lat2string.split(“:”)
longt = long2string.split(“:”)

    ###Convert to floats to check the rangess

lati[0] = float(lati[0])
longt[0] = float(longt[0])
print lati[0]
print longt[0]

    ###Check the location###

###UK###
if (lati[0] <= 53 and lati[0]>= 52) and (longt[0] >= -4

and longt[0]<= -1):
print “United Kingdom”

X = [255, 0, 0] # Red
O = [255, 255, 255] # White

UK = [
O, O, O, X, X, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, X, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, X, O, O, O,
X, X, X, X, X, X, X, X,
X, X, X, X, X, X, X, X,
O, O, O, X, X, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, X, O, O, O,
O, O, O, X, X, O, O, O
]

ap.set_pixels(UK)
time.sleep(6)
ap.show_message(“Hello ISS, you are over the UK”)

    else:
        ap.show_message(“€œChecking location”)

Full code listing
Step 10

Step 12

Step 13

Step 14

Step 15

Step 17

Astro Pi
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Left The fi reworks were connected to 
the relay module and then lit using Chris’ 
homebrew e-matches

Below For ease when heading to the show, 
and when installing as a sprinkler controller, 
Chris mounted the components on one board

Componentslist
 Raspberry Pi B
 AC/DC 9-48V to 1.8-25V 3 
switching power supply
 5V 8-channel relay module
 74HC595 shift register

Shift registerThereareeight
relaysoneachmoduleandeachshift
registercansplitabyteofdatainto
eightbits,feedingitoutserially

Access point Christurnedhis
Ethernet-connectedPi intoawireless
accesspoint.Hecouldthencontrolthe
fireworksdisplayusinghisiPhone

Power supply A12Vsealedlead
acid battery goes into theswitchbox;
the output of one switchpowersthePi,
while the other goes throughtherelays

Relay module Thesearegreat
for controlling small appliancesand
high-current equipment.Chrisonly
needed one of these forthefireworks
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Fireworks 
controller
Chris Osborn shows how your Raspberry 
Pi can light up the Fourth of July

How did you fi rst get started with 
this project?
So, I’m building a sprinkler controller 

and I realised that, before I installed it 
as a sprinkler controller, I could use it 
for fi reworks. It’s actually installed as a 
sprinkler controller now.

What hardware did you decide to use 
to build it?
I just got a bunch of 8-channel relay 
boards from eBay and some power 
supplies that would take up to 48 volts 
in, and do a DC-DC step-down (but it 
will actually take AC in as well, because 
that’s what I need for the sprinkler 
controller), and it was like $4 for the 
power supply and I think $7 a piece for 
the relay boards. I connected three relay 
boards for the sprinklers, but I actually 
only used one relay board to control the 
fi reworks. So yeah, there’s pretty much 
nothing to this. The only other thing I 
had to use was a shift register, a 74-
595, to control the relay board. I don’t 
think there’s any other chips on it, and 
I did have to use a resistor for a pull-up 
to keep the relay board disabled until 
the software starts up, but otherwise 
there’s nothing to it.
 
Walk us through the circuit – what 
exactly is going on?
The shift register is connected to the 
GPIO on the Pi and I think that uses 
four pins – Enable, Clock, Data and 
Latch – and so it just shifts the data 
out serially, one bit at a time, and since 
the 595 control has eight bits and I have 
eight relays on a single board, one shift 
register for one board, I just shift out 
which relays I want to turn on and then 
latch it in, and they turn on. The only 
thing that was a little bit tricky, which 
for the fi reworks was not an issue, is 
that the relay board is Active Low rather 
than Active High, and that seems to be 
pretty common with all of those relay 

boards that are like that. And the relay 
board that I used, I got one that uses 
5-volt coils so I didn’t have to feed it 
with any other voltages; so the fi ve volts 
that feeds into the Raspberry Pi is also 
the same power supply that powers the 
relay board.

How exactly is the Raspberry Pi 
controlling the relay boards?
It’s just some really simple software 
that I reused from a long, long time ago, 
when I was working with a much more 
complicated setup, and I just say which 
relay I want to turn on and then it just 
shifts out the data and turns it on. I put 
a time delay on it this time around so 
that after fi ve seconds, it automatically 
turns the relay off.

Did you reuse the web interface 
from an old project as well, or was it 
custom-made for this?
Yeah, that’s what I did; I wrote a Python 
script that runs… well, because of the 
way the GPIO works on the Pi, any script 
that wants to talk to the GPIO has to be 
root, so I just made that into a separate 
little program and I just tell it which 
relays to turn on. And then the web 
[interface] just calls that, and I had to 
do a sudo on that so I actually opened 
up a slight security hole just so Apache 
could do a sudo to call the script that 
enables the relays, but, you know, the 
Raspberry Pi was doing that for maybe 
ten minutes in my back yard, where 
somebody would have to be standing 
right next to it with their phone to hack 
into it. But yeah, the web interface was 
just an old, old, old C program that I had 
lying around, and it’s kinda clunky, but 
it was from the previous setup that I 
had where I was using a laptop, access 
point and the gigantic relay board, and 
all that stuff was hooked up together 
and it was just such a mess that the last 
time it didn’t go right, I decided to not do 

anything with that for several years. So 
I just reused that because it was way 
faster to get going with – all I had to do 
was change it so it called the Python 
script rather than the old, separate C 
program that it was using in order to 
control the GPIO.

Can you tell us what is was that 
changed your mind, then – why did you
revive the fi reworks project?
Because I’ve been thinking about it
since the last time, thinking that if I
could simplify everything so it was all
just one thing that I needed to bring out
instead of four or fi ve different things
that I have to hook up, and so like I said I
was planning to do the sprinkler project
and I was planning to do it after the
4th of July, and then I realised, ‘Wait a
minute… these are just relays. If I have
this assembled in time I could probably
use it for fi reworks.’ I went ahead and
put the whole together, and everything
was on one board except for the battery.

 This meant that the battery was the
only thing that was separate, and I used
a 12-volt sealed lead acid battery and
fed that into the power supply, so all I
had to do was bring down one board,
one battery, and then jumper-cable
those together. So it was so much easier
and I fi gured it was worth trying again,
and I would say it was defi nitely much
easier to set up. It didn’t work perfectly
– there were some problems where
several of the fi reworks didn’t light,
and I’m not exactly sure why because
I actually saw the e-match glow, so I
know that part lit and I’m not sure why
the fuse didn’t light. So I’m thinking
that next time around I’ll probably put
some resistors on the relay switches so
that when the relays are activated, the
nichrome won’t get maximum current 
but limited current, which means that 
instead of vaporising instantly it’ll stay 
hot for longer.

Chris Osborn 
is into programming, 
coin-op, 
woodworking, 
electronics and retro 
technology, often 
combining skills 
learned from all of 
those things in order 
to make unique or 
unusual creations

Like it?
If you fancy 
putting one of 
these together 
yourself, you can 
download Chris’ 
circuit diagram 
(bit.ly/1gq89uC) 
and also his script 
for controlling 
the relays (bit.
ly/1Jy1f1h), then 
just order the 
components listed 
on the other page. 

Further 
reading
Chris uses his own 
e-matches to ignite 
the fi reworks, 
essentially made 
from nichrome wire 
and paper matches. 
He’s written a guide 
to making them (bit.
ly/1fLjzrT) and you 
can watch the whole 
setup in action 
on YouTube (bit.
ly/1ODJAVr).

My Pi Project

Planninga display?Check the safety guidelines!bit.ly/1ziKsun 
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Whatyou’llneed
Jumper wire
2mm wire
Heat shrink tubing
Soldering iron
Wire cutters/strippers
Hair dryer/heat gun
PiRadio bit.ly/1MWkxwp

PirateRadio.py script
bit.ly/1SkkeCh

Take advantage of the interference-blocking 
feature and make your mark on the airwaves

Build a radio 
transmitter

Back in the 1960s, offshore boats were used to broadcast 
what was then known as ‘pirate’ radio: unlicensed broadcasts 
that provided an alternative to the BBC’s light program (as the 
most populist radio station was then known). Pirate radio was a 
revolution that inspired Radio 1 and commercial broadcasting, but 
these days you don’t need a boat to pursue your radio DJ dream – 
just a Raspberry Pi.

Add a basic DIY antenna, an SD card with some MP3 tunes 
saved to it, plus a script to automate playback, and you can follow 
in the footsteps of John Peel and Tony Blackburn.

This is a 50-50 project, one that has a chunk of DIY as well as 
the usual SD card fl ashing. You’ll also need a battery pack, and 
it’s worth trying the DIY collection of AA batteries demonstrated 
previously in issue 154.

One word of warning: unlicensed broadcasting on the FM 
band is an offense. This tutorial is merely a proof of concept – 
one that might be used for a school radio project, for instance.

01 Gather your equipment
Begin by downloading the PiFM image. This is over 

2.3GB, so if you’re on a slower connection then you’ll need to 
get it downloaded in advance. 

Meanwhile, source an antenna. This might be a wire coat 
hanger or 2mm wire from your local electronic component 
store. While you’re there, grab some heat shrink tubing and 
some jumper cables, ensuring that you’re well prepared to 
start the project.

Below Our home-
made antenna may 
look a little rough 
around the edges, 
but it works great!

Full code
FileSilo.co.uk

Okay, so you’ve already 
got a suitable case for 
your Raspberry Pi, but 
why not go all-out and put 
together a new case for 
this project? One idea is to 
take inspiration from the 
broadcast motif and design 
an old-style antenna case, 
with the Pi and the genuine 
antenna cleverly hidden 
inside it. Alternatively, a 
Mason jar (or other suitably 
wide-necked jar) will also 
make a great home for the 
PiFM – just drill a hole in the 
lid for the antenna!

Build a case

Tutorial

Christian 
Cawley 
is a former IT and 
software support 
engineer, and since 
2010 he has written 
for computer and 
smartphone users, 
both online and in 
print magazines
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Pi radio

02 Prepare MP3 files in advance
There’s no facility for live broadcast. Instead, you will

need to arrange your MP3 files in advance. These will be played
using a script and transmitted to the nearest radio.

Planning on some DJ-ing? All is not lost, as you can produce
your own MP3 files using Audacity or similar open source audio
production tools. To get the files to play in a particular order,
number them, or the folders, sequentially.

03 Power your Raspberry Pi radio
Planning to try this out in a remote area? You’ll need

a battery pack to power your Raspberry Pi, or else run it from
your car’s cigarette lighter. For flexibility, you may also need a
mobile device with SSH software to wirelessly connect to your
Raspberry Pi pirate radio in headless mode.

Of course, the project doesn’t have to be portable and you
can power your Raspberry Pi as usual.

bulk. As you only need a single 200-250mm length, the best
option is to use a handheld rotary blade (or hacksaw) to cut
the length from a wire coat hanger.

Unlicensed broadcasting on the
FM band is an offence. This tutorial
is merely a proof of concept – one
that might be used for a school radio
project, for instance

05 Connect the jumper
Strip the wire from a female jumper, leaving enough to 

solder the 2mm wire to. 
Once cooled, add a 50mm length of heat shrink tubing to 

the top of the jumper and the lower portion of the antenna to 
insulate the connection. This will tighten as you apply heat from 
a hairdryer or heat gun. Be careful when heating, as the antenna 
will warm up and can burn your fi ngers.

04 Prepare your broadcast antenna
To broadcast from your Raspberry Pi, you’ll need a 

suitable antenna. Electronic retailers stock copper wire that’s 
around 2mm in diameter, but this is usually only available in 

Left Prepare MP3 
fi les in advance or 
make your own using 
Audacity, or a similar 
open source audio 
production tool
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08 Copy your MP3 fi les to SD
You cannot simply dump your MP3 fi les on the SD card. 

With your fl ashed SD card still inserted into your PC card reader, 
browse to the /Pirate Radio partition of the card and paste your 
copied fi les.

Beyond simply pasting in numbered MP3s, you can also drop 
in named folders from your music collection containing entire 
albums or artist catalogues. 

09 Confi gure the Pirate Radio
With the SD card still inserted into your PC, open the 

pirateradio.confi g fi le in a text editor. Look for the frequency 
setting and adjust this as necessary. You’ll need to set this to a 
frequency that is currently unoccupied, so switch on your FM 
radio, fi nd some free space and change the pirateradio.confi g fi le 
as necessary. Save and exit the fi le when you’re done.

10 Random and continuous music
Should you plan to add a lot of music to your SD card 

for playback on your pirate radio project, you may want to use 
the shuffl e and repeat_all settings in the pirateradio.confi g 
fi le. By default these are set to true, but to disable, you simply 
need to change true to false.

Save when you’re done, and remember to unmount the SD 
card before removing it from your computer.

11 Stereo or mono?
The pirateradio.confi g fi le offers you the choice of setting 

a true or false value to the stereo_playback value. You should 
consider this carefully, as it will determine quality and range for 
your broadcast. 

Set to true, the broadcast will be of superior audio quality. 
However, the range will be reduced as additional power is 

Throughout the 
tutorial, we’ve talked 
about audio fi les as 
MP3s, but one of 
the many beauties 
of the PiFM project 
is that it supports 
other formats. These 
are re-encoded as 
required in time for 
broadcast, based 
on a playlist created 
when the Python 
code scans the SD 
card for audio fi les. 
In addition to MP3s, 
you can cue up and 
broadcast fi les in 
FLAC, WAV, M4A, 
AAC and WMA. 

Multiple 
audio 
formats

07 Prepare your SD card
As with all Raspberry Pi projects, it’s good to start with 

a freshly fl ashed SD card. To get started quickly, use the disk 
image linked in the kit list, extract the ISO fi le and fl ash. However, 
if you would rather spend some time tweaking the script, fl ash 
Raspbian Wheezy and install PirateRadio.py from GitHub.

06 Connect the antenna
The antenna is connected to pin 4 on your Raspberry 

Pi’s GPIO. Before you do this, check that your Raspberry Pi case 
is suitable for high profi le GPIO connections. If not, consider 
connecting it to a short length of wire and mounting it on top of 
your case with an adhesive like Sugru, or perhaps just tape it to 
the side of your case. As long as the antenna has a connection to 
pin 4, you’re good to go.

Above The original 
GPIO 4 hack was 

discovered by two 
students at Imperial 

College London
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12 Appreciate the law
It’s all too easy to get into trouble with this project, so

before you start broadcasting make sure you’re familiar with
the law and licensing requirement for broadcasting on the FM
band. This project is perfect for short range use, such as playing
your MP3s on an old car radio, although you’ll have to modify the
length of the antenna for this. Schools may also benefit from a
Raspberry Pi radio station.

13 Take to the airwaves!
Insert your SD card into the Raspberry Pi and plug the

device in. Meanwhile, step away from the device and head into
the next room with your FM radio and tune into the specified
frequency. Once the Raspberry Pi has booted you should find
that the MP3 files are being broadcast!

14 Troubleshooting bad broadcasts
Problems with your broadcast? Check the FM radio is

capable of picking up other stations. If you’re in the UK, look for
Radio 2 on 88-91 FM, which can be received virtually anywhere.

You should also check the frequency setting in the pirateradio.
config file. Remember that the band is accessible in the UK from
87.5-108 FM. As such, you cannot access frequencies beyond
these points on an FM radio.

Raspberry Pi, but equally it won’t result in audio being broadcast
to your FM radio!

Interference in the broadcast may be due to wireless routers
and microwave ovens. Your Raspberry Pi’s power source may
also cause problems.

16 Elevate your broadcast
You can improve the range by positioning your

Raspberry Pi and the PiFM antenna in an elevated position. You
might, for instance, place it by an upstairs window.

Even better results can be achieved by broadcasting from
up a tree or on a hillside – but keep in mind that an unlicensed
project really needs to maintain a short range.

17 Curb your piracy
You’ve built a compact, potentially portable radio

transmitter, but remember that it isn’t the 1960s and you’re not
a revolutionary. Consider the approved uses for the project and
stick to these, rather than using it to cause mischief and get a
criminal record. You could make an FM repeater, for example,
or create a wireless mic. If you really want to get on the radio,
consider volunteering with your local community station.

Spread-spectrum 
clock signals on the 
GPIO pins are the 
secret power behind 
the Raspberry Pi’s 
surprising hidden 
ability to broadcast 
on the FM band. By 
utilising this energy 
with an antenna on 
pin 4, you can turn a 
method employed 
to reduce electrical 
interference with 
other devices 
connected to and 
situated near your 
Raspberry Pi into 
a tool for radio 
communication.

How does
the Pi 
broadcast?

This project is perfect for short
range use, such as playing your
MP3s on an old car radio, although
you’ll have to modify the length of
the antenna for this

Left Check out 
Ofcom’s radio 
broadcasting 
licenses for more 
details on the 
law regarding 
broadcasting music

required. So setting stereo_playback to false will increase your 
broadcast’s range. However, due to the scale of the transmitter, 
this is only a matter of 20 feet!

15 Check your antenna for problems
Reception issues may be traced back to the antenna. 

Double-check the soldering is secure and confi rm that the wire 
is connected to GPIO 4. Using the wrong pin won’t harm your 

Pi radio
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Whatyou’llneed
FUZE BASIC V3
fuze.co.uk/lair

Graphics
fuze.co.uk/FUZEBIN/spike.zip

FUZE BASIC is a great fi rst language to start learning 
how to program – here we will take you through the 
creation of a simple game, from start to fi nish

Learn to code 
with FUZE BASIC

BASIC, prolific during the late Seventies and Eighties due 
to the popularity of the 8-bit BBC Micro, was the language 
that kickstarted much of the software industry we know 
today. Many programmers then moved on to more complex and 
powerful languages like C/+/++/Java etc, games consoles took 
over the home computer market and BASIC was all but forgotten. 

Fast-forward 30 years and it’s easy to see why the UK 
government is desperately trying to get kids coding again – 
resources are now very thin on the ground and we’re outsourcing 
our programming requirements like there’s no tomorrow.  There’s 
really never been a better time to become a programmer. You’ll 
fi nd no better introduction than learning to program a game, so 
we’ll start with the classic bat-and-ball genre, but with a twist or 
two, of course.

To get started you will need to install FUZE BASIC and 
download the graphics required for the game from www.fuze.
co.uk/lair and www.fuze.co.uk/FUZEBIN/spike.zip.

Above Here’s our 
sprite-based game, 
a classic bit of 
Breakout-style fun

Full codeFileSilo.co.uk

Jon Silvera 
is the founder and 
managing director of 
FUZE Technologies. 
He is passionate 
about getting kids 
and adults to code 
using FUZE BASIC 
– a modernised 
version of the classic 
programming 
language.

Tutorial
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01 Get started
After downloading and starting up FUZE BASIC, press

F2 or type EDIT to get to the FB editor and then type in the
following code. Capitalisation for any black text is critical.

REM Spikey POP
PROC setup
PROC sprites
CYCLE
PROC intro
level = 1
hhLives = 3
hhScore = 0
CYCLE
PROC newLevel
PROC getready
UNTIL hhLives <= 0 OR levComp CYCLE
PROC displayInfo
PROC hedgeHog
PROC balloon
plotSprite (tramp, MOUSEX, trampY, 0)
UPDATE
REPEAT
IF hhLives <= 0 THEN BREAK
level = level + 1
REPEAT
INK = Red
PROC hideSprites
CLS
text1$ = “GAME OVER!”
printAt (tWidth / 2 - LEN (text1$) / 2, tHeight /
2); text1$;
UPDATE
WAIT (2)
CLS
REPEAT
END

FUZE BASIC

02 Reset a new level
Next we need to enter the variables that we need to

reset at the start of each new level:

DEF PROC newLevel
bals = maxB
metalCt = level - 1
IF metalCt >= 5 THEN metalCt = 5
PROC newLifeVariables
PROC hideSprites
plotImage (back1, 0, -20)
levComp = 0
PROC setupBals
ENDPROC

03 Reset variables
Now enter the variables to reset every time a life is 

lost, or at the beginning of a new level.

DEF PROC newLifeVariables
hhX = gWidth / 2
hhY = gHeight / 2.8
hhYspd = .1
hhAngle = 0
hXdiff = 0
hXpow = 0
hYpow = .51
hhGrv = 0
hhXdirection = .1
hhYdir = 0
trampX = gWidth / 2
ENDPROC

04 Check the hedgehog
This section is where the hedgehog action is at. Here

we check the position, the size and if Spikey has hit anything.

DEF PROC hedgeHog
hhGrv = (((gHeight - hhY / hYpow) / 80))
hhW = getSpriteW (hhID)
hhH = getSpriteH (hhID)
hCol = spriteCollidePP (hhID, 1)
IF hCol >= b(0, 0) AND hCol <= b(60, 0) THEN
IF NOT b(hCol, 8) THEN
IF ABS (b(hCol, 2) - hhX) > 20 THEN
hXpow = (b(hCol, 2) - hhX) / 100 * RND (10)
hXpow = - hXpow
ENDIF

We’ll start with the classic bat-
and-ball genre, but with a twist 
or two, of course

05 Check the balloons
Now we check to see which row of balloons has been 

popped. We also make a small speed adjustment so each time a 
balloon is hit the speed slowly increases.

hhYdir =  NOT hhYdir
b(hCol, 8) = 1
IF hCol >= 0 AND hCol <= 19 THEN
hhYspd = hhYspd + 0.03 + level / 100
hhScore = hhScore + 200
ENDIF 
IF hCol >= 20 AND hCol <= 39 THEN 
hhYspd = hhYspd + 0.01 + level / 200
hhScore = hhScore + 100
ENDIF 
IF hCol >= 40 AND hCol <= 59 THEN 
hhYspd = hhYspd + 0.005
hhScore = hhScore + 50
ENDIF 
bals = bals - 1
IF bals <= 0 THEN levComp = 1
ENDIF 
ENDIF

Here we call the 
routines to set up 
the main graphics 

and variables

This is all the information needed to calculate the sprite positions

Top row balloons are 
worth 200 points, the middle row is 100 points and the bottom is 50

The speed incre
ases 

from balloon hits 

are dependent
 on the 

current level

PP means ‘pixel perfect’, 

and the two variables 

are the ID of the sprite 

we’re checking and the 
accuracy, from 1 (close) 
to 16 (boundary box)

This checks if you’ve finished the level or run out of lives

The section ends the game if you’re out of lives

Variables are reset 

each time the player 

starts a new level or 

a new life

This CYCLE 
starts the main 

game loop

This one is the 
level loop
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08 Move the balloons
The balloon procedure sets up an animation loop

that increases the animation sequence every four frames. Our
balloons will each be stored in an array, which we’ll look at in the
next step. It then checks to see if a balloon is in pop mode, and
if so we rotate it, decrease its size and drop its Y position so that
it falls down the screen, shrinking and spinning. If it is not due to
be popped, we move each balloon in its direction and then check
to see if it goes off the side of the screen, and if so prepare it for
display on the opposite side of the screen.

DEF PROC balloon
bAnCtr = bAnCtr + 1
IF bAnCtr > 4 THEN
bAnID = bAnID + bAnDir
bAnCtr = 0
ENDIF
IF bAnID >= 6 OR bAnID <= 0 THEN bAnDir = - bAnDir
FOR I = 0 TO 60 CYCLE
IF b(I, 8) = 1 THEN
b(I, 6) = b(I, 6) - .1
b(I, 3) = b(I, 3) - 2
b(I, 5) = b(I, 5) + 10
setSpriteSize (b(I, 0), b(I, 6) * 16)
setSpriteAngle (b(I, 0), b(I, 5))
IF b(I, 6) <= 0 THEN
hideSprite (b(I, 0))
b(I, 1) = 0
ENDIF
ENDIF
IF b(I, 1) THEN
plotSprite (b(I, 0), b(I, 2), b(I, 3), bAnID)
b(I, 2) = b(I, 2) + b(I, 4)
IF b(I, 4) < 0 THEN
IF b(I, 2) <= bMinX THEN b(I, 2) = bMaxX
ENDIF
IF b(I, 4) > 0 THEN
IF b(I, 2) >= bMaxX THEN b(I, 2) = bMinX
ENDIF
ENDIF
REPEAT
ENDPROC

07 Wait for player to start
Now we enter the code so the player can position the

trampoline with a mouse click.

DEF PROC getready
CYCLE
getMouse (a, b, mousebutton)
plotSprite (hhID, hhX, hhY, 0)
plotSprite (tramp, MOUSEX, trampY, 0)
UPDATE
REPEAT UNTIL mousebutton
ENDPROC06 Calculate bounce angle

This section checks to see if we have hit the trampoline
and adjusts our bounce accordingly. If Spikey goes below the
bottom of the screen, that means he has missed the trampoline
and so the lives are reduced. If the screen sides are hit, we
reverse the bounce, adjust the sprite angle, then plot the sprite.

IF hhYdir = 0 THEN 
hhY = hhY - hhGrv
IF hCol = tramp THEN
hhYdir = 1
hXdiff = (hhX - MOUSEX) / 3
IF ABS (hXdiff) > trampW / 6 THEN
hYpow = .51
hhYspd = .1
hXdiff = 0
hXpow = .1
ENDIF
hYpow = hYpow + .05
hXpow = hXpow + hXdiff / 20
hhAngle = hhAngle + hXdiff / 50
setSpriteAngle (hhID, hhAngle)
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
IF hhYdir = 1 THEN 
hhY = hhY + hhGrv
IF hhGrv <= .5 OR hhY >= gHeight THEN hhYdir = 0
ENDIF 
IF hhY <= 0 THEN 
hhLives = hhLives - 1
IF hhLives > 0 THEN
PROC newLifeVariables
PROC getready
ELSE 
gameOver = 1
ENDIF 
ENDIF 
IF hYpow >= 1.6 THEN hYpow = 1.6
hhAngle = hhAngle + hXdiff / 50
setSpriteAngle (hhID, hhAngle)
IF hhX <= hhW / 2 OR hhX >= gWidth - hhW / 2 THEN
hXpow =  - hXpow
hhX = hhX + hXpow
plotSprite (hhID, hhX, hhY, 0)
ENDPROC

If the screen sides are hit, 
we reverse the bounce, 
adjust the sprite angle, then 
plot the sprite

Here we check if Spikey has made contact with the trampoline

The game won’t begin until the player has chosen their trampoline position and clicked the 
mouse

Here we check to see if the balloon is in pop mode and change its size and speed 
if so

If the balloon is still active, we advance the animation

These are the 

final checks to 
see 

if a balloon needs 

to wrap around to
 

the opposite e
dge 

of the screen

This counts t
he 

frames

This chan
ges 

the dire
ction 

of the bounce

If Spikey misses the trampoline, this reduces the lives and  either resets the level or ends the game

This reverses th
e 

direction of the 

bounce if you hit 

the sides of the 
screen
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09 Set up the balloons
The initial balloon data is essential to get things running

smoothly. Here we set up an array to store all the information
needed about each balloon. In this case, we have the sprite ID, X
position, Y position, speed, score value, and then active and pop
mode states. Compare this section with the code in the previous
step to get an idea of how these variables are all labelled.

DEF PROC setupBals
bMinX =  - bW * 2
bMaxX = gWidth + bW * 2
bStep = (bMaxX - bMinX) / 20
ctr = 0
FOR n = bMinX TO bMaxX - bW STEP bStep CYCLE
b(ctr, 3) = gHeight - bH
b(ctr + 20, 3) = gHeight - bH * 2.5
b(ctr + 40, 3) = gHeight - bH * 4
b(ctr, 2) = n
b(ctr + 20, 2) = n
b(ctr + 40, 2) = n
b(ctr, 4) = .5
b(ctr + 20, 4) = -.2
b(ctr + 40, 4) = .1
b(ctr, 7) = 200
b(ctr + 20, 7) = 100
b(ctr + 40, 7) = 50
b(ctr, 6) = 10
b(ctr + 20, 6) = 10
b(ctr + 40, 6) = 10
b(ctr, 1) = 1
b(ctr + 20, 1) = 1
b(ctr + 40, 1) = 1
b(ctr, 8) = 0
b(ctr + 20, 8) = 0
b(ctr + 40, 8) = 0
plotSprite (b(ctr, 0), b(ctr, 2), b(ctr, 3), 0)
plotSprite (b(ctr + 20, 0), b(ctr + 20, 2), b(ctr +
20, 3), 0)
plotSprite (b(ctr + 40, 0), b(ctr + 40, 2), b(ctr +
40, 3), 0)
ctr = ctr + 1
UPDATE 
REPEAT 
ENDPROC

10 Set up the game itself
The main setup section configures the screen and

update settings, loads the background image and defines the
main variables, including the balloon arrays and indexes that
we have already seen in some of the previous steps. It is worth
revisiting this section once you have finished putting Spikey
Pop together, because you can test yourself by changing the
size of the array and modifying the other code accordingly.

DEF PROC setup
setMode (1024, 600)
mouseOff 
back1 = loadImage (“back1.png”)
DIM b(60, 10)
balloon = 0
bAnID = 0
bAnDir = 1
bAnCtr = 0
ENDPROC

11 Draw the sprites
The order that sprites are created in is the order in which

they will be displayed on the screen. Therefore if you want a
sprite to always be on top of every other sprite, create it last.

You must set a transparent colour using setSpriteTrans (pop,
255, 0, 255). Setting the transparent colour means you can make
sure that sprites don’t obscure others when they overlap.

Understanding the setSpriteOrigin command is important.
The default is bottom-left, so you need to use offsets if you want
to control the sprite from its middle. Far more convenient is to
set the origin using: setSpriteOrigin (pop, getSpriteW (pop) /
2 and then getSpriteH (pop) / 2), as this sets the origin at the
absolute centre of the sprite. Other important sprite commands
include setSpriteSize, setSpriteAngle and advanceSprite – more
information can be found in the Programmer’s Reference Guide.

DEF PROC sprites
FOR n = 0 TO 60 CYCLE
b(n, 0) = newSprite (7)
FOR nn = 1 TO 7 CYCLE
num$ = STR$ (nn)
IF n >= 0 AND n <= 19 THEN loadSprite (“spe” + num$
+ “.png”, b(n, 0), nn - 1)
IF n >= 20 AND n <= 39 THEN loadSprite (“spc” + num$
+ “.png”, b(n, 0), nn - 1)
IF n >= 40 AND n <= 59 THEN loadSprite (“spd” + num$
+ “.png”, b(n, 0), nn - 1)
REPEAT
REPEAT
bH = getSpriteH (b(0, 0))
bW = getSpriteW (b(0, 0))
tramp = newSprite (1)
loadSprite (“tramps.png”, tramp, 0)
trampY = -5
trampH = 20
trampW = getSpriteW (tramp)
trampL = trampW / 2
trampR = gWidth - trampW / 2
hhID = newSprite (1)
loadSprite (“hedge.png”, hhID, 0)
setSpriteSize (hhID, 110)
FOR n = 0 TO hhID CYCLE
setSpriteTrans (n, 255, 0, 255)
setSpriteOrigin (n, getSpriteW (n) / 2, getSpriteH
(n) / 2)
REPEAT
setSpriteOrigin (tramp, getSpriteW (tramp) / 2, 0)
ENDPROC

12 Clean up
This final routine clears and resets all the sprites, and is

needed at the end of each level and at the start of a new life.

DEF PROC hideSprites
FOR n = 0 TO hhID CYCLE
setSpriteSize (n, 100)
setSpriteAngle (n, 0)
hideSprite (n)
REPEAT
ENDPROC

FUZE BASIC V3 for Linux and the Raspberry Pi, the Programmer’s
Reference Guide and a Project Workbook are all freely available
to download from www.fuze.co.uk/lair.

FUZE BASIC

A FOR loop is used here to cycle through each balloon inside the array and set its individual variables

These are the sprites for the three rows of balloons

This bit draws 

the trampoline

Finally, we 
draw Spikey!

This only takes one variable, n, because the command simply hides the sprite

The loops works 
across from the 

minimum x position to 
the maximum x, with 
the ctr + 20 and ctr 
+ 40 lines dealing with 
the extra two rows 

of balloons

DIM is the dimension command, used to create the balloon array. It has two variables because it is two-dimensional (for a grid of balloons)
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Working with RSS feeds
Learn how to build a feed ticker with your Raspberry Pi
and a display to keep track of your social media feeds

There are many projects
around the Internet that
use the Raspberry Pi as

the engine for ticker-type displays.
In this way, you can keep track of all
of your Twitter or Facebook feeds.
This month, we will take a look at
another ticker service, specifically
RSS feeds. While we could start with
first principles, looking at making raw
network connections and parsing the
returned RSS data, that is a bit beyond
the scope of such a short article.
Instead, we will look at using the Python
module ‘feedparser’, or the ‘Universal
Feed Parser’. This module will abstract
out the lower level complications and
enable us to focus on actually playing
with the RSS data. True to its name, the
Universal Feed Parser can work with
most feed formats currently in use;
this includes multiple versions of RSS,
multiple versions of Atom and even CDF.
Installation should be easy for most
people. If you are using something like
Raspbian, you can install it with:

sudo apt-get install python-
feedparser

If you are using something else, you
can always use pip and install it directly
from Pypi.

Once you have feedparser installed,
you need to start by defining the feed
you want to read. While feedparser
can read input from a file, or even a
string object, the source we are most
interested in is reading the RSS data
from a URL. This way, we can get access
to the most recent entries. The most
basic form this takes looks like:

import feedparser

feed1 = feedparser.parse(‘http://
feedparser.org/docs/examples/
atom10.xml’)

This gives us an object that allows us
to start accessing the data provided
by this RSS feed. For example, you
can get the title of this feed from the

element feed1[‘feed’][‘title’]. The feed
element of the returned object contains
information about the RSS channel as
a whole. This includes the title, other
items like the description, the feed link
and the published date for the feed.
This is good for the portions of your
display where you indicate where a
particular entry came from. The actual
entries are available as a list, stored as
the ‘entries’ element of the ‘feed’ object.
Since this is a list, you can access the
individual entries with all of the usual
list syntax, such as slices. To save on
typing, you may want to create a new
reference to this list of entries, with
something relating to:

entries_list = feed1[‘entries’]

Each of these entry elements has
a number of values available. The
individual articles have a title, a link URL
and a description along with a summary
of the article. In most cases, these
article entries will have embedded
markup of one kind or another. There is
also a published date, useful for if you
wanted to filter out specific articles
based on the date. Depending on how
you want to have the display, you could
just loop through and print the article
titles. Or, you may want to print out the
article summaries.

Now that we have collected the
information, we need to display it. If
you wanted to use an LCD display to
have a scrolling ticker readout, there
are several modules available. The one
we will use in the sample is RPLCD.
This particular module was inspired
by the CharLCD module from Adafruit
Industries, which it wrote to support
the LCD units it builds to add to your
Raspberry Pi. In order to use this, you
need an LCD module plugged into the
GPIO pins. You can then write a string to
the LCD with something resembling:

from RPLCD import CharLCD

lcd = CharLCD()
lcd.write_string(u‘Test String’)

Joey Bernard
is a true renaissance
man,splittinghistime
between building
furniture, helping
researchers with
scientific computing
problems and
writing Android apps

It’s the official
language of the
Raspberry Pi.
Read the docs at
python.org/doc

Why 
Python?

Python column

This is pretty simple to use. You can just 
loop through your feeds, pull the article 
titles and summaries, then write them 
out to the LCD device. If you do not want 
to use an LCD display, or would simply 
rather use a more traditional display, 
you can use a banner module to get the 
same rolling ticker type of display. The 
classic command line utility on Linux 
to do this type of display is figlet. In our 
examples here, we will use a port of 
figlet called pyfiglet. You can select one 
of the multiple fonts and print out the 
feed data to the screen. Then to use it 
within your Python program, you can 
use something like:

from pyfiglet import Figlet

f = Figlet(font=‘slant’)

print f.renderText(‘sample text’)

This means you can use almost 
anything for a display, as long as it has 
an HDMI connection. There is a massive 
number of fonts available to change 
and personalise the look of your very 
own RSS feeds. You may need to inform 
pyfiglet how wide the physical display 
is, in some number of characters. The 
default is 80 characters, which is the 
default on most terminal applications. 
If you are using a smaller screen, this is 
something you may need to think about 
how to deal with.

Now that we have looked at the 
Universal Feed Parser, you have no 
reason to miss any of the important 
news that may come your way across 
the Internet. And since we are playing 
around with text and font, you can feed 
this news to whatever kind of display 
you would like. This could be something 
like a full monitor screen or just a 
single line of notifications display. The 
really nice thing is that you can fit your 
original Raspberry Pi news feed display 
just about anywhere you like, or build it 
into a more portable setup. Hopefully, 
this will inspire you to add your own 
personalised news reader to your home 
or workspace.
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There’s a flip side to reading RSS feeds to keep up 
with the news: publishing RSS from your Raspberry 
Pi so that everyone else can keep up with what is 
going on with you. While you can craft all of the required 
meta information that wraps your feed and all of its 
articles by hand, this is not necessary. You can import 
the Python module PyRSS2Gen, which wraps all of 
the formatting work for you. There is a core function, 
named PyRSS2Gen.RSS2(), that creates your formatted 
RSS feed. It takes a number of named parameters that 
enable you to set all of the metadata. You can set the 
title, a link and a description, and the parameter items 
takes a list of the individual article entries. Each of the 
items also needs to be formatted, and this is done with 
the function PyRSS2Gen.RSSItem(). You can set the 
metadata for the item with a title, link, description and a 
publication date. Once everything is properly formatted, 
you need to dump this out so that it is available to other 
people. The object returned by the PyRSS2Gen.RSS2() 
has a write_xml() function to dump the fi nal XML fi le for 
your feed. You need to give it a fi le handle to write to, so 
you could use something like:

   rss.write_xml(open(“pyrss2gen.xml”, “w”))

… to dump the feed contents to. If you have regular 
information on your Raspberry Pi that you want to 
provide to the outside world, you can set up a cronjob to 
keep it updated. You will also need to have some way to 
make the feed visible to the outside world. You can do 
this by setting up a web server or at least putting the fi le 
up in an accessible location – this might be a fi le service, 
like Dropbox or an equivalent.

Sharing your 
RSS feed

ON SALE NOW

FOR MORE ON PYTHON, CHECK OUT

AVAILABLE FROM ALL GOOD NEWSAGENTS & SUPERMARKETS, 
OR ONLINE AT WWW.IMAGINESHOP.CO.UK

import feedparser  # Reading RSS feeds

# The first thing to do is to read the RSS feed
feed1 = feedparser.parse(‘http://feedparser.org/docs/examples/atom10.xml’)
feed1[‘feed’][‘title’]  # The title of the feed is available
feed1[‘feed’][‘link’]  # You can get the originating link for the feed
feed1[‘feed’][‘description’]  # The feed has an overall description
feed1[‘feed’][‘published’]  # The publication date is also available

articles = feed1[‘entries’]  # The articles are available as a list
articles[0].title  # Each article has a title
articles[0].description  # and a description
articles[0].published  # and the publication date
articles[0].summary  # The summary is probably useful, too

# You can display the article titles on an LCD
from RPLCD import CharLCD
lcd = CharLCD()
lcd.write_string(articles[0].title)

# Or you can display on the monitor
from pyfiglet import Figlet
f = Figlet(font=‘slant’)
print f.renderText(articles[0].title)

--------------------------------------------------------

# Generating RSS feeds
import datetime
import PyRSS2Gen

rss = PyRSS2Gen.RSS2(
    title = “MY Raspberry Pi”,
    link = “http://www.example.com/Python/PyRSS2Gen.html”,
    description = “This is an example RSS feed”,
    lastBuildDate = datetime.datetime.now(),
    items = [
       PyRSS2Gen.RSSItem(
         title = “Article 1”,
         link = “http://www.example.com/news/030906-PyRSS2Gen.html”,
         description = “This is the first article”,
         guid = PyRSS2Gen.Guid(“http://www.example.com/news/030906-
PyRSS2Gen.html”),
         pubDate = datetime.datetime(2003, 9, 6, 21, 31)),
       PyRSS2Gen.RSSItem(
         title = “Article 2”,
         link = “http://www.example.com/writings/diary/
archive/2003/09/06/RSS.html”,
         description = “This is the second article”,
         guid = PyRSS2Gen.Guid(“http://www.example.com/writings/diary/
archive/2003/09/06/RSS.html”),
         pubDate = datetime.datetime(2003, 9, 6, 21, 49)),
    ])
rss.write_xml(open(“pyrss2gen.xml”, “w”))

Full code listing
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Rekonq

SeaMonkey

Midori

QupZilla

Is there any life on the Internet without the mainstream browsers that we 
look at in our FOSS feature? Here are the stars you may not know about…

Underdog web browsers

Rekonq
Rekonq is a fl at-bellied WebKit-
based browser from the KDE world. 
It hopes to modernise the standard 
web browser, Konqueror. Rekonq is 
a sleek standalone application, and 
one that isn’t dependent on KDE 
either, but it is fi nely integrated with 
KDE in terms of notifi cations and 
KIO module usage.

Download: bit.ly/1DUWDfw

Midori
Midori perfectly refl ects the 
Elementary OS team’s guidelines 
and design principles. It is the 
default web browser in Elementary 
OS and the Xfce desktop, as well 
as the less famous distros SlitaZ, 
Bodhi and Trisquel Mini. It’s both a 
simple and fast browser, built with 
a GTK interface.

Download: bit.ly/1DeGlTy

SeaMonkey
SeaMonkey Navigator is a legatee of 
Netscape Navigator, if you happen 
to remember it. The project started 
in 2005 and still has support from 
Mozilla developers. It features a 
classic Netscape interface with a 
Gecko engine. This particular version 
is synced with Firefox’s, which 
promises good results.

Download: bit.ly/1oF51Mj

QupZilla
QupZilla is based on the WebKit 
engine, not Mozilla’s Gecko. It is 
a Qt-based, fast browser, low on 
resources and friendly with various 
desktops: it integrates with Gnome-
keyring and KWallet seamlessly, 
for example. It also has many 
extras, like FTP clients, URL auto-
completion and more.

Download: bit.ly/1ha6E3C

75 Group test  |  80 Novena All-in-One Desktop  |  82 Korora 22  |  84 OSMC

GROUP TEST
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Review Underdog web browsers

Standardsandplug-ins
In this test, we took Acid3 and HTML5 tests and threw them at all of our
contenders. We also checked if a browser can properly handle Adobe Flash
content (though it is legacy, it is still widely used). Rekonq scored 100/100 in
the Acid3 test and 259/555 at html5test.com, which is not really good, but
acceptable.RekonqalsoplaysFlashmoviesfineusingAdobe’sstockplug-in.

Standardsandplug-ins
No problems in Acid3 and a decent result with HTML5: 301 points, with most
of the common sites rendered correctly, but the weak side is the absence of
Flash support. Midori won’t detect your system-wide Adobe Flash plug-in,
which is disappointing. There is a cure though: you can fix the issue by using
ndiswrapperwith32-bitFlashplug-in.Instructionscanbeeasilygoogled.

Rekonq

  Rekonq demonstrates a lightweight approach and some 
advanced features, too

A candidate for the default browser in 
the Qt world, but is it worth it?

Heavy page test
We used a web page where people post their favourite GIFs, so that 
it grew to ~800MBs. Lots of animated images can easily bring most 
browsers to their knees, but we want to see how they try to resist. 
Rekonq struggled for a few minutes, eating all RAM and doing intense 
swapping, but it then became unusable. We killed it after ten minutes.

Heavy page test
Our sample ‘heavy website’ left mixed emotions. On one hand, Midori 
renders loads of content speedily, but on the other, this is the right way 
to crash the browser. We found the libwebkitgtk library to be unstable, 
so heavy pages may be disappointing. But Midori is getting better: the 
0.5 version series seems an improvement on the 0.4 days.

Too many tabs test
We used browser $(cat urls.txt) to test 150 popular websites. Rekonq 
opened all 150 tabs and started loading content. Complaints soon 
arose for stopping JavaScript and some tabs reported outdated SSL 
certificates. Rekonq used 1.2GB RAM, loading nearly half of the tabs – 
then crashed. However, the system was responsive all the time.

Too many tabs test
Midori successfully opened all 150 tabs and it appeared to load all of 
the content – a good first impression when compared to Rekonq. But 
after a few minutes, only 50-60 tabs responded to scrolling and after 
another several minutes, Midori’s performance was all down. It seems 
that the browser tries to look fast, but is not capable of being so.

Multimedia support
In this test, we checked webcam, mic support and WebGL capabilities. 
Rekonq declared support for WebGL and we hoped to play some browser 
games, but Rekonq failed to play the content. Using multimedia devices 
was much better: the browser supports video chats just fine.

Multimedia support
Midori passed the formal WebGL-compliance test (get.webgl.org), but 
wouldn’t work with the games. Once Adobe Plug-in worked, we could 
use multimedia input for video and audio, but if you’re using the 64-bit 
system, you will need 32-bit libraries for Pulseaudio and Gstreamer parts.

Midori

 There is a modest set of configurables and centred tabs – just the 
same as you could see in OS X

Some think Midori can replace 
heavyweight browsers

Overall
Ironically, Midori has been announced as a very easy-to-
use (and very beautiful) browser, but it will require quite 
a few extra time-consuming actions in order to make it 
work correctly. 5

Overall
Rekonq looks and feels nice, but in real life it fails too 
many times when it comes to modern stuff like browser 
gaming or scrolling through auto-updated pages. Your 
experience will only be good if you’ve got enough RAM. 4
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Standards and plug-ins
The Acid3 test returned the expected 100 points, but HTML5 results were 
better than for any other browser in this group: 470 points. SeaMonkey 
properly detected the system-wide Adobe Flash plug-in, but it also went 
even further and could use Google’s Pepper Fresh plug-in, a faster and more 
secure Flash player – a very good and flexible SeaMonkey feature!

Standards and plug-ins
Again, the Acid3 test returned the maximum value. With the HTML5 test, 
QupZilla scored 418 points – not bad for a non-mainstream browser. We also 
enjoyed smooth video playback using the system-wide Adobe Flash plug-
in. It detected the plug-in automatically and, even though the browser can’t 
work with PPAPI plug-in yet, the overall experience was good.

Heavy page test
Of course, we didn’t expect the Gecko engine of SeaMonkey to render 
the heavy web page quickly. Indeed, it took a couple of minutes before 
the browser got back to life. However, even after devouring over 1.2GBs 
of RAM, it remained very responsive and could even scroll the page 
smoothly. By far, it is the best result among the browsers in this test.

Heavy page test
We didn’t expect any difference from other WebKit-based browsers in 
this test, but QupZilla performed surprisingly well. After a few minutes, 
it rendered the huge list of flickering images, though the whole system 
was significantly slower. QupZilla is usable, but scrolling or performing 
any other activity lagged a lot and wasn’t comfortable to use. 

Too many tabs test
The previous two browsers did their best, but they couldn’t bring all the 
tabs to life. With SeaMonkey we decided to wait until the browser was 
showing signs of living. In fact, after almost six minutes, it loaded all of 
the content and we could browse the sites. It wasn’t fast (page scrolling 
was jerky), but at least SeaMonkey passed the test successfully.

Too many tabs test
QupZilla has definitely got some optimisations under the hood, not 
related to the HTML rendering engine directly. This is concluded after 
loading the giant number of tabs. QupZilla couldn’t render them all   –  
at least 50 remained half-loaded or empty – but the browser kept the 
system responsive all the time and this made us a little happier.

Multimedia support
Yep, we finally enjoyed dozens of playcanv.as games! SeaMonkey 
decently supported WebGL content and loaded many test apps. It wasn’t 
as smooth as Chrome, but assuming that most of the code was written 
in Google, no complaints. Webcam and mic support were also both good.

Multimedia support
We hoped that QupZilla could be used for playing WebGL-based games, 
but the browser failed constantly and only simple demos successfully 
loaded. We had no luck with interactive actions needing a microphone 
and a webcam; QupZilla couldn’t speak to the hardware.

SeaMonkey
It looks old-fashioned, but there’s some 
power inside this feature-rich web suite

QupZilla
Another Qt-based browser that fits 
nicely into any desktop environment

 SeaMonkey’s interface hasn’t evolved for many years, which is 
perfect for those who can’t live with the Australis design of Firefox

QupZilla has built-in AdBlock and an RSS reader – a nice set for 
everyday web browsing
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Review

SeaMonkey
In fact, SeaMonkey should strictly be referred 
to as SeaMonkey Navigator, because the 
whole suite includes not only a browser, 
but an email client, FTP transfer tool, HTML 
editor, RSS reader and some other features. 
SeaMonkey looks and feels like a legacy 
product because it maintains the Internet suite 
as it was seen back in the Netscape days (for 
example, you can’t search in Google right from 
the address bar – you have to use a dedicated 
search fi eld). Still, if you get used to it (or wish 
to do so), the application will show you its 
strong sides: it is robust, clean, has a large 
gallery of extensions and its interface is easily 
customisable – but the main benefi t is hidden 
inside. SeaMonkey Navigator is powered with 
the same engine that’s used in modern Mozilla 
Firefox releases. This means that the browser 
is fast, well tested, standards-compliant and 
equipped with everything you need to browse 
the modern web.

When you fi rst launch it, you may notice some 
speed reductions, especially when you visit a 
website for the fi rst time, and this makes some 
people think that SeaMonkey is sluggish – they 

AND THE WINNER IS…

In brief:Compare and contrast our verdicts

 SeaMonkey is a fi ne replacement for your current default web browser

just stop using it after such cursory inspection.
In fact, the SeaMonkey caching mechanism
simply works differently. It doesn’t do the job
in the Chrome way – where everything loads
quickly, but the browser’s system processors
eat too much memory – instead it works with
a moderate amount of RAM and intelligently

www.linuxuser.co.uk

GROUPTEST
WINNER

caches pages on the fi rst visit. Later on, when 
you come back to a page, it will load instantly.

SeaMonkey is included in many Linux 
distributions, along with other applications of 
the Mozilla stack. Check your package manager 
or download a build (seamonkey-project.org). 

 Alexander Tolstoy

Rekonq Midori SeaMonkey QupZilla

Standards and 
plug-ins

Not perfect with 
complex web sites, 
but it is defi nitely still 
a usable browser

7
Decent results in 
testing. Troublesome 
with getting Flash to 
work – beware!

5
No problems at all: 
everything just works, 
exceeding expectations, 
as with Firefox

9
Very good standards, 
support and 
compatibility with 
system-wide Flash

7

Heavy page 
test

Don’t visit places with 
lots of content. And 
avoid  scrolling if you 
can, too!

3
While it will not freeze 
your system, it will 
instead crash itself 
after a while

4
Indeed it was a hard 
task to complete, but 
SeaMonkey did the job 
after a little wait

8
QupZilla failed this 
time, acting very slowly, 
but it took care not to 
ruin the host system

6

Too many tabs 
test

Playing with dozens of 
tabs is not Rekonq’s 
strong suit; it could 
crash on you

3
Midori survived this 
stress test, though it 
couldn’t complete the 
task, unfortunately

6
Choose this browser to 
keep many tabs open all 
through the day, though 
they may be jerky

9
At least half of the 
task was completed  
–  not too bad when 
compared with others

6

Multimedia 
support

Basic things work and 
even some modern 
fancies do too, but not 
browser games

5
Something works once 
you fi x the Flash issue. 
WebGL support is not 
great, however

5
No major differences 
with Firefox; both 
WebGL and multimedia 
devices work fi ne

9
A weak point of 
QupZilla. Right now 
most of the things will 
just not work

4

Overall
Perhaps it is 
still better than 
Konqueror… 4 A basic Elementary-

style browser, but no 
more than that 5 An undiscovered gem of 

the browser world with 
excellent performance 9 Perhaps the most 

viable Qt-based 
browser around 6

Underdog web browsers
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Review NovenaAll-in-OneDesktop

Does Bunnie Huang’s open hardware
Novena device live up to its much-anticipated
crowd-funded promise?
The blurb for the Novena when you order it makes
it clear that the device isn’t for everyone, but in
case you may miss all that when spending $1,650,
unpacking the box clarifies things: it’s the only laptop
around that comes with a set of three screwdrivers
and a bottle of thread-locking compound.

They’re not free gifts, but an integral part of the
ownership process: the Novena Desktop is supplied in
pieces and your first job is putting them together. The
slim cardboard box is split into four sections: one holds
the machine itself, another holds the LCD panel, a third
holds an alternative green front panel, while a box at the
top holds the power supply, tools and various extras.

What at first glance is taken to be a manual turns out
to be a printout of the hardware schematics, revealing

CPU
Freescale iMX6 Quad-Core 1.2GHz

GPU / Co-Processor
Vivante GC2000 / Xilinx Spartan-6 FPGA

RAM / Storage
4GB / 16GB micro-SD

Display
13.3” 1,920 x 1,080 IPS LCD Panel

Network
1x GBit, 1x 10/100 Ethernet, Ath9K 

2.4/5GHz Wi-Fi

Ports
2x USB 2.0 high-current, 1x USB OTG, 

HDMI, 3.5mm audio, SD reader

Extras
UIM slot, 2x USB 2.0 internal ports, 

3x UART, utility serial EEPROM, high-
speed IO expansion header, Peek Array 

hardware mounting system

Price
$1,650 (crowdsupply.com)

another important fact about the Novena: it’s truly 
open. Created by Andrew ‘Bunnie’ Huang and Sean 
‘Xobs’ Cross to fi ll a gap in the market, the Novena is 
built from entirely open hardware and runs fully open 
software – right down to the fi rmware and bootloader – 
with sources available on the offi cial website.

Assembly may seem scary, but it’s relatively 
straightforward. The most complex part is fi tting 
the LCD, which involves keeping your fi ngers away 
from the extremely fragile black strip at its base and 
manoeuvring a tiny high-density LVDS connector into 
its housing. With that done, everything else is tightening 
screws: fi tting the LCD bracket, adding the optional 
stereo speakers and shifting the antennas for the 
Atheros Wi-Fi card around.

Novena
All-in-One Desktop

MINI PC
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– far faster than the quad-core Raspberry Pi 2 at 
29.65ms, but it is still an order of magnitude slower 
than even entry-level x86 desktops and laptops.

You’re not buying a Novena for raw power, however: 
its primary selling point, alongside its openness, is 
its hackability. A high-speed port on the board can 
be connected to daughterboards offering everything 
from a Raspberry Pi-compatible GPIO header through 
to a self-contained Myriad-RF software defi ned radio 
module. Even without these fi tted, the USB On-The-
Go (OTG) port means the Novena can be used for USB 
sniffing and development, while the main processor is 
joined by a Xilinx Spartan-6 fi eld-programmable gate 
array (FPGA).

There are only really one or two negatives to raise 
about the Novena. The review sample struggled to open 
when the lid catch was pressed until it was given a bit 
of gentle encouragement, and the otherwise crisp and 
clear display suffered from back-light bleed at its edges.

 Gareth Halfacree

Considering the do-it-yourself approach to the 
hardware, the software comes as a surprise. A pre-
installed 16GB micro-SD card holds a Debian-based 
operating system, which walks the user through 
confi guration on fi rst boot. Minutes later, you’re ready 
to log in with either a console or graphical session.

It’s here that the Novena begins to really shine. Its 
aluminium and plastic casing resembles a chunky 
laptop, but backwards: the LCD panel can sit fl at 
against the chassis for wall-mounting purposes, but at 
the press of a button (and a little jiggle, as it sometimes 
catches) it fl ips upwards on a gas strut to a comfortable 
angle for desk-based use.

Peer behind the screen, though, and you will be 
greeted with a PC like no other. The compact board 
at the left of the case is the Novena proper, an open-
hardware single-board computer which powers both 
the desktop and laptop variants. A Freescale iMX6 
quad-core ARM processor keeps things ticking along 
quite nicely, completing a SysBench run in 18.98ms 

Summary
The Novena Desktop is 
an unusual beast and 
in very short supply. For 
hardware hackers, though, 
it’s impossible to beat: its 
open nature, customisable 
layout and on-board FPGA 
mean that it’s well-suited 
to educational tasks. But 
its high price and lack of 
processing grunt are likely 
to prevent it taking over as 
a day-to-day system for 
many enthusiasts.

Pros
Amazing fl exibility and a truly 
open approach make the Novena 
a unique and attention-grabbing 
machine, perfect for hackers

Cons
Its general-purpose performance 
lags behind x86-based devices. 
Its price is unavoidably high and 
somewhat hard to justify

 The Novena is built from entirely open hardware 
and runs fully open software – right down to the 
fi rmware and bootloader 

Below As well as the desktop edition, there 
are also laptop and ‘just the board’ editions of 
the Novena, with the latter available for $550
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Review Korora 22

Enhancing Fedora with popular software and sensible tweaks,
Korora aims to “just work” right out of the box

Fedora is a great distro, treading the line between
stability and bleeding-edge updates incredibly
well, but for the majority of people there is always
a fair amount of post-installation prep to do before
you can get down to business. Fedora ships out with
free software only, and while this is fantastic for many
Linux users and developers, there are also many who
instantly look for proprietary software like Chrome,
Flash, multimedia codecs and the like. Korora
takes the excellent Fedora base and then delivers
what it believes to be the best and most popular
customisations, from additional packages and repos
through to system settings.

Korora includes the RPMFusion repos by default,
both the free and non-free; it comes with a base
kickstart file that opens the firewall for Samba,

SSH, Multicast DNS and printing, and also enables
and disables various other services to better serve
the home user. The kickstart also includes some
commonly used packages like Chrome so they can
be installed out of the box. There are also kickstarts
for the core desktop environments – KDE, Cinnamon,
MATE, GNOME and Xfce – to provide desktop-specific
software. One of the key Korora changes is that the
developers tweak the RPM packages to make them
persistent and so preserve the Korora customisations
when these packages receive upstream updates.
As a Fedora Remix, there are RPM replacements for
Fedora-branded software, but as well as this the devs
also provide the “release” RPMs that can be installed
on the first boot without having to track them down
online first. And they also add packages like Steam 

Korora 22
DISTRO

Above Korora 22 has an outstanding UX, from the aesthetics of the desktop environments down to the back-end settings and repo provision

CPU
x86

RAM
1 GB

Storage
10 GB
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The well-integrated desktop environments have 
also been inherited from the Fedora 22 release: we 
have KDE Plasma 5 with the excellent new Breeze 
theme, there’s Cinnamon 2.6, GNOME 3.16, but the 
distro supports many more desktops like MATE, Xfce, 
Openbox, LXDE, Enlightenment and Sugar. You make 
your initial desktop choice when you go to download 
the ISO, but Korora makes it incredibly simple to 
switch desktops once you’re up and running through 
the login screen’s session manager. You can use the 
Yumex GUI to browse through the desktop groups and 
install them along with the Korora-specific settings 
for each. You can also go via the command line by using 
dnf install @yourchoice-desktop and then dnf install 
korora*yourchoice to bring in the tweaks. Those per-
desktop settings are excellent, too – Korora adds a 
GNOME Shell extension to GNOME that shows an 
application dock by default and it also adds the ‘Open 
in Terminal’ contextual menu option, for example. The 
cohesion of this distro really is quite something.

 Gavin Thomas

that aren’t available in the Fedora or RPMFusion
repos. In addition, there’s a bundle of plug-ins for 
Firefox, such as Adblock Plus and DownThemAll, 
which is set as the default browser. VLC is your default 
media player, and while the distro uses free software 
where possible to help play your media, it doesn’t 
shy away from the non-free multimedia codecs that 
many people find necessary. Korora also uses the 
Pharlap tool to help with the installation of third-party 
drivers such as NVIDIA’s. The Korora devs really do an 
excellent job of considering the needs of their users.

With Korora 22, the major changes are predominately 
those inherited from the Fedora 22 base: Yum has 
been replaced with DNF and Hawkey, the Elastisearch 
indexing server is now in play, GCC 5.1 is the main 
compiler, and then there’s the inclusion of Vagrant plus 
the upgrades to Ruby 2.2 and Perl 5.20. One notable 
change that wasn’t taken from Fedora is the Korora 
devs’ decision to no longer support Flash out of the box, 
joining a growing number of distros that have washed 
their hands of the flaw-ridden software.

Summary
Korora takes one of the 
most popular and stable 
distros and delivers a solid 
improvement, augmenting 
and adding to the Fedora 
experience without 
compromises (beyond 
the inclusion of non-free 
software) that could drive 
away expert users and 
developers. Korora 22 is 
one of the most polished, 
inviting and usable 
systems that we’ve seen in 
a long time.

Pros
Fedora without post-install prep; 
useful system tweaks are preset, 
there’s a huge range of packages 
and the desktops are customised

Cons
Inclusion of non-free software will 
divide Fedora fans. The Korora 
system and desktop tweaks won’t 
necessarily appeal to everybody

 Korora takes the excellent Fedora base and then 
delivers what it believes to be the best and most 
popular customisations 

Above Each available desktop comes with its own unique settings that help integrate it with the overall feel of Korora
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Review OSMC

It’s yet another new HTPC solution for the Raspberry Pi,
so why is OSMC worth a second look?

OSMC
DISTRO

Above The My OSMC menu can be customised to your liking

Hardware support
Raspberry Model B (1 and 2)

Image size
330 MB

Base OS
Debian Linux

Storage support
USB storage, network storage

OSMC is finally ‘complete’, in a sense, with a stable 
release to its name. For something we’ve only covered 
once before in a small section of the magazine, it 
may not seem like such a big deal. It’s a new piece 
of media centre software for the Raspberry Pi and 
we’re well aware that there are plenty of those. It’s 
also running Kodi, the new name for XBMC, which all 
the other operating systems use as well. In fact, you 
could just install Kodi yourself on Raspbian and have 
a functioning HTPC.

What sets OSMC apart though is the slight 
differences throughout. It’s the successor to the 
original Raspberry Pi media centre OS, Raspbmc, from 
which the team has taken Kodi and given it a massive 
visual overhaul to fit their own vision. It’s all on top of 
a Debian/Raspbian base, so this gives you not only 

a good, stable media centre, but also the ability to 
expand and customise the behaviour and functions of 
the Pi as it runs as your media centre, without actually 
affecting the running and operation of the media 
centre. This is something none of the other media 
centre solutions offer.

OSMC’s strength lies in its interface. Although 
it’s basically the same as Kodi in terms of flow and 
standard themes, the look and timing of the interface 
and browsing has been tweaked to feel smoother. 
The vertical interface showing all your options helps 
with ease and speed of navigation. The special My 
OSMC menu also contains the important settings 
in a custom interface that is slightly more logical to 
navigate than the standard Kodi one – this is also still 
in there, although it’s a bit of a maze to get to the full 
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Summary
An excellent media centre 
operating system that not 
only has a much better 
interface than anything 
you’d find on the other 
Raspberry Pi releases 
from Kodi, but also has 
a fully functional Debian 
base in case you want to 
do some further tinkering 
and customisation of your 
own. It’s definitely one of 
the best Pi HTPC systems 
around and you should try 
it out for yourself.

Pros
A great interface on top of the 
already excellent Kodi software 
makes this a good spin on the 
media centre

Cons
Settings menu and My OSMC are 
separated a little too much. This 
creates a weird split between some  
of the settings

 Playback is good, playing just about anything you 
can throw at it with smooth 1080p decoding thanks 
to the hardware it’s sitting on

Above The vertical interface enables quick and easy navigation

sitting on. However, you can’t navigate the menus as 
you are watching videos. 

OSMC is good, then. Very good, living up to the 
potential we felt it had when we last looked at it. The 
tweaks to the interface make a world of difference, 
especially for something that you’re using on a TV 
screen. The Kodi team seems to prefer to focus on the 
actual running of the software itself, which is fine, so 
to see a fresh take on the UX to augment the software 
itself is very welcome.

But should you be using it as your main HTPC OS? 
While it’s definitely excellent, it’s not a revolution. 
If you’re building a system from scratch, we can 
absolutely recommend this, especially with a 
Raspberry Pi 2. OpenELEC may be smaller and lighter, 
but OSMC is light enough, and the Debian core means 
you can have it pull double-duty and act as a file 
server as well as your media centre if you really want it 
to. It’s most definitely worth a look before you settle on 
anything else, that’s for sure.

 Rob Zwetsloot

menu. That said, it’s the only really weird interface 
hiccup, though.

The initial setup for OSMC is nice and simple. It’s 
available on NOOBS, and you can also dd it directly 
to an SD card. It’s quite small so it doesn’t take very 
long to write the card, making it worthwhile over 
NOOBS if you know how to do it. A lengthy, automatic 
installation phase takes place once the Raspberry 
Pi is turned on, followed by a straightforward profile 
setup. This includes Wi-Fi connection, something 
missing in standard Kodi and OpenELEC builds. It’s 
an extra touch that may be minimal, but really adds 
to letting you quickly get into Kodi and start watching 
whatever you want.

The media adding system is the same as current 
Kodi. It will connect to local file sources, networked 
files through any number of services and also go 
online for information scraping services that will help 
you organise the files it can see. Playback is good, 
playing just about anything you can throw at it with 
smooth 1080p decoding thanks to the hardware it’s 
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Dedicated server listings

O = Option

PoundHost 
www.poundhost.com

DS 2.2 0333 247 0222 £19.00 1 month Intel Atom 2 cores / 
1.8GHz 1x 250GB Optional N/A 1 hour 99.9%

10GB 
Free

TBA

BudgetBox 4 0333 247 0222 £29.00 1 month Intel Xeon 2 cores / 
2.3GHz

From 2x 
250GB

Optional 1 hour 99.9%
10GB 
Free

TBA

DS 3.1 0333 247 0222 £39.00 1 month Intel Xeon 2 cores / 
2.2GHz

From 2x 
500GB

Optional 1 hour 99.9%
10GB 
Free

TBA

DS 4.3 0333 247 0222 £59.00 1 month Intel Xeon 4 cores / 
3.2GHz

From 2x 
500GB

Optional 1 hour 99.9%
10GB 
Free

TBA

DS 4.5.1 0333 247 0222 £79.00 1 month Intel Xeon 4 cores / 
3.2GHz

From 2x 
500GB

Optional 1 hour 99.9%
10GB 
Free

TBA

DS 4.6.2 0333 247 0222 £115.00 1 month Intel Xeon 4 cores / 
3.4Ghz

From 2x 
1TB

Optional 1 hour 99.9%
10GB 
Free

TBA

DS 6.5.1 0333 247 0222 £249.00 1 month Dual Intel Xeon 12 
cores / 2.2GHz

From 4x 
1TB

Optional 1 hour 99.9%
10GB 
Free

TBA

DS 6.6 0333 247 0222 £349.00 1 month Dual Intel Xeon 16 
cores / 2.4GHz

From 8x 
1TB

Optional 1 hour 99.9%
10GB 
Free

TBA

Sponsorship opportunity
Bring attention to your brand by sponsoring this section. 
Contact Luke Biddiscombe on +44(0)1202 586431

Bravo14 (http://bravo14.co.uk) Starter Linux N/A £20 N/A N/A 2,000MB N/A

Bravo14 (http://bravo14.co.uk) Starter Windows N/A £20 N/A N/A 2,000MB N/A

Bravo14 (http://bravo14.co.uk) Business Linux N/A £45 N/A N/A 4,000MB N/A

Bravo14 (http://bravo14.co.uk) Business Windows N/A £45 N/A N/A 4,000MB N/A

Bravo14 (http://bravo14.co.uk) Ultimate Linux N/A £60 N/A N/A Unlimited N/A

Bravo14(http://bravo14.co.uk) UltimateWindows N/A £60 N/A N/A Unlimited N/A

HeartInternet(www.heartinternet.
co.uk/dedicated-servers) LinuxDualCore 08456447750 £79.99 12months DualCoreXeon

2.33GHz 160GB  99.99% 24/7Ticket
support

Heart Internet (www.heartinternet.
co.uk/dedicated-servers) Windows Dual Core 0845 644 7750 £89.99 12 months Dual Core Xeon 

2.33GHz 160GB  99.99% 24/7 Ticket 
support

Heart Internet (www.heartinternet.
co.uk/dedicated-servers) Linux Quad Core 0845 644 7750 £129.99 12 months Quad Core Xeon 

2.5GHz 250GB  99.99% 24/7 Ticket 
support

catalyst2 (www.catalyst2.com) Bronze Managed 
Dedicated Server 0800 107 79 79 £199 1 month 1x 2.4GHz vCPU 50GB 99.90%

catalyst2 (www.catalyst2.com) Silver Managed 
Dedicated Server 0800 107 79 79 £299 1 month 1x 2.4GHz vCPU 80GB 99.90%

catalyst2 (www.catalyst2.com) Gold Managed 
Dedicated Server 0800 107 79 79 £399 1 month 2x 2.4GHz vCPU 150GB 99.90%

123-Reg (www.123-reg.co.uk) Dell PowerEdge R200 
(Ubuntu Linux) 0871 230 9525 £69.99 12 months 4x 2.13GHz 2x 160GB 10Mbit 99.99% O

123-Reg(www.123-reg.co.uk) DellPowerEdgeR200
(WindowsWebEdition) 08712309525 £79.99 12months 4x2.13GHz 2x160GB 10Mbit 99.99% O

Daily (www.daily.co.uk) Linux VPS Pro 0845 466 2100 £29.99 1 month 2.27 Intel Quad Core 60GB 100Mbps *  - full 
backup **

Daily (www.daily.co.uk) Linux VPS Max 0845 466 2100 £59.99 1 month 2.27 Intel Quad Core 100GB 100Mbps *  - full 
backup **

Daily (www.daily.co.uk) Windows VPS Pro 0845 466 2100 £34.99 1 month 2.27 Intel Quad Core 60GB 100Mbps *  - full 
backup **

Daily (www.daily.co.uk) Windows VPS Max 0845 466 2100 £64.99 1 month 2.27 Intel Quad Core 100GB 100Mbps *  - full 
backup **

Daily (www.daily.co.uk) VPS Pro Hyper-V 0845 466 2100 £44.99 1 month 2.27 Intel Quad Core 60GB 100Mbps *  - 1GB **

Daily (www.daily.co.uk) VPS Max Hyper-V 0845 466 2100 £74.99 1 month 2.27 Intel Quad Core 100GB 100Mbps *  - 1GB **

Daily (www.daily.co.uk) VPS Ultra Hyper-V 0845 466 2100 £139.99 1 month 2.27 Intel Quad Core 200GB 100Mbps *  - 1GB **
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Equiphase (www.equiphase.net) Bronze 0121 314 4865 £30 200MB 2GB 10

Equiphase (www.equiphase.net) Silver 0121 314 4865 £42 400MB 5GB 20

Equiphase (www.equiphase.net) Gold 0121 314 4865 £72 800MB 10GB 100

Equiphase (www.equiphase.net) Platinum 0121 314 4865 £114 1,200MB 40GB 200

Eurofasthost.com (www.eurofasthost.com) Email Only 02380 249 823 £40 1GB 2GB 10

Eurofasthost.com (www.eurofasthost.com) Essential 02380 249 823 £75 2GB 5GB 10

Eurofasthost.com (www.eurofasthost.com) Superior 02380 249 823 £140 5GB 10GB 25

Eurofasthost.com (www.eurofasthost.com) Premium 02380 249 823 £250 10GB 25GB 100

Evohosting (www.evohosting.co.uk) Starter N/A £29.99 500MB 1GB 3

Evohosting (www.evohosting.co.uk) Home N/A £54.99 2.5GB 30GB 50

Evohosting (www.evohosting.co.uk) Business N/A £79.99 6.5GB Unlimited Unlimited

Evohosting (www.evohosting.co.uk) eCommerce N/A £159.99 30GB Unlimited Unlimited

Giacom (www.giacom.com) Business Pro 0800 542 7500 £199 100MB 2GB 100

Hostway (www.hostway.co.uk) Silver 0808 180 1880 £79.50 150MB 3GB 5 O

O = Option

Dedicated and Shared server listings

Skymarket (www.skymarket.co.uk) Standard 1 0800 321 7788 £49 10MB 2GB 1

Skymarket (www.skymarket.co.uk) Standard 2 0800 321 7788 £69 20MB 2GB 1

Skymarket (www.skymarket.co.uk) Premium 1 0800 321 7788 £99 25MB 2GB 1

NameHog (www.namehog.net) Email Only 0845 612 0330 £11.75 25MB 1GB 5

NameHog (www.namehog.net) Standard Package 0845 612 0330 £35.25 100MB 4.5GB 10

NameHog (www.namehog.net) Professional Package 0845 612 0330 £58.75 250MB 8GB 25

NameHog (www.namehog.net) Expert Package 0845 612 0330 £105.75 500MB 15GB 75

luke.biddiscombe@imagine-publishing.co.uk
+44(0)1202 586431

GET YOUR LISTING HIGHLIGHTED! CONTACT LUKE

Blacknight (www.blacknight.com) Minimus +44 (0)845 5280242 €49.95 10GB 150GB 1,500

Blacknight (www.blacknight.com) Medius +44 (0)845 5280242 €89.95 20GB 300GB 5,000

Blacknight (www.blacknight.com) Maximus +44 (0)845 5280242 €149.95 30GB 600GB Unlimited

Digital Gibbon Ltd (www.digitalgibbon.com) Cheeky Chimp N/A Free 500MB Unlimited 5

Digital Gibbon Ltd (www.digitalgibbon.com) Digital Gibbon N/A £12 5GB Unlimited 10

Digital Gibbon Ltd (www.digitalgibbon.com) Silverback N/A £24 Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Digital Gibbon Ltd (www.digitalgibbon.com) WordPress hosting N/A £12 5GB Unlimited 10

ServWise (https://www.servwise.com) Personal 0800 520 0716 £25.20 1GB 10GB Unlimited

ServWise (https://www.servwise.com) Business 0800 520 0716 £50.40 2GB 20GB Unlimited

ServWise (https://www.servwise.com) Reseller 0800 520 0716 £126 4GB 40GB Unlimited

Netcetera 
www.netcetera.co.uk

Home 0800 808 5450 £34.88 1GB Unlimited 500

Designer 0800 808 5450 £71.88 5GB Unlimited 1,000

Business 0800 808 5450 £199.88 1000GB Unlimited 1,000

Reseller 0800 808 5450 £299.88 Unlimited Unlimited Unlimited

Linux Cloud 0800 808 5450 £60 50GB Unlimited Unlimited

Windows Cloud 0800 808 5450 £300 6GB Unlimited Unlimited

3100QC Dedicated 
Server 0800 808 5450 £1,300 2TB Unlimited Unlimited
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Left If you’re
lucky, you may
get this screen
asking you to fix 
your Windows

Questions
& answers

Q & A

FAQ

Send us your questions and we’ll do our best to answer them!
answeredYour questions

Contact us...
Email: linuxuser@imagine-publishing.co.uk
Web: www.linuxuser.co.uk

Linux 
graphics
Q: Are there any issues with certain 
graphics cards on Linux?
A: These days, pretty much all AMD/
ATI, NVIDIA and Intel graphics cards 
will work fine out of the box on a Linux 
distro. Drivers and modules in the 
kernel for it are generic enough, and 
most distros are very smart in loading 
the right drivers once they’re installed.

Q: What’s the deal with the
NVIDIA drivers?
A: NVIDIA drivers are not as open as 
some of the AMD drivers, so while there 
is an open solution for NVIDIA that a lot 
of distros use (called Nouveau) it is not 
always as good in every situation as the 
restricted, proprietary drivers. These 
can be accessed fairly easily though 
and are only restricted as they carry 
extra license agreements.

Q: Can I download up-to-date drivers 
for Linux online?
A: Absolutely. If your repos don’t have 
the very latest driver for your device, you 
should be able to find all of the official 
releases of the drivers on the respective 
stores online for your model of graphics 
card. These may then be newer than 
the ones you already have access to on 
your Linux.

Drive switching
I had a newer HP Pavilion laptop, which had
Kali Linux installed alongside Windows 8.1 in a
dual-boot configuration. I sold the HP, pulled
the hard drive and put a different one in it,
then installed my dual-booted hard drive into a
different laptop.

Now when I start up my computer, my Linux
loads and GRUB pops up, but it doesn’t show
my Windows on it. It does show my Windows
Recovery, but when I select it a screen pops up
and says that a recent hardware change has
made it unable to boot properly. Do you have
any ideas? I was thinking maybe I needed a
BIOS update since this is an older laptop that

came with Windows 7 installed. I am very new 
to Linux, but not to computers in general. I have 
never messed with dual-booted hard drives 
though, so I am a bit lost.
Aaron Bloom

Starting with Windows 7, Microsoft has added 

extra anti-piracy features that will disable 

Windows if a significant hardware change has 

occurred. Usually this requires you to re-input 

the license key. Windows 8.1 also has this 

feature, so it’s not a BIOS issue – it’s a ‘you’ve 

put it in a completely different computer’ 

issue. You may have to completely reinstall 
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Windows 8.1 (or Windows 7) to actually access

the operating system, although you can access

the partition from Linux so that you can look at,

and save, any files you need.

This hardware detection process is very

finicky – we’ve put in different CPUs or

GPUs before and it has cried foul of the

setup for about half an hour before realising

it overreacted a bit, and it shouldn’t keep

harassing you about it.

Flash fix
I keep getting the “your flash is insecure
and needs to be updated, click to activate
flash” error. I have downloaded the flash-
plugin-11.2.202.491-release.x86_64.rpm and
apparently, I have installed it:

  # rpm -Uhv ./flash-plugin-11.2.202.491-
release.x86_64.rpm

  Preparing... #########################
######## [100%]

      package flash-plugin-11.2.202.491-
release.x86_64 is already installed

Note the package number ends in “491”.
However, when I run Firefox 39.0 and click
Tools>Add-ons>Plugins, I see:

  (-) Shockwave Flash is known to be 
vulnerable & should be updated. Update Now

  Shockwave Flash 11.2.202.481
  Shockwave Flash 11.1 r202 More

Note the package number shown in Firefox 
ends in “481”. I tried uninstalling/reinstalling 
flash-plugin, but to no avail.

  # rpm -ehv flash-plugin
  Preparing...
  Cleaning up / removing...
   1:flash-plugin-11.2.202.491-release ####
############################# [100%]

  # rpm -Uhv ./flash-plugin-11.2.202.491-
release.x86_64.rpm

  Preparing... #########################
######## [100%]

  Updating / installing...
   1:flash-plugin-11.2.202.491-release

Even after restarting Firefox, the version 
number ends in “481” and says it needs to be 
updated. I don’t know what else to do other 
than to ask you.

I’d really prefer to not use Google Chrome 
if there’s any way around it. Anything you can 
suggest will be welcome.
Tracey A.

You may have to manually add it to the 

right directory in the filesystem if you want 

Firefox to be able to pick it up. First of all, turn 

Firefox off and then locate the RPM that you 

downloaded. Extract the file libflashplayer.

so from it – rather than installing it – and then 

put that in the /usr/lib64/flash-plugin folder. 

Restart Firefox and you should hopefully have 

Flash working!
Above Check the man file if you think a simple 
option would solve a problem – odds are it exists

While running a make file or build, a number 
of files are generated (let’s say from a tool) 
and placed into /sam/path/code/. If the user 
then modifies an aspect of the files, they are 
overwritten by the newly created files. As a 
result, the timestamps on all of the files are 
then updated, leading to some problems 
where not all of the files are compiled. For 
some reason, it seems to be using these 
timestamps to determine what needs to be 
included when compiling and won’t work 
when recompiling.

How do I make it recompile all the files, if 
the make file is looking at the timestamp of 
each file even though most of the code files 
are not modified at all?
Sam Hammond

You can actually force the makefile to look for 

timestamps, which should sort this problem 

out for you. You can do this simply with:

  $ makefile -T

Only use this when you are recompiling 

software, though.

Quick compiling

 How do I make 
it recompile all the 
files, if the makefile 
is looking at the 
timestamp of each file 
even though most are 
not modified at all? 
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Above Running services and daemons need to be set up properly or they just won’t work

Right Empathy 
is a great, 
simple IM app, 
but you may 
need to wrestle 
with it for some 
of the services

Questions 
& answers

Q & A

Contact us...
Email: linuxuser@imagine-publishing.co.uk
Web: www.linuxuser.co.uk

Set up daemons
Hello Linux User! Today I created a daemon on
Ubuntu called “daemonprova”.

When I execute it, I can see that it works
through the ps aux command that outputs the
process of my system. The command shows me:

alex      2839  0.0  0.0   2160   292 ?
Ss   15:38   0:00 ./daemonprova

alex      2841  0.0  0.0   4696   820 
pts/0    S+   15:38   0:00 grep 
--color=auto daemonprova

But, when I use sudo service daemonprova
status the terminal tells me “daemonprova:
unrecognised service”.

Why is my system not recognising
daemonprova if I have managed to execute it
correctly? Please help!
Alex

It may be that you haven’t properly set up

this daemon as a service in the way you think.

Here’s a quick guide on how to do just that

under your setup.

First, save your program that will run as a

service in /usr/sbin. You may have to move it

with the terminal using:

  $ sudo cp [filename] /usr/sbin/[filename]

Next, create a basic startup script (use /etc/

init.d/skeleton as reference) and then move

this script to /etc/init.d with:

  $ sudo mv /etc/init.d/[filename]

Then, give this script executable permission 

with chmod:

  $ sudo chmod 755 /etc/init.d/[filename]

Go to /etc/init.d and include it in the startup list 

with low startup priority:

  $ sudo update-rc.d myscriptname default

Finally, give your system a reboot and check if 

the service has started properly:

  $ sudo ps -A --sort cmd or service 
--status-all

Switch JDKs
Hi! What I want to do is install the Oracle Java 
JDK on my Ubuntu Studio 14.04.2 workstation; 
however, the issue is that along the way 
(possibly as a default) the OpenJDK was 
installed instead (with the IcedTea plugin). 

So, my question is – if I were to purge the 
OpenJDK and install the Oracle one instead, 
would this break anything on my system? 
I mean, if all of the standard environment 
variables are set correctly to point to the new 
Java environment, would any packages ‘care’ 
that it was no longer the OpenJDK? I am not 
talking about whether or not those packages 
which rely on Java would still work the same, 
because I’m pretty sure that that’s a far tougher 

I hope you can help me. I use Ubuntu on 
one of my main machines and I like to use 
Empathy for my instant messaging as it 
integrates quite nicely with Unity. I get a 
problem though where every time I log in, it 
asks me to accept the “untrusted” certifi cate 
from my Facebook chat connection. I’ve 
clicked the check box to remember that I’ve 
accepted the certifi cate, yet this doesn’t 
seem to have any effect.

Is there any way to get Empathy to 
properly remember this option? It’s not a 
huge inconvenience, but when my Internet 
gets a bit spotty, it can be extremely 
irritating. Thanks in advance!
Chris Daley

This seems to be a not all uncommon 

problem in Ubuntu and sometimes happens 

with Google accounts as well. There are 

a couple of solutions to your problem – 

the fi rst is a little unsecure and kind of 

a blanket work-around. In Empathy, go 

to Messaging and VoIP Accounts>Edit 

Connection Parameters>Advanced, and 

then click ‘Ignore SSL certifi cate errors’. 

While this will be fi ne for legitimate 

accounts, it’s not recommended.

A better solution would be to have the 

GNOME services launch on start-up – this 

will enable Empathy to use the remember 

option. To do this, go to the Settings 

Manager>System and Startup, and then 

under the Advanced tab make sure to select 

‘Launch GNOME services on startup’. This 

should hopefully fi x the problem without 

making anything unsecure.

Empathy for 
Facebook



question to answer. I just don’t want to break
anything right off the bat (so to speak) simply
because I changed JDKs.

I really want to use the Oracle JDK to ensure
that what I’m seeing is what I’m supposed
to see (ie that it’s the same, because it’s the
‘proper’ environment). But at the same time,
I don’t want to break anything on my system
and then not realise that it has happened until
I next run the affected app(s)! I realise that this
may be a little diffi cult to answer without a
complete listing of the packages installed on
my system and such, but that list really isn’t too
long; ask about any package if need be and I’ll
let you know!

Is this something that can be done without
causing disaster?

In the end, I wish that the OpenJDK had never
been installed in the fi rst place, because then
I wouldn’t need to wonder or worry about this
issue anymore!

By the way, I have already considered wiping
this Ubuntu installation and then installing
one with less ‘extra stuff’, so that maybe no

JDK was present by default. However, asked
and answered, because I simply love Ubuntu
Studio, and the current version is rock-solid so
far… sadly, I am sort of stuck on my distro.
Zoe

You could try installing Oracle JDK in an

alternate location and then set your Java

variables to use that.

There is no requirement that Oracle must

use the default JDK (or even default version)

on a system, so you could continue to have

OpenJDK as the default on the system and use

only the Oracle JDK for the Oracle applications.

OpenJDK is a JRE anyway, so it shouldn’t cause

you any issues.

If you really want to remove OpenJDK, you

should run lsof on the directory where it is

installed to see if anything else is using it.

Full-screen CLI
When I had a desktop environment installed,
everything went to the edge of the screen. Now
on my system with a newly installed Debian-
netinst (I want to use CLI only), the screen acts
as if margined: a blank inch or so at the top
and bottom, a  quarter on both sides and text
crunched in the middle.

I’m having trouble coming up with a good
search term to fi nd a solution. I’ve tried looking
at confi gs like /etc/default/console-setup with
variables SCREEN_WIDTH 
and SCREEN_HEIGHT, but 
also trying to change font it 
does nothing, so I tested by 
commenting out most lines 
there and still no changes. To 
change the font, I’ve put this 
code in my root and users’ 
home folders .profile:

...
setfont Uni1-VGA.psf.gz
...

… and thought that the font may dictate screen 
size, but all fonts stay in the box. If you guys can 
help I would greatly appreciate it.
James Long

Well the term for this is usually overscan or 

underscan – you probably notice it on your TV 

more than anything, where the picture will be 

displaying outside the screen. In that case, you 

need to squeeze down the picture to fi t the TV’s 

resolution properly.

For your CLI environment, it’s 

underscanning. This is slightly different 

though as the CLI will usually automatically be 

displayed at a small size unless it can fi gure 

out the size of your TV. There are a few ways 

around it though.

Firstly, make sure the correct graphics driver 

is installed. After a reboot, this will likely fi x the 

problem, but if not then you can also edit GRUB 

to force a resolution with:

GRUB_GFXMODE=[Height]x[Width]x[Colour]

GRUB_GFXPAYLOAD_LINUX=keep

Update GRUB, reboot and it should then, 

hopefully, fi ll up the screen. 

 The screen acts as if margined: a 
blank inch or so at the top and bottom, 
a quarter on both sides and text 
crunched in the middle 

Right Graphical errors like this can happen when drivers and 
other settings aren’t tweaked properly

Right Java on 
Linux can be a bit 
weird, but it can 
work well enough 
when you use 
offi cial sources
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Flash bashing
Hello! Can you tell me what’s going on with Flash,
please? Over the last month I’ve had it stop
working in Firefox – it told me that it was blocked
for my protection – and it wouldn’t update in
Chrome either, then for some reason it started
working again in both. I’ve seen a lot of shade
being thrown online and it seems to me like the
end of Flash really is nigh…
Abe

Hello Abe! You’re right, this has been a bad 
month for Adobe as various services and distros 
have outright blocked the plugin and various 
corporate leaders have been chiming in on the 
conversation about its vulnerability (such as 
Facebook CSO Alex Stamos, whose tweet went 
viral: “It is time for Adobe to announce the end-
of-life date for Flash and to ask the browsers to 
set killbits on the same day.”)

The whole thing came about as a result of
Italian surveillance software producer Hacking
Team being, erm, hacked – about 400 gigs of
data was thrown out there into the wild on July
6th and security researchers quickly found yet
more zero-day Flash vulnerabilities. The next
day, exploits were already surfacing, and on July
14th Mozilla completely blocked the plugin, only
lifting the ban on July 16th once the security
holes had been completely patched – this must
have been when you noticed the issue! Some
users reported that Chrome’s Flash plugin 
stopped updating as well, although this issue 
now appears to have been fixed.

Currently, the Firefox plugin is an extended 
support release (version 11.2.202.491 at the 
time of writing) and its future as such is a 
little uncertain. Many distros are now simply 
done with Flash and are blocking it altogether 

– like Korora, reviewed this month, which has 
traditionally added the plugin to its Fedora 
base. Chrome and Chromium both use their 
own variant of the plugin, and given that, it is 
more likely to continue to be supported in these 
browsers for the near future.

We’d love to say that these are the death 
throes of this badly worn-out technology and 
that HTML5 will be fully embraced before the 
year is out. However, since (in our opinion) the 
sole reason for Flash’s continued existence is 
that it makes a good chunk of advertising money, 
there will obviously be continued pressure 
on website owners to stick with it until Flash 
eventually weakens beyond a point of no return.

Windows jump
Hi guys. What do you think of Windows 10? I 
imagine that one of you have tested it, having 
read your multibooting and virtualisation 
features. I’m wondering whether or not to ignore 
the notification on my gaming rig.
Seb

Hi Seb. A couple of us have our own gaming 
rigs at home that we keep a copy of Windows 
on – Rob’s still waiting to sort out his upgrade 
from Windows 7 and Gavin is currently running 
Windows 10. To be honest, the user-visible 
changes are essentially the visual makeover 
and introduction of a couple new features. 
Then there’s the horrible new privacy policy and 
the fact that Windows 10 gathers every bit of 

Above If you are still using Flash, it is vitally important that you keep it continually up-to-date

Below Now Windows 10 is here, will 
Windows 7 become the new XP?
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is reading this, the campaign will have closed 
(the pledge deadline is 13th August), but at the 
time of writing and with over 1,200 backers, it is 
looking all but certain that the project will raise 
the $50,000 it intends to.

For those of you who haven’t heard of 
this venture, it’s an official campaign from 
the Creative Commons, the not-for-profi t 
organisation that provides licenses intended 
to work alongside traditional copyright and 
facilitate the fair sharing of users’ knowledge 
and creations (see creativecommons.org/
licenses). With this campaign, the CC is hoping 
to fund the production of a book about open 
source business models, aiming to “shatter the 
illusion” that there is a “conflict between Open 
and Business”. It will identify and then study 24 
businesses, creators and organisations in order 
to understand their open source models and 
the impact these models have made, with the 
conclusions leading to a series of infographics 
on each business model and a number of “high-
level lessons” from each. At the end of the study, 
a(CCBY-SA-licensed,iefree/libreandremixable) 
ebook will then be published and distributed as 
widely as possible, to better inform businesses 
of open source models and their successes.

Unsurprisingly, a print edition was requested 
so many times that the Creative Commons, at 
the eleventh hour, announced a $55,000 stretch 
goal, stating that if the new target is met then a 
print book would be produced, and that every 
backerwhohadinvested$75ormorewouldhave 
one delivered to their door.

information it possibly can – including your fi les, 
if you use OneDrive – to send to Microsoft in aid 
of nurturing Cortana, though you can disable a lot 
of this. Things like the new virtual desktops are 
cool, but nothing we haven’t had in Linux for ages 
now. The OS is still going to be a necessary evil 
for a while if we want to be able to run things like 
Elite: Dangerous. To a large extent, this release 
is a decent compromise between Windows 
7 and the sensationally unpopular Windows 
8/8.1, but if anything it’s looking lacklustre and 
unimaginative next to a free, feature-rich distro 
running KDE Plasma. Given the lack of updated 
software as well – some Microsoft programs 
haven’t changed at all and are now displaying 
rather oddly in the new interface – it’s hard to 
fi nd a compelling reason to upgrade beyond the 
relatively superfi cial refresh. Upgrade to get 
rid of that notifi cation, or if you’re curious, but 
we can’t really drum up enough enthusiasm for 
Windows 10 to actually encourage you…

Open for business
Hi – I read about the book that the Creative 
Commons is crowdfunding and would like to 
know if there will be a print version as well? The 
Kickstarter just talks about the ebook. Thanks!
Chris

Hi Chris. Well, as we’re writing this, there’s 
actually a new update on the Kickstarter page 
saying that a print edition will become available 
if they hit their stretch goal! By the time everyone 

Above Articles will be posted every couple of months, with the fi nal ebook due for publication 15th July 2015
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